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Open one up.
And feel your pulse
accelerate. 50,000 logic gates
on asingle chip. Room enough
to implement large macrofunctions and build an entire
digital system.
An with our new
LCA 10000 Compacted Array' Series.
In theory, somewhere between a
gate array and acellbased custom IC.
In practice,
it's aflat-out acceleration of our ASIC
technology. With
advanced 1.5 micron,
dual-layer HCMOS
technology. And our
innovative variable
routing tracks.
For performance
no mere gate array
can touch. 0.7 nanosecond
propagation delay for a2-input
NAND gate. ECL-like speeds.
Random Routing. VHSIC
performance compatibility
And more.

You'll get there fast, too,
using our proprietary LDS'
Design System. Working at any
of our 12 worldwide design
centers.
And you'll get there safely.
Thanks to our proven 97%
first-time hit rate.
With manufacturing in our facilities.
The best equipped
in the country. Geared
to pump out all you
need. From hundreds.
To hundreds of thousands. All thoroughly
tested on our 256pin system.
Start yours today.
Call one of our sales
offices listed below
Because with
our new Compacted
Array Series driving your next design
there's no telling how far
you'll go.
Or how fast.

Our new 50,000-gate
LCA 10000 Compacted Array
Series makes "System
Scale Integration" a reality.
Now, you can fit an entire
system on achip.
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Even the packaging is

advanced, with up to 256 I/0
signal pins.

LSI LOGIC
CORPORATION

San Jose, CA 408/248-5100, Irvine, CA 714/261-0124, Sherman Oaks, CA 818/906-0333, Denver, CO 303/756-8800, Westport, CT 203/222-9336, Altamonte Springs,
FL 305/339-2242, Boca Raton, FL 305/395-6200, Schaumburg, IL 312/397-0155, Waltham, MA 617/890-0161, Ann Arbor, MI 313/769-0175, Minneapolis, MN
612/835-6161, Raleigh, NC 919/872-8400, Trevose, PA 215/638-3010, Austin, TX 512/343-4513, Dallas, TX 214/788-2966, Bellevue, WA 206/455-5055, Nepean, Ontario
613/726-1585, England 44-344-426544, Israel 972-3-421146/7, Japan 81-3-589-2711, West Germany 49-89-926903-0 LCA 10000 Compacted Array Series is a
registered trademark of LSI Logic Corporation. ©1985 LSI Logic Corporation.
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SURPRISE!

Introduci' ng the world's
most powerful bar-code decoder IC •
Compatible with
most types of
scanners.
Now, you can
meet most of your
customers' scanning
requirements with
asingle decoder IC.
The new HP
HBCR-2000 is
compatible with
most types of scanners — hand-held
laser scanners,
wands, or slot
readers — used in all
types of applications — industrial,
retail or medical.
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And awide
variety of symbologies.
You can address virtually any market because the
HP IC supports awide range
of bar-code symbologies.
Combine it with the appropriate scanner and your
equipment will be compatible
with industry standards

CG08505
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that specify Code 39, Interleaved 2of 5, UPC/EAN,
Codabar, or Code 128.

Broad range of
scanners, too.
HP manufactures abroad line
of scanners, including state-of-the art digital wands and
slot readers, so
we can also provide
you with complete
solutions to your
bar code reading
needs.
For pricing
and delivery information, contact the
Hewlett-Packard
sales office listed
in your telephone
directory white
Pages and ask for the Components Department.

Design simplification.
By eliminating the need
for bar-code software development, the HP IC can save
you both time and money.
Its flexible, bidirectional
serial ASCII interface can be
used independently or easily
connected to another micro- HP: The right choices
processor for data processing for bar code solutions.
or data reformatting.

HEWLETT
PACKARD
Circle 1 on reader service card
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MAINFRAME
PCB LAYOUT
POWER ON
YOUR DESK
TOP IBM PC.
FutureNet and DASH are trademarks of FutureNet
Corporation. IBM is aregistered trademark of
International Business Machines Corporation.

FutureNet's new DASH-PCBTM is an
innovative pc-based layout "expert:'
Now, features of aproven PCB
layout system are yours to
complement our famous DASH
Schematic Designer. Exclusive
features, previously available only
on an expensive mainframe, are
combined in apackage that is costeffective, easy to learn, easy to use,
and highly productive.
Here's an "Expert Multi-Strategy"TM
router without equal. Your choice
of routing strategies, plus trace

hugging, rubber-banding, fine line
rules, 45 degree routing, large board
capacity, 18 trace layers, and easy
to use command menus. It's truly
auto-routing with the mind of
an expert.

FREE BROCHURE!
Call today for your copy of the
complete description of
FutureNet's exciting new
1
4̀
DASH-PCB — the
"expert" system that
puts mainframe power
on your IBM PC.

,
,,_° •

FutureNere
Rent or Lease from:
•Electro Rent Corporation
•United States Instrument Rentals, Inc.
Circle 2 on reader service card

FutureNet Corporation •9310 Topanga Canyon Boulevard
Chatsworth, California 91311-5728 USA •TWX: 910-494-2681

(818) 700-0691
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Technology, 13
•Smaller CCD array could
slash price of video imagers
•Watch out for 'snapback'
in ultradense ICs, warns
Sandia
•Unix System V operating
system will be ported to
Intel's 80386
Electronics, 15
•Is Intel too independent
for IBM's tastes?
•Two Japanese companies
threaten Motorola's lead in
discretes
•Fowler of the FCC wants
states to cooperate on open
access in phone networks
Companies, 18
Junkins' 1986 strategy to get
TI back on track
Patents, 19
TI's get-tough policy in
memory-chip patents

INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

NEW PRODUCTS

How Sierra got its number-crunching punch, 35
To make the 3090 mainframe family the most powerful
computer that it has ever built, IBM has added integrated
vector processors using aregister-based pipelined architecture
with eight 64-bit registers that can serve as 16 32-bit registers
Enhancing X rays by digital manipulation, 39
A computerized system from Philips Medical Systems uses an
advanced image processor and software, combined with
parallel computer architecture, to enhance, display, and record
anumber of different aspects of an X-ray image
Superchips are here, but how to test them? 42
The Pentagon is spawning anew generation of automatic test
equipment in order to test the fruits of its VHSIC program
PROBING THE NEWS
All-out war in Japan as IBM comes out fighting, 44
Big Blue is making progress with its get-tough tactics in
Japan. The objective is to regain the No. 1spot in the
country's computer industry
Hard cards roar along despite questions, 46
Instant best-seller status greeted personal-computer hard-disk
drives mounted on asingle card. But some wonder just how
deep the market is
COVER

Newsletter, 17
• Philips-Signetics and TI
team for 1-µm CMOS logic
• A VMEbus card packs a
32-bit computer
• Weitek slashes prices on
vector floating-point chip
sets
CAD, 54
Low-cost software lets IBM
Personal Computer design
analog circuits
Production, 54
Visual-inspection system
from Synthetic Vision
Systems scans solder dots
before devices are surfacemounted
IC equipment, 57
Crystal Specialties' epitaxial
reactor grows precisely
dimensioned films fast
Software, 58
Compaction package extends
life of GenRad test system

Space, 19
Shuttle disaster may mean
more emphasis on electronics
in space

DEPARTMENTS

Military, 20
Pentagon compromises on
publishing research

Companies, 48
Ricoh moves to copy its past
successes

Photonics, 20
•New crystal adds punch to
lasers
•Sending data optically at
gigabits per second
Computers, 22
Message-routing chip may
hold key to concurrent
computing
Signal processing, 23
TI is set to show its secondgeneration digital signal
processor
IC reliability, 24
Will astatic center spark
research?
Television, 25
Low-cost dynamic RAM
promises to improve TV
pictures
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Bottom lines, 49
Personal computer sales to
grow abit
People, 50
• Manley seeks software
solutions at Software
Engineering Institute
• Rodgers stays close to
customers
• People on the move
Electronics index, 53
New literature, 62
Special Report Slamming door on data thieves, 27
The National Security Agency is moving to develop new
encryption standards for unclassified government systems and
to promote them in the private sector. Why protests are
mounting against this move, and the probable effect on
encryption-equipment design are among the subjects of this
special report
Cover illustration by Art Director Fred J. Sklenar

Electronics week, 64
im Japanese production of
telecommunications
equipment sags
• U. S. electronics sales off
2% in the third quarter
• Japanese award RCA
satellite job
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SOMETIMES,THE FIRST STEPS
ARE THE HARDEST.
So it seems with GaAs ICs.
As with anything new, you've got to walk
before you can run.
A little help along the way always speeds
things up, making the learning process awhole
lot easier.
As the first full line supplier of GaAs
integrated circuits, we know. We've taken GaAs
from its infancy to apractical IC solution for ultrahigh speed memory and logic applications. In
doing so, we've set the learning curve.

Our GaAs IC Foundry Service gets
you up and running.

It lets you design and layout your own
GaAs IC's under our guidance. Then, we fabricate

these circuits using our 1micron D-MESFET
process. So you can run with 100 picosecond gate
delays.
From this experience, you'll learn that
designing GaAs ICs isn't harder — it's just alittle
different.
You'll also understand why you should
run your design on the line that runs more GaAs
wafers than anyone in the world.
For immediate information on our GaAs
IC Foundry Service, call (800) GaAs ICS (422-7427).
In CA (805) 499-0610. Or write: GigaBit Logic,
1908 Oak Terrace Lane, Newbury Park, CA 91320.
Telex 6711358.
And become apart of the GaAs generation.
(GEK) GigaBit Logic

THE NEXT GENERATION
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IC very journalist can remember a sto- New Leader magazine as well as the
ry that virtually dropped into his or San Francisco Chronicle, anewspaper
her lap, complete with good, readily
for which he also worked full-time.
available sources who have plenty to
Not only that, but Mike, who is a
say. But more often, putting together a graduate of the University of California
news
story
involves
at Berkeley, has used
weeks of hard digging
his knowledge of Japan
because those in the
and the Japanese on a
know won't—or can't—
number of films, includtalk.
ing an award-winning
A case in point is the
documentary. He even
Probing the News on
wrote the script for a16-,
p. 44 of this issue, which
part film series called
outlines the redoubled
"Japan: the Changing
efforts of IBM Corp. to
Tradition."
regain its position as the
So if there is such a
leader in computer sales
thing as the ideal backin Japan. IBM refused to
ground for dealing with
talk. For the average
stubborn news sources
American reporter, that
in Japan, Mike Berger
refusal might have killed
would seem to have it.
the story. But Mike
Berger of our Tokyo buor anyone making a
reau was able to bridge
short list of ideal
the cultural gap between EXPERT. Lyman knows VHSIC.
backgrounds, our Packhimself and the Japaaging & Production edinese computer industry officials who tor, Jerry Lyman, would have to be on
had the needed information. He used all
it. Jerry, whose expertise extends to
the skills and tricks of the trade to
testing, displays his talents on p. 42 in
wedge the story out of Japanese
the article on the problems that the Pensources over asix-week period.
tagon's Very High Speed Integrated
Giving Mike an edge was his backCircuits program is having in its hunt
ground in Japan's culture and language.
for automatic test equipment to handle
He has spent a good part of his adult the complex VHSIC chips.
Jerry, who started in engineering as a
life in Japan. Before working for us, he
lived there as the recipient of a Ful- technician in the Navy, has been on the
bright-Hayes research award, which
staff of Electronics for 11 years. Begave him the opportunity to study the
fore that, he worked as a design and
language and the society as well as to
test engineer: as many people in the indo freelance writing for the Washing- dustry maintain, he hasn't forgotten a
ton Post, the New York Times, and the
thing.
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"We did it."
"I Icnew we'd close that sale.
Did you see theirfaces?"
"Its Ó c,ompetitorsfcices
Iwa to see. We've really cracked
this market now."

it

"Looks like we made all the
right decisions at the right
times."

Ike Nationals 32-bit
icroprocessorfamily?"
"You can't build asystem out
ofdata sheets and promises.
National had it they delivered i4
and they got us herefirst"

While you're still
dreaming about success,
Sequent is delivering it.
With National's
Series 32000 family
On January 17, 1983, eighteen
people started anew company
called Sequent Computer
Systems. They had no product,
no plan, no backing. Only
adream.
Two years later, that dream
came true. They delivered their
first system—a sophisticated
parallel processing computer.
Afull year ahead of their
competitors.
How'd they do it? Hard work.
Calculated risks. Belief. And a
-Critical decision. They chose the
Series 32000' microprocessor
family.
It offered them acomplete
32-bit microprocessor family,
including demand paged virtual
Memory Management, Floating
Point, and other peripherals
with full UNIX' support.

But the Series 32000
wasn't just the right engineering
decision, it was the right
business decision. It helped
Sequent get their system to
market fast. First.
Sequent hit their window of
opportunity. And that window
is still open—for now. So find
out how the Series 32000 can
help you build your own
success story. Contact National
Semiconductor today.
National's Series 32000, MS 23-200
P.O. Box 58090
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8090

National
Semiconductor

We're doing it.
4
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IEEE-488
MULTIBUS

"VMEbus

Interfaces &Software
for
Multibus &VMEbus
Hardware Flexibility
• High performance
applications
— 500K bytes per second
— Hitachi HD 68450 LSI DMA
controller

• Low cost applications
— Programmed I/O
— Multiple IEEE-488 ports per slot
— Polled or interrupt driven transfers

Software Support
• Real-Time Operating
Systems
— Versados, MTOS
— PDOS, iRMX

• UNIX

Other IEEE-488 Products
•Interfaces & Software for
— IBM PC &compatibles
— DEC 0-bus &UNIBUS
— STD &S-100 bus

• General GPIB Products
— GPIB Bus Testers
— GPIB Bus Extenders
— Stand-Alone Controllers

"7 NATIONAL

1 INSTRUMENTS
12109 Technology Boulevard
Austin, TX 78727
1(800 531-GPIB
In Texas (80011EEE-488
Telex: 756737 NAT INST AUS

Circle 8 on reader service card
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MEETINGS

CDROM GETS ITS OWN CONFERENCE
interest in the compact-disk
Growing
read-only memory as a storage me-

the past, people haven't been that cooperative." He says they may have
learned from the successful cooperation
in the CD audio market.
The 20 sessions will split almost evenly into two tracks: marketing and technical. Lambert says the technical sessions are "medium-level technology, not
down to the bits and bytes." The marketing track "is aimed at existing database publishers who are aware it will
have an effect on their business but are
not sure what to do."
Conference speakers come from both
the computing and publishing industries. Big names in computing—Apple
Computer, Ashton-Tate, Digital Equipment, North American Philips, and
3M—will be represented. The publishing
industry will be represented by such
houses as Houghton Mifflin, McGrawHill, and Grolier Electronic Publishing,
producer of the first consumer CDROM
encyclopedia.

Nepcon West 86, Cahners Exposition Group
(Show manager, Nepcon West 86, Cahners

Automation '86, American Automation Asso-

Exposition Group, 1350 E. Touhy Ave., Des
Plaines, III. 60017-5060), Convention Center,
Anaheim, Calif., Feb. 25-27.

12303-A Technology Blvd., Austin, Texas
78727), Hyatt Regency, Houston, March 9-12.

IGWO '86: Topical Meeting on Integrated

Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE, P.O. Box 10, Bellingham,
Wash. 98227-0010), Santa Clara Marriott Hotel, Santa Clara, Calif., March 9-14.

dium for personal computers has inspired Microsoft Corp., developer of MSDOS, to sponsor the 1st International
Conference on CDROM technology.
Steve Lambert, editor of CDROM:
The New Papyrus and speaker coordinator for the meeting, says Microsoft
has a natural interest in CDROM because the Bellevue, Wash., company's
operating system is pervasive in the personal computer market. William Gates,
company chairman, will speak at the
conference, along with Gary Kildall,
chairman of Digital Research Inc. and
founder of Activenture Corp.
A key topic will be standards, for
which an unusually high level of cooperation exists, Lambert says. "Everybody's willing to work together to produce a product that will meet a standard, play on all machines, work with all
software. In the computer industry in

ciation (Edmond Macaluso, Tektronix Inc.,

Micro '86: Symposium on Microlithography,
and Guided-Wave Optics, IEEE and Optical
Society of America (Optical Society of America Meetings Department, 1816 Jefferson Pl.
N. W., Washington, D. C. 20036), Marriott
Marquis Hotel, Atlanta, Feb. 26-28.
Sensors: Devices, Materials & Processing, The Metallurgical Society (420 Commonwealth Dr., Warrendale, Pa. 15086), Mar-

ESC '86: Eastern Simulation Conference, Society for Computer Simulation (P. O. Box
17900, San Diego, Calif. 92117), Omni International Hotel, Norfolk, Va., March 10-12.

riott Hotel and Sheraton Hotel, New Orleans,
March 2-6.

ADEE West: Automated Design & Engineering for Electronics West, Cahners Exposition

Comdex in Japan '86, Interface Group Inc.,
(300 First Ave., Needham, Mass. 02194),

Group (Show manager, ADEE West, 1350 E.
Touhy Ave., Des Plaines, III. 60017-5060),
Moscone Convention Center, San Francisco,
March 11-13.

Harumi Exhibition Center, Tokyo, March 3-6.
Power UK '86, Power Supply Manufacturers
Association (TCM Expositions Ltd., Exchange House, 33 Station Rd., Liphook,
Hampshire GU30 7DN, England), The Kensington Exhibition Centre, London, March
4-6.

IZS '86: International Zurich Seminar on Digital Communications, IEEE etal. (R. Hartmann,
Zellweger Uster AG, 8634 Hombrechtikon,
Switzerland), Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich, March 11-13.
PD '86: Physical Design '86 Conference, IEEE

1st International Conference on CDROM,
Microsoft Corp. (Travel Incentives, 650
Hampshire Rd., Suite 216, Westlake Village,
Calif. 91361), Sheraton, Seattle, Wash.,
March 4-7.
Conference on Computer Graphics, Frost
& Sullivan Inc. (106 Fulton St., New York,
N. Y. 10038-2786), Diplomat Hotel, Hollywood, Fla., March 5-7.

(Nelson Brady, Tektronix Inc., 12303-A Technology Blvd., Austin, Texas, 78727), Hyatt
Regency, Houston, March 12-14.
Work Station Technology 8i Systems Conference, IEEE (Helen Yonan, Moore School
of Electrical Engineering, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa., 19104) Bally's
Park Place Casino Hotel, Atlantic City, N. J.,
March 18-20.
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Today's decision makers, engineers and
managers, are faced
with acomplex worldwide industry where
technologies and markets change rapidly.
Success or failure is
directly related to information. Timely and
accurate information
that analyzes technology and its impact.
Only Electronics
has the necessary editorial resources with
11 full time news
bureaus around the
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Why look like
the average manager?
At last there is software that
puts you ahead of the pack.
SuperProject Plus. The management advantage.
We have refined the effective
techniques of project management into an unprecedented tool
for complete management control.
From planning an audit, scheduling anew product, budgeting an
ad campaign to managing the production of aBroadway musical.
At alevel any manager can
understand. From beginner to expert.
SuperProject Plus is
the first micro
software that lets
you see how all
the elements you
manage —your people,
projects, budgets,
schedules and
resources —relate to and affect
each other.

You can even directly transfer
your information
into SuperCalc® 3
Release 2,
Lotus® 1-2-3,®
dBaseTM and
other leading
software for
more detailed
financial analysis
and business Why rely on hit-or- miss
management?
reports.
SuperProjectrPlus.

TM

SuperProject Plus
can improve petformance on any level.

So you can
plan ahead with confidence. Identify potential problem areas and
take corrective action before it's

From

too late. Compare your actual
performance against your plans.
And never be surprised by adeadline again.

Asso-

ciates, the world's
most experienced business software maker.
With alist of satisfied
customers that includes over
80% of the Fortune 1000.
For the whole story on
SuperProject Plus for the
IBM PC, call Terry Smith at
1-800- 645-3003.
Or see
your dealer.
You'll wonder how
you ever managed without it.

"
4.
Now you'll have the ammunition you need
to make better decisions.

SuperProject Plus will help
you optimize resources. Take on
greater challenges. Manage more
intelligently.
In short, be abetter manager.

GOMPUTER
riSSOCIATES
Software superior by design.

The way is CA.
I9115 Computer Associates International, Inc. SuperCak is aregistered trademark. and bup,Project atrademark of Computer Assocrites International. Inc. Lot
1.2.3 are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corp. dBASE is atrademark of Ashton-Tate.

mil

Computer Assiwiates productivity software: Supereak"3 Release 2: SuperCale3a; Superhojeet
EasyWriter II' System; Easyllanner": EasyFiler
EasySales Pro. i•
EasyHusiness Systems accounting software: Easyllus": Easyllus" Network Manager; General Ledger and Financial Reporter: Accouals Payable; Accounts Receivable;
Inventory Control and Analysis: Order Entry: Payroll: Retail Invoicing; Time. Billing, and Client Receivables: Job Costing.
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The INMOS 25ns Static RAM Family.
Because some designers prefer life in the fast lane.
INMOS just gave you apassing lane for
high-speed Static RAMs. You're no longer
stuck in low gear with slow-speed memories.
Simply shift into over-drive with our
advanced high-performance CMOS products.
You can accelerate to access times of 25,
35 and 45ns with our IMS1423 (4kx4) and 35,
45 and 55ns with our IMS1600 (64kx1).
Our IMS1620 (16k x4) offers 45,55
and 7Ons access times.
Our fast memories are fuel efficient;
perfect for your power requirements. With
Ehigh, they can be placed in alow standby
condition. And for even higher efficiency,
you can reduce the standby power by using
CMOS input levels.
Soup-up your system design with our
IMS1423, IMS1620 and IMS1600. And let the
competition eat dust.
INMOS Corporation, Colorado Springs,
Colorado. Tel. (303) 630-4000 Bristol,
England. TeL 0272-290-861 Paris, France.
Tel. (1) 687-2201 Munich, Germany. Tel.
(089) 319-1028

Device

Access Max Power (mW)
Times act stby
Process

IMS1400
16K x1 35,45,55 660

110

NMOS

IMS1420
4K x4 45,55

165

NMOS

IMS1423
4K x4 25,35,45 660

33 CMOS

CMOS

IMS1600
64K x1 45,55,70 440

77 CMOS

CMOS

IMS1620
16K x4 45,55,70 440

77 CMOS

CMOS

INMOS,

e

605

and IMS are trademarks of the INMOS

Group of Companies.

onmos

When you're ready to make tracks, not follow them, call INMOS.
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TECHNOLOGY NEWSLETTER
SMALLER CCD ARRAY COULD SLASH PRICES OF VIDEO IMAGERS

A

1.5-gm charge-coupled-device array developed by Texas Instruments

I
nc. could cut the costs of aCCD imager kit for video cameras by almost

two thirds, to around $100, when it hits volume production in 1987. Known at
TI as the VID270, the chip is designed for use in 8-mm diagonal-format
applications, and includes color filters. It is about half the size of TI's current
TC240C array, which also uses the company's virtual-phase technology but
with 2.5-1..tm minimum channel lengths. The 270's pixel size is 8.5 by 19.75
p,m, compared with 11.5 by 27 1.2,m on the 2400. Each chip has 754 horizontal pixels and 488 vertical pixels. Critical to the reduced size is an improved
on-chip charge-detector amplifier, providing a stronger imaging signal from
the shrunken CCD cells. Initial samples will go to potential customers in Japan
during the spring. TI is banking on the new chip to make it amajor contender
in CCD imagers. The Dallas company says $100 for a CCD array kit, which
includes the array and essential components, could open up widespread use
in consumer and industrial video cameras—in robots, for example.
D

WATCH OUT FOR 'SNAPBACK' IN ULTRADENSE ICs, WARNS SANDIA

R

esearchers at Sandia National Laboratories are encouraging chip designers to pay more attention to a problem they call "snapback" that becomes more serious as the sizes of integrated-circuit features drop below 1.5
gm. Now under study at the Albuquerque, N. M., labs, this phenomenon can
destroy an IC by forcing too much current through its circuitry. A combination
of two conditions causes snapback: a transistor must be operating slightly
above its operating voltage (12 V, ± 1
/ V for a3-pm chip on a 10-V supply),
2
and it must be struck with an initiating event, such as radiation or electrostatic
discharge. Chip designers can avoid the problem by including a mechanism
to reduce the voltage when an initiating event strikes.
D
UNIX SYSTEM V WILL BE PORTED TO INTEL'S 80386
Interactive Systems Corp. will port AT&T Co.'s Unix System V operating
system to the Intel Corp. 80386, the 32-bit microprocessor that supports
both Unix and MS-DOS. Intel says Unix System V is rapidly becoming the
industry-standard version of the operating system. The Santa Clara, Calif.,
company will continue to use Microsoft Corp.'s Xenix version of Unix on its
system-level products, but it will make the Interactive adaptation standard for
its chips. It plans to have Unix System V and several high-level languages,
including C, Fortran, Pascal, and Lisp, in beta-test sites by midsummer.
Interactive Systems, which claims to be the largest Unix port specialist, has
been working on the 386 since last August. The Santa Monica, Calif., company will help Intel customers tailor System V to 80386 based systems. ' CI
NEWEST VAX OUTRACES THE 11/780 BY A FACTOR OF 12

Aarrays give Digital Equipment Corp.'s new VAX 8800 superminicomputer
tightly coupled dual processor, 27 new custom chips, and 186 ECL gate

12 times the throughput of aVAX-11/780. The $650,000 machine has 64-K
bytes of cache memory and is completely compatible with DEC's VMS operating system. It uses a 60-megabyte/s main-memory bus and up to four new
VaxBI buses for I/O transfers as fast as 30 megabytes/s. To accommodate
the two processors and four I/O buses in one backplane, DEC has developed
a 22-layer printed-wiring board. The Maynard, Mass., company also introduced the $127,000 VAX 8200, which offers 11/780 performance at half the
cost, a new price-performance point for the VAX. A dual-processor version,
the $160,000 VAX 8300, has nearly twice the performance of the 8200. 0
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The Least Expensive
Way To Get The Bugs Out Of
Your Department.
If you need aworkhorse memory tester, you could
spend up to three times more money than you really have to.
Up to 1megabyte, GenRad's 1734M benchtop
system does virtually everything those big testers do.
At about one third the cost.
The 1734M handles abroad range of memories:
RAMs, ROMs, EPROMs. It has auto calibration and pin
deskew, for ahigh level of test repeatability and National
Bureau of Standards traceability. It comes with ahuge
test program library, for extensive fault coverage. And it
can network with our SCANTM software to help you
evaluate vendors and formulate test strategies.
So, for primary test or large system off-load,
a1734M is all you need to get the bugs out.
Anything else is simply overkill.
Ca111-800-4-GENRAD, or write GenRad,
170 Tracer Lane, MS66, Waltham, MA 02254.

Gen Rad

GenRad, Inc., 1985. SCAN is atrademark of GenRad,
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ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
IS INTEL TOO INDEPENDENT FOR IBM?
Inability to call the tune at Intel Corp. may be the reason IBM Corp. has
decided to reduce its investment in the Santa Clara, Calif., chip maker. Last
week the computer giant, citing adesire to raise some $300 million, said it will
sell as much as a third of its 22.5 million shares, which represent slightly
under 20% of Intel's stock. Industry analysts say the move may have been
triggered by Intel's abandoning of the random-access-memory market, which
IBM considers to be the main chip-technology driver, and by its decision to
divert resources from microprocessor development in favor of gaining a
foothold in application-specific integrated circuits. Currently sitting on more
than $350 million in cash and short-term investments, Intel has been immune
to IBM pressure, analysts say. Both companies emphasized that IBM—now
Intel's largest customer—will remain a major account.
0
TWO JAPANESE COMPANIES THREATEN MOTOROLA'S LEAD IN DISCRETES

T

@Mahe continuing strength of Japanese consumer-electronics products, especially video cassette recorders, is reflected in a new estimate that two
Japanese producers have passed the long-time leader in discrete components, Motorola Inc. Dean A. Winkelmann of industry consultant Integrated
Circuit Engineering Corp., Scottsdale, Ariz., says his initial compilation shows
Toshiba Corp. the 1985 leader with $580 million in discrete sales, NEC Corp.
second at $570 million, and Motorola third at .$550 million—a $100 million
drop from its 1984 lead figure. Motorola refutes this ranking, saying that parts
it classifies as ICs may be included in the Japanese discrete numbers.
0
FCC'S FOWLER WANTS STATES TO COOPERATE ON OPEN ACCESS

Tcommissions to quicken the pace of deregulation of the national telephone
ie Federal Communications Commission is urging state public utilities

network. Chairman Mark S. Fowler wants the states to work with the FCC to
ensure enhanced-service providers the same ease of entry into the local loop
now enjoyed by the local phone companies themselves. Creating an opennetwork architecture and providing ready access to the functional elements of
the networks on an unbundled basis would drive local phone rates down,
Fowler said in launching the idea at Communications Networks '86 in Washington last week. Several states are already considering the plan.
D
BULL CHARGES BACK, SPURRED BY PERSONAL COMPUTER SALES

Bhave another big year in microcomputers. The firm says it may sell as

,iii, France's flagship data-processing equipment manufacturer, expects to

many as 50,000 of its Micral machines, up about 50% over the 1985 figure of
33,000. Bull boosted its 1985 microcomputer market share to 13%; in 1984,
it was only 5%. That jump underpinned the company's steep rise in total
sales: $2.2 billion for 1985, an increase of 18.5% on its 1984 revenue. D
HP's SPECTRUM, WITH A 3000 LABEL, WILL BOW NEXT MONTH

TPackard Co. will bear the HP 3000 label to emphasize continuity. Presi-

he long-awaited Spectrum reduced-instruction-set computer from Hewlett-

dent John Young told securities analysts last week that the first commercial
model of the Spectrum series will be introduced next month and will be
marketed as an enhanced version of last year's 3000 model 68. He predicted
modest sales improvements for 1986 and said the Palo Alto company had
seen a6% increase in orders in the first two months of fiscal 1986 over the
corresponding months of 1985, which were part of arecord-setting quarter. D
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"Who else could squeeze 512 analog input channels on 2MULTIBUS boards?
Or even 128 channels on one? We've done both:'
Try this on for size.
Data Translation's new DT712 has 128 analog
input channels. More than any other A/D board on
the market. Add the DT713 to get 512 inputs.
Engineers faced with alot of analog sensor
inputs no longer have to add on aton of extra boards
for industrial process control applications.
Now all they need is one. Ours.
The DT712 is also extremely economical. With
more channels, the cost per channel is at least athird
less than anything the competition can offer.
Besides greater cost efficiency, the DT712 also
includes multiple
DT112 SERIES A/D
BOARD DESCRIPTION
triggering and scanning schemes, and
MAX NUMBER
MODEL
TYPE
OF CHANNELS
an on-board programmable clock.
01112
High Level A/D
128SE/6401
Plus, aunique
01712 + 01113

High Level AID
Expanded

01114

Low Level AID

6401

Low Level AID

25601

01714

01115

512SE/25601

Expanded

screw terminal
panel lets you enjoy
easy installation of
analog signals, and
avery clean, noise- I
Fred Molinari, President
free cabling connection.
And the DT712 is compatible with the latest
MULTIBUS interface. .. including 24-bit addressing and
16-bit data transfers.
So before you get
into atight spot, call Data
Translation.
See our
new 646
We've loosened up the
pg. catalog/
handbook
problem 512 ways.
or see us in
Call (617) 481-3700.
Gold Book
1986. Or call
for your personal
copy today.

The DT712 provides
for up to 128 AID
channels on asingle
MULTIBUS board.

DATA TRANSLATION
Data Translation, Inc., 100 Locke Dr., Marlboro, MA 01752 (617)481-3700 Tlx 951-646.
European Headquarters: Data Translation, Ltd.. 13 The Business Centre, Molly Millars Lane, Wokingham Berks, RG112QZ, England Tlx: 851849862 (#D)

World Headquarters:

MU LTI BUS is aregistered trademark of Intel Corp.
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PRODUCTS NEWSLETTER
TI AND PHILIPS-SIGNETICS TEAM FOR 1-MICRON CMOS LOGIC

Tparent Philips to develop and manufacture a1-µ,m advanced CMOS logic
exas Instruments Inc. has joined forces with Signetics Corp. and its Dutch

(ACL) chip family. The initial three members of the family will be available in
the second quarter of this year. TI, of Dallas, will make its ACL parts with its 1µ,m Enhanced Performance Implanted CMOS process [Electronics, Jan. 27,
1986, p. 16]. Signetics, of Sunnyvale, Calif., and Philips will use a logic
version of their 1-µ,m CMOS, known as MicroMOS. The family of chips
represents the fastest CMOS line to date, with average propagation delays of
3 ns—about three times faster than standard silicon-gate HCMOS logic. By
early next year, the companies expect to have 111 parts on the market; prices
for the family will be announced later this spring.
D
TRIPLE VMEBUS CARD PACKS A 32-BIT COMPUTER
computer on asingle triple-high VMEbus card. The East Haddam, Conn.,
G
manufacturer's first single-board system, which sells for $6,000, will do the
oodspeed Systems Inc. has announced the Uni -System, a68020-based

work of five to seven cards. Intended for original-equipment manufacturers,
Uni -System aims to fill the gap between end-user 32-bit systems and computers built by combining multiple boards from various manufacturers. Optional
color graphics and an Ethernet link tailor the computer to automatic-testequipment and graphics markets.
D
WEITEK SLASHES PRICES ON FLOATING-POINT CHIPS
eitek Corp. has added incentive for original equipment manufacturers

W and system integrators who want to use more floating-point technology

in the superminicomputer and work-station markets. In late January, the
Sunnyvale, Calif., chip maker slashed the price on its WTL 1064/5 and WTL
1264/5 64-bit vector floating-point chip sets to $795, down from $2,200. At
the same time, Weitek cut the cost of its WTL 1164/5 floating-point coprocessor chip set to $580, down from $700. The new prices are effective
immediately.
E
PHILIPS TO GUARANTEE ZERO DEFECTS ON ALL SEMICONDUCTORS
ook for Philips of the Netherlands to announce in the next week or so a

Lzero-defect warranty on all the semiconductors it produces at its affiliates

around the world. The Eindhoven company thus follows a policy started last
summer by its subsidiary, Signetics Corp., in Sunnyvale, Calif. The Philips
warranty, which becomes effective March 1, allows users who spot defects in
a production lot of standard parts to return the whole lot to the factory for
rescreening. Eventually, the warranty will be extended to include applicationspecific ICs.
III
60-CHANNEL NETWORK HANDLES THOUSANDS OF NODES

Atogether through Sytek Inc.'s 60-channel System 2000 family. Each port
smany as 10,000 nodes spread throughout alarge campus can be tied

in the network has an individualized directory, and the network loader features
"broadcast download" for updating software at all nodes at once. The family
consists of the 2500 network loader, which sells for $1,395; the 2502 packetcommunication unit, priced at $1,195; the 2522 asynchronous interface card,
$600; the 2532 modular packet-communication unit, $4,400; and the 2550
network translator, $3,000. In addition, the Mountain View, Calif., company
charges an annual license fee of $1,000.
El
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JUNKINS' 1986 STRATEGY
TO GET TI BACK ON TRACK
HE IS PUTTING MORE MUSCLE INTO FEWER PRODUCT LINES
DALLAS

_merry

R. Junkins is reducing the num.. ber of product lines at Texas Instruments Inc. to get the electronics giant
back on track. "I'm convinced we've
been trying to do too many things.
That's the conclusion that [a new corporate management team] has come to in
the past six months," says Junkins, who
took over the job of running TI just
eight months ago.
The Dallas company will "concentrate
on doing afew things well; we'll put our
muscle on them." And when a marketplace changes, or if TI doesn't have a
good market share, the company will
consider pulling out, he says.
Junkins will also focus research and
development efforts primarily in three
or four major areas. Microprocessors
and microcontrollers will be one big target. And amajor investment in artificial
intelligence will be spread across the entire company, both in military and industrial product areas, he says. "We'll also
put more muscle in industrial automation; it's agood little business."
TI wants to make its industrial unit a
full systems business and is considering
strategic alliances as well as acquisitions to build the operation. "We've already looked at some small companies,"
Junkins adds. And TI now intends to
focus more of its troubled Data Systems
Group on industrial automation markets
after making little headway in the
crowded office-automation markets.
MORE SERVICE. At the same time, the 48year-old TI president is concentrating the
company more than ever on marketing
and on customer service, which he calls
the "ultimate differential." In a wideranging interview with Electronics' editors, Junkins says he's asking TI divisions to develop "much closer customer
relationships." Service "dominates our
thinking now," he says. "It is no longer
sufficient for a company to have a corner on the technology and the cost."
Adding impetus to his job of reshaping
TI was the $118.7 million net loss for
1985 that the company reported last
week—its second deficit in the past three
years. Clobbered primarily by the steep
semiconductor slump, TI's 1985 sales
18

dipped 14% to $4.92 billion. Last year's
loss was in sharp contrast to the record
net profits of $316 million in 1984.
TI entered the 1980s as asemiconductor-based manufacturer with heavy involvement in consumer markets—including digital watches and home computers.
Junkins now intends to depart the troubled decade as aforce in industrial automation, leveraging its extensive IC knowhow, its emerging expertise in AI, and
volume-manufacturing disciplines.

CONCENTRATING. Junkins intends to have

TI doing abetter job in fewer areas.

Junkins, whose ascent to TI president
and chief executive officer came suddenly last May after the early retirement of
J. Fred Bucy, launched an extensive effort last summer to assess the firm's
widely varying businesses, which range
from ICs to oil-search and consumer
electronics. His review had Junkins
globetrotting to TI plants worldwide
[Electronics, Aug. 12, 1985, p. 22].
Last fall, remedies were taken to stem
what the 27-year TI veteran says were
short-term problems. After posting an
2.8 million net loss in the third quarter,
the company began closing an aging
U. S. IC front end, an offshore assembly
facility in El Salvador, and two computer
plants in Texas. Worldwide employment
totaled 77,872 at the end of 1985, down
nearly 10% from 86,563 a year earlier.

Many industry analysts believe these
critical cuts in overhead were initiated
much more quickly by Junkins than they
would have been under Bucy.
TI lagged other U. S. semiconductor
houses in showing aturnaround in chip
sales late in 1985. "That principally reflects their exposure to the dynamic
RAM business," says James L. Barlage,
industry analyst with Smith Barney,
Harris Upham & Co., New York. TI
showed a drop in chip sales, while
fourth-quarter gains were reported over
third-quarter shipments by AMD, Intel,
and Motorola. Still, Barlage is predicting
arecovery for the chip industry, making
the business profitable in 1986. He predicts that TI will record net income of
$155 million in 1986, "assuming no unusual or extraordinary changes."
For 1986, Junkins will concentrate on
reshaping the company's business directions as well as blending marketing and
customer-service skills with the manufacturing and technology base. Part of that
effort is acampaign to win market share
in commodity chips by outperforming the
competition in quality and on-time deliveries. Initial efforts are under way at
TI's standard-logic operations and an
automated IC-assembly line in Sherman,
Texas. The line, called FAM, for flexible
assembly module, will guarantee short
lead times whenever demand rockets and
chip shortages plague the commodity
markets. TI is also inking partnership
pacts with major computer houses in
hopes of eventually becoming a sole
source to them of commodity bipolar and
CMOS logic chips.
Junkins says he wants another $50
million trimmed from the company's oilsearch subsidiary, Geophysical Service
Inc. GSI cut expenditures by $50 million
in 1985, and it managed amodest profit
in the fourth quarter despite continuing
cutbacks in oil-well drilling.
The usually profitable Defense Electronics and Systems Group had flat revenue last year compared with 1984. But
this business will return to growth rates
comparable to the past 10 years, Junkins
says. "Profits have been pretty stable,
and barring major disaster, we'll have no
major swings in profits this year."
Electronics/February 3, 1986

The Data Systems Group in Austin,
Texas, could tighten its belt further. "Our
intention is not to let this group be adrag
in 1986," Junkins says. The group will
introduce a32-bit minicomputer this year
and is putting more R&D into terminals
and peripherals. "We don't want to let
that business dwindle," he says. This
year, TI's consumer business will be "relatively flat and maybe down." This operation still needs to get costs down, he says.
In 1986, TI's Industrial Systems Division "can spend as much as they make
[developing] new products and grow as
fast as it can," Junkins says. The small
division, which started out in the mid1970s as an industrial-controller maker,

was added officially to TI's business objectives in 1983. It has completed anumber of turnkey factory-automation projects for food companies, pipeline plants,
and internal company operations. TI material-moving robots, sensors, and controls are used in the Sherman FAM assembly line as well as TI's 6-in.-wafer
plants in Dallas and Miho, Japan.
But how TI will do this year hinges on
how quickly the semiconductor business
turns around. "The road to recovery will
be abit more gradual [than in previous
recessions]," Junkins says. But there
are stirrings, he adds. The company has
"already seen some lead times stretch
out in bipolar."
-J. Robert Lineback

MEMORIES

TI'S GET-TOUGH POLICY
IN MEMORY CHIP PATENTS
Hold onto your legal briefs. A series

DALLAS

of patent-infringement lawsuits
filed recently by Texas Instruments Inc.
against nine memory-chip producers in
the Far East is just the start of a gettough protection policy over TI's semiconductor inventions. The Dallas chip
maker is stepping up the use of its huge
catalog of patents to block competitors
around the world and make dynamic
random-access memories a more lucrative business for itself.
TI has quietly filed over the past year
a barrage of patent applications in the

U. S. and overseas intended to cover the
most feasible approaches to three-dimensional structures for storage cells.
A 3-d storage cell is considered essential
to reducing the array areas of DRAMs
reaching densities of 4Mb and beyond.
"We are excited about the 4-Mb
DRAM because it does represent a patentable position in the memory business
for aU. S. company," says George Heilmeier, TI senior vice president and chief
technical officer in charge of corporate
research programs. The promising 4-Mb
cell structure places the storage capacitor in a trench about 7 to 8 p.m deep,

topped off with a pass transistor. TI
calls it a trench-transistor cell and has
used it to fabricate an experimental 4-Mb
CMOS DRAM [Electronics, Dec. 2, 1985,
p. 50]. TI has filed trench-transistor patents in every country "where DRAM
technology might migrate in the next decade," including India, adds Heilmeier.
SLEW OF SUITS. At the end of January,
TI started the action by announcing it
was suing nine DRAM makers—eight in
Japan and one in Korea. The federal lawsuits claim existing DRAM products violate TI patent rights. Named in suits
filed in Dallas federal court are Samsung Semiconductor of Seoul, and Japan's Fujitsu, Hitachi, Matsushita, Mitsubishi, NEC, Oki Electric, Sharp, and Toshiba. TI also plans to file for action before the International Trade Commission.
The suits are intended to protect "intellectual property and to increase the
return on the investments in research
and development that led to the technology embodied in TI's patents," according to William P. (Pat) Weber, executive
vice president and corporate development officer. No suits are planned
against U. S. companies.
TI claims to have 150 U. S. patents
applicable to DRAM production. It cited
eight registered U. S. patents, dating
from 1970 to 1985, in the suit against
the Korean and Japanese companies.
The patents cover a binary decoder; a
high-density, high-speed, random-access
read-write memory; high-speed sense
amplifiers for MOS RAMs; a RAM cell
with different capacitor and transistor
oxide thicknesses; an integrated-circuit

SHUTTLE DISASTER MAY MEAN MORE EMPHASIS ON ELECTRONICS IN SPACE
Electronic systems were not
directly blamed in the aftermath of last week's space
shuttle disaster, but questions were asked about why
telemetry from on-board processors did not sense any
problem. One possible effect
of the tragedy on the electronics industry could be a
long-range
trend
toward
shuttle automation and more
electronics-intensive
unmened launches.
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration officials reportedly were baffled
last week following initial
evaluation of flight data. Unlike data in previous shuttle
failures, data from the Challenger contained no evidence
of a warning from its network of sensors. Jesse W.
Moore, NASA's associate administrator for space flight,
noted during a press conferElectronics/February 3, 1986

ence that neither launch controllers at Cape Canaveral
nor mission controllers at the
Johnson Space Center in
Houston detected anything
unusual in the telemetry.
The shuttle processors, a
fault-tolerant network built
by IBM Corp., include five
AP-101 navigation computers. A rash of hardware
problems on previous flights
led to arecent NASA decision
to order 26 new code-compatible processors with three
times the processing speed of
the AP-101 [Electronics, Oct.
28, 1985, p. 24].
Based on initial telemetry
evaluations, however, "there
is no indication of acomputer
malfunction," stated James
F. Harroun of IBM's Federal
Systems Division in Bethesda, Md., in a heated denial.
IBM still expects to deliver
the
enhanced-performance

101-S processors in 1987.
Shirley Henry of fault-tolerant-computer manufacturer
Tolerant Systems, San Jose,
Calif., said the real-time
fault-tolerant
technology
used on the shuttle is mature. She suggested, however, that telemetry-analysis
software used in early evaluations may not have found
all possible correlations. In
later evaluations, she added,
"I would expect NASA would
be ripping the data apart to
get an answer."
Even though the Air Force
says it is too early to assess
the impact of the mishap on
its space activities, a representative did say it may focus interest on two Air Force
programs already under way.
The first will modify 13 Titan
II boosters to launch military
payloads. A second program,
to produce complementary

expendable launch vehicles,
as they are called, would be
ready to launch two payloads
per year by 1988.
The accident "will probably
put more emphasis on the sophistication of automation on
the shuttle," said David R.
Criswell, an official of the
California Space Institute
who recently helped compile
a report on automation and
robotics for the space program. Criswell said the center, with headquarters at the
University of California at
San Diego, had been conducting "wide-ranging studies"
on unmanned vehicles. A consortium of aerospace companies may eventually seek a
more cost-effective means of
getting payloads into orbit,
he said. That would probably
mean a more even mix of
manned and automated vehicles.
-George Leopold
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MOS capacitor using implanted regions
week coming out of there," recalls Greg
to change thresholds; carrier packaging Armstrong, manager of CMOS technolfor ICs; and two high-performance dy- ogy in the Advanced Development Divinamic sense amplifiers with voltage sion of the Semiconductor Group. "I
boost for row-address lines.
would suspect we have covered just
"It is impossible to make a DRAM
about every possible alternative of puttoday without drawing on the technol- ting atransistor in atrench for asingle
ogy described or covered in our patents
cell. There will be a lot of people frusin some way," says Norman H. Neur- trated—every way they turn, there will
eiter, TI vice president, corporate staff.
be aTI patent."
Neureiter adds that TI has had patent PRICE PROTECTION. Heilmeier suggests
cross-licensing pacts with many Japa- patent enforcements may provide anew
nese companies, but all expired without vehicle for protection against hostile
being renewed. The status of such
price competition as well. In recent
agreements with U. S. companies was
months, U. S. chip makers and trade orunclear last week, but TI officials indi- ganizations have asked the federal govcate the suits are being brought against ernment to take action against Japanese
its Asian competitors because they are companies accused of predatory pricing
TI's major rivals in DRAMs.
and of dumping memories onto the marIn Japan and Korea last week, most
ket at below their manufacturing cost.
of the defendant companies declined to
"It is interesting with all this gloom
comment on the suit. Toshiba acknowl- and doom in the semiconductor industry
edges that its last pact with TI expired
about our ability as anation to compete
and says it is talking with TI to renew
in the memory business," says Heilthe agreements, but last week it had not meier. "Maybe this is one way that we
been formally notified of the suit.
will be able to compete. I think the
During the research phase of the 4trench-transistor cell shows there is
Mb trench-transistor cell, TI's semicon- plenty of innovation left in something a
ductor laboratory explored 15 to 20 poslot of people have written off as acomsible approaches. "There was apatent a modity."
-J. Robert Lineback

tended for unclassified sessions with unlimited access, and in 30 days for papers
to be presented at limited-access unclassified sessions and those for classified
sessions. Explanations would be provided if areview could not be completed on
time.
Another major issue addressed in the
proposal is export-controlled technical
data. Release of information would be
dictated under appropriate exemptions
to the International Traffic in Arms
Regulations, the guidelines state. Although the application of export-control
laws to the dissemination of technical
data remains a basic problem, Eldon
says he is satisfied with the DOD proposal. Pentagon officials "are doing the
best they can under the wording of the
law," he figures.
-George Leopold
PHOTON/CS

NEW CRYSTAL ADDS
PUNCH TO LASERS
GRENOBLE, FRANCE

French

chemists and optoelectronic
materials engineers may have found
MILITARY
the way to open up the use of power
lasers in more automated industrial applications. With the development of a
new material called lanthanum-neodymium hexaluminate, referred to as LNA,
the production of small solid-state lasers
with output power ranging from hunWASHINGTON
mise and a consensus of most society
dreds of watts to several kilowatts beawaited
members. "I think release of that docucomes areal possibility.
awaited guidelines designed to
U. S. policy on the publication
ment shows that the system works,"
Such a laser would occupy a volume
of Pentagon-sponsored unclassified re- says Charles A. Eldon, who is aformer about the size of a shoe box, which
search could be implemented as early as
president of the Institute of Electrical
would allow for relatively easy maniputhis spring, technical society officials and Electronics Engineers and akey ne- lation by robots and other automated
predicted last week. The draft policy, to gotiator on behalf of societies represent- production equipment. By comparison,
be published in the Federal
ing 2million engineers and
many high-power carbon dioxide lasers
Register early this month,
scientists.
take up entire rooms. In most industrial
could reduce the incidence
The guidelines would set applications, the use of CO2 lasers reof last-minute censorship of
up a"policy for the consid- quires the redirection and focusing of
technical papers by stipulateration of national security
their light output by cumbersome, costing speedy Defense Departin the dissemination of sci- ly, and unreliable arrangements of mirment reviews of their
entific and technical infor- rors and lenses.
contents.
mation in the possession or
LNA was discovered at the Ecole NaThe
proposed
policy
under the control of the Detionale Supérieure de Chimie in Paris
stems from an often rancorpartment of Defense at con- and is being developed for laser applicaous dispute between Pentaferences and meetings."
tions at the Laboratoire d'Electronique
gon officials and the naThe policy covers contract- et de Technologie de l'Informatique
tion's leading professional HEARTENED. DOD move ed fundamental research
(LETI) in Grenoble. Philippe Coeuré, disocieties. The dispute can "shows the system works," performed by universities
rector of the LETI's Crystal Growth and
be traced to a DOD an- says the IEEE's Eldon.
or industry but excludes
Materials Research Laboratory, points
nouncement in February
"rare and exceptional cir- out that the only other material current1984 that it would seek to control atten- cumstances" where performance characly available for solid-state power laser
dance at unclassified technical meetings.
teristics of military systems or critical
sources is Nd:YAG—neodymium-doped
Last September, 12 societies threatened manufacturing technologies would be
yttrium aluminum garnet. Lasers with
to end sponsorship of classified sessions
disclosed.
up to 500 W of output power have been
at their meetings to protest the plan
At the suggestion of society officials,
produced using Nd:YAG, and the LETI
[Electronics, Sept. 30, 1985, p. 12].
a mechanism for speedy review of pa- will continue its research using that maTechnical society officials were up- pers was added to the draft policy. Re- terial, principally because more is
beat last week about the DOD guide- views would be done in 10 working days
known about how to produce it and
lines, saying they represent a compro- for abstracts, in 20 days for papers in- work with it.

PENTAGON COMPROMISES
ON PUBLISHING RESEARCH
LLoonngg--
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Nonetheless,
Coeuré
feels that LNA could well
1,054 nm (EFFICIENCY
be the solution to the two
1,083 nm (HELIUM
PEAK OF NEODYMIUM
POLARIZATION
inherent difficulties preAMPLIFIER)
WAVELENGTH )
e200
sented by YAG lasers.
E
cc
One is that the amount of
neodymium that can be
g! 100
present in the YAG material is very limited, which
limits the output power.
ti
Second, the material lases
1,050
1,055
1,075
1,080
1,085
WAVE
LENGTH (nm)
at 1,060 nm. At that wave
length, the efficiency of a
neodymium
amplifier, TWO RANGES. LNA crystals lase in two known wavelength
which could be used to ranges. (Power figures shown are for small samples.)
boost the output level, is
research into controlled nuclear fusion
very low.
LNA overcomes both these difficul- reactions and for generating jets of
ions, electrons, and metastable atoms.
ties. The material's formula is given as
Coeuré says details of these and other
La i_xNdxMgAl ii 0, 9, which expresses
the fact that Nd atoms can be substitut- applications must be held back until pated for lanthanum in the crystal. Most, if ents are filed.
For the moment, the researchers at
not all, of the lanthanum can be re
LETI have produced LNA lasers that,
placed, which substantially raises the
unaided by neodymium amplifiers,
potential output power. In addition, its
achieve output power comparable to the
lasing wavelength of 1,054 nm coincides
500 W available from YAG devices.
with the efficiency peak of neodymium
amplifiers, thus significantly improving Coeuré sets the laboratory's middle
term objective, about five years from
its power potential.
now, at boosting the figure to around 3
Interest in LNA is not limited to powkW, rising to 5kW in the longer term.
er-laser applications. There are two
known wavelength ranges at which the The LETI is trying to establish with a
number of partners aproject in the Eumaterial lases (figure). At awavelength
ropean Eureka program to meet these
of 1,083 nm, it operates with a peak
objectives.
tuning range of 80 A. The 1,083-nm
But for all its potential, LNA is not
point in the spectrum is important because it is located at aresonance transi- without drawbacks. The principal one is
tion point in the triplet (He3)spectrum that its crystals are hexagonal, which
makes them more difficult to work with
of helium.
than the cube-shaped YAG structures.
IN FUSION RESEARCH. A practical, effiWhen it is ready for market, material
cient laser emitting at 1,083 nm would
produced by the laboratory will be compermit improved spectrographic studies
of He resonance levels. Further, it mercialized by Crismatec. This company
is a joint venture formed by French
would provide a useful source for optichemical giant Rhone-Poulenc and the
cal pumping of He3 and He,. Optical
French Atomic Energy Commission, unpumping creates polarizations of the
electronic and nuclear spins in these at- der whose jurisdiction the LET! operates.
-Robert T. Gallagher
oms. This pumping has potential uses in

SENDING DATA OPTICALLY
AT GIGABITS PER SECOND
BERKELEY, CALIF.

G

ordon Rogers, a 25-year-old Berkeley inventor and horticulturist, has
exploited ageometric fact about ellipses
to design a startlingly simple method
for transmitting optically encoded data.
Rogers's patented device uses alight
source or sources at one focus of an
internally mirrored ellipsoid. Light signals reflect to the other focus, where
they can be transmitted to other destinations within a system. It is based on
the fact that the sum of the distances
between any point on an ellipse and its
two foci is a constant, equal to the
Electronics/ February 3, 1986

length of the major axis of the ellipse.
No manufacturers have committed
themselves as yet to developing products based on the concept, but potential
applications exist—for example, in connecting the processors of amultiprocessor supercomputer. The device could
also be applied to the less complex but
still vexing problem of connecting many
high-speed electrical signals to a large
bundle of optical fibers in acable.
The system can be of almost any
kind. Rogers calls his device the gross
optical bus because he sees it as away
to link many processors in ahigh-speed

supercomputer—where, he says, it
would have a data-transmission rate in
the gigabits-per-second range.
But backer and fellow Berkeleyite
Lee Felsenstein, the designer of the Osborne Icomputer, says the device is not
abus at all. Rather, it is akind of basic
interface that could play a central role
in applications as diverse as coupling
signals to fiber-optic cable and connecting optical integrated circuits.
In any of these applications, the signals would reflect from an array of optical emitters at one focus to some form
of receptor at the other. Because all
paths between the foci are of equal
length, signals sent at the same frequency over different routes are assured of arriving at the same time.
SYNCHRONICITY. The Japanese Ministry
of International Trade and Industry has
also patented an optical information-exchange system in which signals reflect
from one processor to another—in this
case, through a cylindrical mirror. In
MITI's system, however, the processors
are outside the mirrored surface, so the
reflector itself blocks communication between some of the processors, and there
is no built-in synchronicity. In Rogers's
device, optical signals stay inside the

Mirrored ellipsoid
optically links
processors in a system
cavity unless they exit through a fiberoptic cable.
A MITI group is working on a five
processor prototype for a high-speed
system with up to 1,000 nodes. The ministry has not built the optical bus, only
emulated it electronically.
Rogers, who dropped out of the University of California at Berkeley to
work on his device, is not trained as an
engineer and supports himself by raising orchids and house plants. He has
designed a64-processor system in which
an array of optical transceivers routes
signals between individual processor
boards.
In this system, the processor boards
must be located within the optical cavity. But Felsenstein has designed an application for the Rogers device in which
the ellipsoidal cavity is used to couple
many electronic signals to a fiber-optic
cable in a single operation. This would
eliminate the technical difficulties of
cutting, polishing, and attaching an array of many transducers to optical fibers (figure, p. 22).
In Felsenstein's design, the electronics
are connected to an array of light emitters and receptors on the surface of a
sphere whose center is at one focus of
the ellipsoidal cavity. Light radiating
21

out from the sphere is re
fleeted toward aparabolic reflector whose focus is coincident with the second focus of
the ellipsoid. The optical signals are thus reflected back
in parallel along the major
axis of the ellipsoid into the
cross-section of the fiber-optic cable. Each emitter's
beam goes to asingle fiber.
Because the Rogers device
maps the surface of asphere
to a planar surface, Felsenstein continues, it also offers
promise as an interconnection
scheme for future gallium arsenide-based supercomputer
wafers carrying integrated
optical emitters and detectors. Such devices already
are being designed and fabricated [Electronics, Nov. 18,
1985, p. 39].
"Pins are the scarce resource in very large-scale integration," Felsenstein says. CURVES. Light from emitters on a sphere reflects to a
"This device offers away to cable's fibers in one variation of Rogers's invention.
replace a mechanical link
with optics." An array of switches on a from the outside are brought," says Felwafer, he suggests, could be coupled
senstein. "Since semiconductor developto a fiber-optic cable by the Rogers
ment is using circular wafers... the
cavity.
mapping effect of the Rogers reflective
"Supercomputers are often conceptu- cavity shows some promise for realizing
alized as spherical structures of circuit these difficult geometries well before
elements linked by radial conductors to such physical geometries can be
an outer sphere to which connections
achieved."
-Clifford Barney
COMPUTERS

CHIP MAY HOLD KEY TO
CONCURRENT COMPUTING

The self-timed chip has demonstrated
at the Caltech laboratory that it can perform deadlock-free message routing. It
differs from circuits used in store-andforward packet-switching communication networks in several important respects. These conventional networks are
used by present concurrent computers—
such as Intel Corp.'s commercial version
of the Cosmic Cube, the iPSC—in which
interconnection deadlocks can occur as
node queues fill with messages destined
for the next node. When no message
can advance, the cycle is deadlocked.
VIRTUAL METHODS. "That's one of the
things we learned from the Cosmic
Cube," says Daily. "We need the flexibility of more dimensions." Therefore,
instead of asingle communication channel, the chip "makes it look like two
channels can be shared, rather than
one," he explains. The effect compares
with that of virtual memory in computer
systems, where the software makes the
computer work as though it had more
main memory than it actually has.
An even more marked departure from
store-and-forward message passing is
the way the chip routes data. In place of
the customary self-contained packets
carrying routing and sequencing information, the chip breaks the messages
down into much smaller segments that
can be more easily multiplexed through
virtual channels. A new term—"flit,"
for flow-control digit—has been coined
to define their lengths.
The Caltech scientists also had to find
suitable words to describe the process
itself. After initially calling movement
of the segmented flits "wormholing,"
they changed the term to "cut-through
routing."
"We want it to tell people the difference between store-and-forward messages, which advance as a whole, and
cut-through, which travels like separate
little trains," says Seitz. He and Dally
note that with their technique, messages
do not interact with a node's processor
or its memory along the route. They

numbers of microprocessor nodes workexperimental chip that incorpo- ing simultaneously on the same task.
rates a novel message-routing
Messages running between nodes can
scheme may hold the key to the second
get logjammed in single-dimension comgeneration of concurrent computers, ac- munication channels, thus deadlocking
cording to Charles L. Seitz, apioneer in
operation.
this form of computing. A
professor of computer sciHOW EXPERTS VIEW CALTECH CHIP'S POTENTIAL
ence at the California Institute of Technology and develBecause Caltech's messageflow problems increase with
passing by making message
oper of the Cosmic Cube arrouting chip has not yet been
the number of processors in
passing more efficient," he
chitecture for linking multidiscussed publicly, consulconcurrent machines, such
notes. In addition, the develple processors, Seitz worked
tants and hardware special- as Intel Corp.'s iPSC. "Its
opment will help in writing
with doctoral candidate Wilists do not yet have details
significance is it can force
more-complex software for a
liam J. Dally, who designed
on the device. But they are
skeptics [about the Cosmic
wider range of applications, a
and fabricated the Torus
quick to spot its potential.
Cube] to rethink their
capability that Neches says is
Routing Chip—named for its
"If it's truly like circuit position."
lacking in present concurrent
doughnut-shaped topology.
switching, then it could be
Philip M. Neches, chief sci- computers.
Using a scheme similar to
very powerful in the concurentist at Teradata Corp., Los
In contrast to the Cosmic
virtual computer memory,
rent architecture," notes
Angeles, believes the Caltech
Cube, Teradata's DBC/1012
the chip seeks to overcome a William I. Strauss of Fordevelopment, if it holds up,
uses dedicated communicahang-up caused by the very
ward Concepts Inc., Tempe,
could be important for sever- tion channels, connecting
feature that gives concurrent Ariz. Strauss, asemiconducal reasons. "It could close
each of the processors in its
computing schemes their
tor and computer consulsome of the gap between parallel architecture to every
boosted horsepower: large
tant, confirms that datashared memory and message
other one.
-L. W.
PASADENA, CALIF.

A
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tween nodes, which Daily
stay strictly within the
says is critical to reducing
chip's network all the way
overall concurrent comto their destination.
puting message-sending
The Caltech chip more
performance down to "a
closely resembles circuit
few microseconds from
switching than packet
several hundred microsecswitching, notes Seitz.
onds, where it is now for
But "it's a curious hybrid
the Cosmic Cube" [Elecfor a special purpose, the
tronicsWeek, Oct. 8, 1984,
best of both worlds, optimized for switching in
1). 29 ].
Development of the chip
two dimensions."
moved quickly from the
In a typical messagetheory and concept stage
passing concurrent comin spring 1985 to design in
puter, each node would
August and fabrication
have a processor, local
late in the year, according
memory, and a Torus
to Daily, who is attending
Routing Chip. Nodes are
Caltech on an AT&T Co.
connected in a two-dimenfellowship. The work is
sional grid, each with an
input and output channel SEITZ AND DALLY. Charles L. Seitz, left, pioneer in concurrent processing, also supported by Intel
and the Defense Adin both X and Y direc- worked with doctoral candidate William J. Daily on the Torus Routing Chip.
vanced Research Projects
tions, and each multiAgency. The next step is to get the chip
dimension. The routing chip's operating
plexed into two virtual channels. The
to run at 20 MHz and then construct a
speed, Dally says, makes it possible for
routing chip itself consists of five input
computer using several hundred comadjacent nodes to communicate as quickcontrollers, a five-by-five crossbar
mercial microprocessors and memory
ly as aprocessor in asequential compntswitch, five output queues, and two outer accesses its memory, although a parts. The eventual goal, according to
put multiplexers.
Daily, is to build a machine around the
large network would obviously slow
Channels are 8bits wide and eventuchip that will "push concurrency to the
things down. The Caltech chip has
ally are intended to operate at 20 MHz,
limit."
—Larry Waller
shown 100-ns communication speed begiving abandwidth of 160 Mb/s in each
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING

TI SET TO SHOW 2ND-GENERATION DSP
HOUSTON

erhe market for digital signal processors is taking off like ajackrabbit as
prices fall and more and more designers
pick them over general-purpose microprocessors for their blinding numbercrunching speeds. This rapid growth is
now attracting several new U. S. and
Japanese contenders that are tuning up
speedy new entries in the general-purpose DSP fray. But Texas Instruments
Inc. is moving fast to solidify its huge
lead in this embryonic market.
The Dallas chip maker, which has
grabbed an estimated 60% of the 1985
market for general-purpose DSP chips,
hopes to stay out in front by announcing this week the first second-generation DSP chip. TI says the much speedier chip will be an enhanced version
called the TMS320C25. The double met
al, 1.8-µm CMOS integrated circuit will
run at half the cycle time of TI's fastest
DSP chip, the 200-ns TMS32020. The
chip also increases throughput by up to
three times through additional on-chip
hardware and new DSP instructions.
Samples of the 320C25 will be available
this month, with volume shipments expected in the second half of the year.
Meanwhile, Analog Devices Inc. of
Norwood, Mass., plans to introduce in
two weeks its ADSP-2100 programmaElectronics/ February 3, 1986

ble DSP. The 1.5-1.1.m CMOS IC contains
a16-by-16-bit multiplier, 40-bit accumulator, program sequencer, two data-address generators, and an arithmetic logic unit, and has a 125-ns cycle time.
In addition, at this month's International Solid-State Circuits Conference in
Anaheim, Calif., National Semiconductor
Corp. will describe the LM32900, which
operates at 100 ns and features a software-assisted floating-point multiplier.
New DSP chips are also coming from
Fujitsu, Matsushita, NEC, Philips Research Laboratories, and Ricoh-Pana-

Analog Devices and
others will follow with
their own DSPs
tech [Electronics, Dec. 23, 1985, p. 514
But if TI is making its splashy disclosure in an attempt to out-thunder competitors' impending announcements, it
also has worked quietly behind the
scenes for four years to have its
TMS320 software and DSP programming techniques taught in more than
160 North American universities. The
TMS320 family is being used in systems
and DSP-algorithm research at laboratories in more than 20 universities, includ-

ing Georgia Tech, Rice, and Rutgers.
And before competitors can get their
new general-purpose DSP chips into volume production, TI is quoting 1988
prices for its existing 32010 and 32020
chips at around $8 and $15 each in large
quantities. TI introduced the 32010 in
1983 at an average price .of $85; the
year-old 32020 now costs an average of
$200. To many managers in TI's Programmable Products Division in Houston, the 320 family's early lead is a
sweet success after recent failures in
the microprocessor market.
WINNING EVIDENCE. "We've got over
2,000 design wins in North America,
counting by sales of development systems," claims John C. Scarisbrick, TI's
manager for DSPs. "Those 2,000 wins
represent an investment in digital-signal
software in the hundreds of millions of
dollars, if you figure at least acouple of
man-years per application. That is already a significant investment that the
industry has made."
A DSP market report prepared jointly
by market researchers Forward Concepts Inc. and Gnostic Concepts Inc. apparently backs up TI's claim to a large
early lead in general-purpose DSP circuits. The report, scheduled for publication this month, estimates that TI
shipped 60% of the market's program23

mable DSP chips in 1985, comhardware and instructions aim
pared with NEC's 16%, Fujitto boost throughput for emergsu's 9.3%, and Gould/AMI's
ing DSP applications. For ex6.7%. "TI has become the
ample, the 320C25 will perform
'warm blanket' to this chip
finite input-response filtering in
market, like IBM has been in
a single cycle, as the 32020
many computer segments,"
does, but it will take only three
notes William I. Strauss, coadditional cycles to make the
author of the DSP report and
FIR filter adaptive. The adappresident of Forward Concepts
tive algorithms take five cycles
in Tempe, Ariz.
on the 32020.
Of the total signal-processThe 68-pin 320C25 contains
ing market, which reached
greatly increased on-chip readover $500 million in 1985, sales
only memory-4-K by 16 bits—
of general-purpose DSP chips
compared with the 32020. It
were $63 million, says Strauss.
also has a concurrent directIn 1986, the DSP segment will
memory-access feature, so it
jump to over $90 million. "We
can address off-chip memory
see it as being one of the nice
while executing algorithms
things to be in during 1986,"
from its own internal storage.
adds Strauss, referring to inThe new 110,000-mil 2 chip
dustry expectations of a slugwill have a number of other
gish year ahead in other semi- SECOND GENERATION. Texas Instruments' TMS320C25 dgital sig features, including a bit-reconductor sectors.
nal processor is adouble-metal, 1.8-,um CMOS chip.
versed addressing mode to
Growth for general-purpose
help speed executions of fast
DSP circuits is expected to maintain a
The 320C25 announcement along with
Fourier transforms, a double-buffered
45% annual rate, approaching $500 milthat of aCMOS version of the 32010 are
serial port to allow more time to service
lion in 1990. "It will be like the earlier
directed at maintaining TI's momentum.
data in high-speed modem applications,
microprocessor movement, and we'll see
Based on TI's experience in the DSP
support for U. S. and European telephoin the next decade DSP chips everymarket, the new chip contains anumber ny interfaces, more auxiliary registers
where—under the hoods of cars and in
of additions to the 320 reduced-instrucfor subroutines, and a power-down
home appliances," says Strauss.
tion-set-computer architecture. Additional
mode.
—J. Robert Lineback
IC RELIABILITY

WILL STATIC CENTER SPARK RESEARCH?
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

mr he Rochester Institute of Technology
wants to build on the success of a
two-year-old U. S. Navy research program by setting up a center to study
the effects of electrical overstress and
electrostatic discharge on chips. The institute hopes that its Electrostatic Discharge/Electrical Overstress Research
Center can cash in on contract work
from industry and government agencies.
The ESD/EOS Center will use atechnique developed for the Office of Naval
Research to assess circuit degradation
caused by static discharge and overstress. By measuring the circuit's noise
parameter—a new approach to an old
problem, according to director P. S. Neelakantaswamy—the extent of the degradation in actual performance can be
determined.
"Noise represents the global degradation," Neelakantaswamy says. "All factors that cause degradation can be related to the noise parameter."
THE ZAP LEVEL To discuss potential
damage from electrostatic discharge
and electrical overstress, Neelakantaswamy refers to a charge's "zap level."
The level for a given part depends on
many factors, including type of device,
humidity, and feature size. If the zap
24

level is high, he says, the result is catastrophic damage and the chip probably
will be ruined. "But if the zap level is
low and occurs repeatedly, then damages will not be catastrophic," he explains. Instead, "there will be gradual
degradation that will drop the chips out
of their specs." That gradual degradation poses the greatest problem for both
chip makers and users because it is so
difficult to detect.
"Implant loss and inadequate protec-

rials and packages that can protect devices from damage in the first place.
To do so, RIT has assembled amultidisciplinary team to study the packages,
materials, and procedures used in transporting and storing electronic components. The initial staff of four comes
from the packaging science and electrical engineering departments, RIT Research's electronics program, and the
ESD/EOS Association Inc., an industry
group with members from such major
corporations as Bendix, Hewlett-Packard, and ITT.
Static discharge can
"There isn't any other joint effort by
cause degrading
packaging and materials people" studying this problem, says Neelakantasthermoelastic effects
wamy, a native of India who came to
the U. S. in 1984. "Research is being
tive packaging cause up to half of all
done in asort of piecemeal system, with
microcircuit failures," says David Ois- packaging and materials and microelecson, director of the institute's packaging tronics people all working on their own.
science department. He points eut that We thought it would be better to take
these losses could be cut in half—boostup this problem by using an interdisciing yield appreciably with no significant
plinary approach."
increase in cost.
But there is more to this marriage of
Funded evenly by the packaging sciart academic department and a profitence department and RIT Research
making holding company than a new
Corp.. the university's wholly owned
business unit. What RIT is trying to do,
for-profit subsidiary, the center's objecsays Deanna Wojcik, apackaging scientive will be to pinpoint where degradatist and the ESD/EOS Center's junior
tion occurs in chips and to develop matemember, is to concurrently develop a
Electronics/ February 3, 1986

formed at four times the 3.58-MHz colorsubcarrier frequency. Because the standardized subcarrier frequency is 227.5
times the horizontal-sweep frequency,
four times 227.5, or 910, samples are
needed for one scan line for the
µPD41101C chip. Each sample is 8 bits
deep, the most commonly chosen resolution used for converting the analog signal into a digital one. Similar considerations mandate that p.PD1102C PAL
chips be configured as 1,135 by 8 bits.
SIMPLE COUNTERS. The chips' input and
output decoders are fast because they
are relatively simple counters operating
at independent write and read clock rates
together with separate pointer resets to
start the next line. Write- and read-enable functions are provided for applicaTELEVISION
tions that require storage of multiple
scan lines—typically two to four—including noninterlaced-scan converters.
Noninterlaced-scan TV is expected to
become increasingly popular with the
trend toward larger screens. It is perhaps the most demanding application for
peripheral
circuits,
and
proven
fabricaKAWASAKI, JAPAN
these chips, because the horizontal-scan
tion technology makes for low cost. Ini«ore-attractive, higher-definition pictime is half that of standard TV. For this
tially,
the
sample
price
will
be
$20
for
the
Mtures soon should be available from
application, the fastest versions of these
slowest NTSC and PAL versions when
color TV sets, video cassette recorders,
chips have read and write cycle times of
NEC starts shipping samples in Februand video disk players, thanks to afamslightly less than eight times the chromiary. Volume production starts in April,
ily of inexpensive scan-line memory
nance-subcarrier frequency, or 34 ns, and
at an initial monthly rate of 200,000
chips designed by NEC Corp.
the maximum access time is 27 ns. (CyNTSC and 100,000 PAL chips. The relaThe small, high-speed, dual-port, dycle time for the fastest PAL chips is 28
tively small 3.5-by-3.8-mm chip in astannamic random-access memories perform
ns, and access time is 21 ns.)
dard
0.3-in.-wide
24-pin
package
should
a wide range of video signal-processing
Separate input buffers are used for
allow for much lower prices after profunctions—including separation of lumialternate groups of 8
duction
has
ramped
up.
nance and chrominance signals, eliminabytes to facilitate highThe single-line memotion of cross-color interference, jitter reScan-line chip
speed operation. They
ry uses a three-transisduction in VCRs, interpolation for nonintor memory cell with
aids interpolation are connected in a pipeterlaced-scan display of TV images using double the number of scan lines per
completely independent
to raise resolution line arrangement using
dual-cell arrays that eninput and output cirfield, and implementation of the one-line
sure that the word-line
cuits.
This
dual-port
dedelay needed in sets operating under the
segment will be raised at the approprisign achieves asynchronous input and
European PAL standards.
ate time. Read-word-line segments are
output without the arbitration circuitry
The asynchronous nature of the inconnected in a similar pipeline arrangethat normally adds to the complexity of
put and output circuits makes such
ment at the output.
dual-port
RAMs.
No
refresh
circuits
are
byte-wide dual-port memories appropriTo further speed the array's operaneeded because the 1-ms data-retention
ate as first-in first-out buffers for speed
tion, its designers divided the write-bit
time is sufficient for TV applications,
conversion of adata stream in communiand read-bit lines into anumber of short
where storage is required for at most
cations and other applications.
several lines, each of which represents a segments. The sense amplifiers connectThe single-line memory, which uses
ed to each read-bit line segment are
period of 63.5 or 64 ps.
256-K DRAM technology, is produced on
much simpler than those used in stanChoosing the size of the one-line memfab lines for 256-K parts, says Shigeki
dard DRAMs: unlike single-transistor
ory was simple. In the U. S. and Japan,
Matsue, general manager of the MemoDRAM cells, the three-transistor cells
most TV video-signal processing is perry Products Division. He notes that line
amplify their output signals so that they
interpolation previously was
appear at logic levels.
implemented by multiple statWRITE
READ-ROW
The chip's designers faced a problem
BIT
SIGNAL[_
ic RAMs teamed with gate
WRITE-ROW
LINE
of an eight-cycle period after a forced
SIGNAL
arrays, multiplexers, and othreset of the device, during which the
er logic [Electronics, Sept. 8,
three-transistor DRAM cells cannot be
1983, P. 77]. Separate verwritten to because the write-word lines
sions of the new NEC DRAM
are not yet raised. To fix this, the first 8
will be available for the
bytes are built not with DRAM cells but
MEMORY
NTSC standards used in
CAPACITOR
with flip-flops—SRAM cells—for faster
READ
North America and Japan
BIT
write and read after such forced-reset
and for the PAL and Secam
LINE
operations or during chip initialization.
standards used in Europe.
Even so, the first 8bytes can't be read
Application-specific design
until 10 write cycles after the write
provides the needed speed IN OR OUT. The three-transistor cells in NEC's TV scan-line
operation.
-Charles L. Cohen
DRAMs
provide
independent
input
and
output
functions.
without requiring additional

profitable consulting company and a
new course curriculum.
The plan, Wojcik says, is that once
she has gotten up to speed on what for
her is anew field of study, she can help
design a program where students can
study the relationship between static
discharge and overstress and the packaging materials found in the trays, bins,
and bags that come in contact with electronic components.
PROPER DESIGN. Neelakantaswamy, on
the other hand, has spent the past two
years studying the effects of electrostatic discharge and electrical overstress
at RTI Research. He says his work has
established how electrostatic discharge

can cause thermoelastic effects that can
degrade adevice's performance. In addition, he says, he has discovered that a
device that is mounted on a printed-circuit board is more vulnerable to damage
than an identical device in an isolated
package. But these problems, he says,
can be avoided with proper design and
the correct materials.
"We can educate the industrial people
to create an awareness of the effects of
overstress and static discharge on microelectronic devices. We would like to
keep this a service center and continue
with contract work. We want to get in
touch with the industries that need our
help."
-Tobias Naegele

LOW-COST DRAM PROMISES
TO IMPROVE TV PICTURES
M
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INSIDE TECHNOLOGY
SLAMMING THE DOOR
ON DATA THIEVES
CAN THE NSA CREATE AND ENFORCE A NEW ENCRYPTION STANDARD?
by Robert Rosenberg

S

tealing data from computer and information systems may be a game to teenage hackers. But to
foreign adversaries systematically monitoring U. S.
telecommunications traffic, it is serious business. In
response to these threats to data security, the U. S.
government is pushing aplan that it hopes will make cryptographic protection of voice and data transmissions commonplace by the 1990s. Under the plan—National Security Decision Directive 145—the security of both commercial and military information systems will be the responsibility of the
National Security Agency—the federal government's supersecret intelligence and cryptographic organization.
Government officials are convinced that a common policy
administered by asingle authority is the best way to protect
electronic information systems from unauthorized access. By
signing NSDD 145 in September 1984, President Reagan made
the NSA the nation's network gatekeeper; the executive order
gives the NSA the green light to develop new encryption
standards for unclassified government systems and to promote the new standards in the private sector.
But critics on Capitol Hill and among electronics-industry
trade groups say the order puts too much power in the hands
of the military. Standards for nonclassified government systems should be set by the National Bureau of Standards, say
House critics. Trade groups worry that the military will soon
be dictating standards for commercial systems on the grounds
of national security.
One of the NSA's early moves effectively puts the lid on
new applications using the Data Encryption Standard—the
only public-sector standard for encryption implemented in silicon. The NSA says it will no longer approve the DES algorithm when it comes up for review as a federal standard in
1988. Even though it says the algorithm remains "cryptographically sound," the agency intends to withdraw support
because the algorithm's 10 years as apublished standard and
the cipher's widespread use in nonclassified (and some classified) systems "make it an increasingly attractive potential
target for our adversaries."
But DES-based applications are likely to remain in use well
into the 1990s, as federal offices and contractors slowly acquire the hardware that uses the NSA's new encryption algorithms. And electronic funds transfers, one of the largest
markets for DES chips, will be unaffected.
In its new role, the NSA for the first time is taking the lead
in developing security measures for commercial systems. With
dozens of hacker penetrations of commercial systems recorded
over the past year, the public has seen the vulnerability of
commercial electronic information systems to microcomputer
enthusiasts. The spate of recent espionage cases—including
four arrests in five days in late November—has only strengthened the administration's hand in pushing its policy, because
the government knows foreign countries are targeting commercial networks that transmit data dealing with strategic cornElectronics/February 3, 1986

modities such as oil and state-of-the-art computer gear.
The switch to the new chips will be gradual—in part because the NSA is taking an active role in the sales of all new
chips as part of its Commercial Comsec (Communications Security) Endorsement Program. Vendors interested in using
standardized subsystems or modules with the new chips in
commercial products for the federal market must first approach one of the 11 companies qualified by the NSA to
manufacture Comsec devices. Although these companies—
AT&T, GTE, Harris, Honeywell, Hughes, IBM, Intel, Motorola,
RCA, Rockwell, and Xerox—can provide unclassified information about chips and modules, they may provide applications
information and sample parts only with NSA approval. If the
NSA deems the interested vendor qualified, a four-phase design-in cycle begins.
The NSA's first foray into commercial development is off to
a slow start. Harris Corp. has already encountered difficulty
in getting the NSA's approval to release details of its HS3447
Cypher I, ac\IOS chip aimed at unclassified encryption appli-
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1. ELECTRONIC CODE BOOK. In this mode of the Data Encryption
Standard, which is used to distribute secret keys, the same block of
input plain text will always map to the same cipher text.

cations [Electronics, Jan. 20, 1986, p. 13]. The Melbourne,
Fla., company wants to go to market with a16-pin device that
can transmit up to 20 Mb/s in either output-feedback or linear-cycle mode, but agency turf battles are stalling the approval process.
The first fruits of the new IC-development program should
show up this year in both classified and nonclassified versions
of a secure telephone. Presumably, the devices—which look
like conventional multiline desksets—will digitize and encrypt
the voice using apseudorandom code. The cipher code will be
routed through the telephone switch, a private branch exchange, or acellular controller, and then will be decrypted at
the receiving end.
SECURITY FEATURES

information, the loss and exploitation of which could adversely
affect national security," the committee is to develop policies
"encouraging, advising, and, where appropriate, assisting the
private sector in applying security measures." The NSA will
implement these policies.
The executive order mandates that the director of the NSA
approve all federal standards for the security of telecommunications and information systems. As was the case with the
NBS underwriting of DES, the NSA director would for all
practical purposes be setting standards for the entire U. S.
data-processing industry.
The breadth of NSDD 145 is stirring opposition on Capitol
Hill. "I believe that NSDD 145 is one of the most ill-advised
and potentially troublesome directives ever issued by aPresident," said Rep. Jack Brooks, the Democratic majority leader,
in testimony given in June 1985 before a House Science and
Technology subcommittee investigating computer security.
Brooks says the order conflicts with existing statutes because
the President is making national policy on computer security
without the consent of Congress. He also questions the wisdom of giving the DOD the latitude to decide what information is labeled "unclassified sensitive," because "virtually any
information system located in the civilian agencies or the
private sector would fall under its domain."
Last fall, NSA's interpretation of its new mission under
NSDD 145 was already drawing fire. According to an NSA
representative, the agency's National Computer Information
Center became involved in an investigation to determine whether acomputer program used to tally 1984 election results was
vulnerable to computer fraud. The widely reported NSA in-

The handsets, which %yin cost about $2,000 apiece, will have
enough intelligence to do a handshake to ensure positive authentication of the far-end terminal's classification level. The
goal of the $44 million development program is to promote
widespread use of secure handsets in government agencies
and among government contractors.
The telephone contract—awarded in April 1985 to AT&T,
Motorola, and RCA—is the first of many expected as part of
the Commercial Comsec development effort. One source,
knowledgeable about security affairs, speculates that awhole
family of ICs is likely to evolve because the encryption of
voice, high-speed data, and graphics would require different
optimization schemes.
Presumably, all data would be encrypted before entering a
network or going to disk, and different levels of security,
which require different keys and keymanagement schemes, would be implemented in silicon. To protect the chips
ENCRYPTION [INITIALIZATION]
DECRYPTION
from reverse engineering, they could be
VECTOR
coated with an opaque material to frustrate any attempt to view surface metaliPLAIN TEXT
PLAIN TEXT
CHAINING
zation or other elements. They could also
BLOCK
be sealed with a volatile material that
would cause the chip to fuse solid if any
attempt were made to remove the encapsulant. Though the NSA will make every
effort to control distribution of the chips
INTERINPUT
and their embedded encryption algoMEDIATE
rithms, NSA's key-management scheme
OUTPUT
will keep the data secure even if the chips
are lost to an adversary.
Administration officials say national security is the fulcrum that gives the PresiKEY
KEY
VARIABLE ENCRYPTION
VARIABLE
dent the power to move responsibility for
DECRYPTION
developing commercial protection systems
from the Department of Commerce's NBS
to the NSA. However, the NSA will be
going a step beyond the NBS's activities
because it proposes to assign keys to all
OUTPUT
government and government-contractor
INPUT
CIPHER
encryption systems. It will transmit new
TEXT
keys for each system, probably as often
as several times a minute. The agency
will not comment on whether it plans to
take the same role for strictly commercht I
CIPHER
CHA NING
LINK
communications.
BLOCK
TEXT
NSDD 145 specifies that "systems handling ... sensitive, but unclassified, govF
IN ITIALIZATION
ernment or government-derived informaVECTOR
tion, the loss of which could adversely
affect the national security," will become
subject to the security policies set by a
committee of high-ranking military and ci- 2. CIPHER-BLOCK CHAINING. A favorite of banks concerned with message authentication, a
vilian government officials. In "systems cipher output is transmitted and also chained back into the circuit to become the next
which handle sensitive, nongovernment pseudorandom block added to the next block of plain text.
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DOD and the intelligence community vast and largely undefined power to shape national information policy." The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers has gone on record warning against the "dangers we see in implementing
the directive's rules for unclassified, sensitive, nongovernment
information and private-sector telecommunications and automated information processing."
Jack McDonnell, vice president of the Electronics Industries
Association's telecommunications section, expresses surprise
over the NSA move into commercial encryption. "I served at
WHAT PRICE SECURITY?
the NSA during the development of the DES. This new NSA
initiative takes me by surprise since the agency is stepping
One thing that might raise industry interest is the cost of
into asphere they never had interest in before." Asked if the
implementing any NSA encryption scheme. In testimony on
NSA chip development would have much effect on DES, McH. R. 2889, Milton J. Socolar, a General Accounting Office
Donnell says, "If it truly takes the place of DES, it will have
representative, testified that placing an agency with amilitary
tremendous effect. It will hurt all those that have built sysmission in the forefront of a commercial development protems around the DES."
gram would lead to unacceptably high program costs. He
Two important industry associations have yet to take a
warned that the "DOD, in its approach to security, seeks to
stand. Ted Heydinger, a spokesman for the Computer and
counter identified or perceived threats to the national defense,
Business Equipment Manufacturers Association, says "Cbema
treating costs as adecidedly secondary factor in determining
has been supplying off-the-record comments to the people on
the degree of protection required. The National Bureau of
the Hill, but we haven't developed aposition yet." According
Standards, on the other hand, emphasizes arisk-management
to Michael Nugent, a representative for the Computer Softapproach that uses costs as aprimary determinant. Now that
ware and Services Industry Association (Adapso), "Adapso is
NSDD 145 has created a category of information designated
as sensitive unclassified information, there is a potential, if very concerned with the implications of NSDD 145," and the
organization is studying it.
not a likelihood, with DOD taking the lead, for excessive
Whatever the fate of NSDD 145, DES should remain comexpenditures to protect unclassified information."
mercially successful for several years. Operations that provide
The cost of implementing the DOD's plan could add about
$1,000 to the cost of a personal computer, according to a service to the federal government will be precluded from
expanding DES-based encryption offerings once the NSA rereport published in The New York Times. The cost of impleleases its new codes. But under the grandfather exception to
menting it across all the systems envisioned in NSDD 145
the 1988 cut-over date, service providers are allowed to contincould be billions of dollars.
ue in operation.
So far, industry officials have looked less after their pocketThe NBS adopted the DES in 1977 as the federal standard
books and more at the policy implications of the new NSA
for nonclassified encryption. The DES is based on IBM Corp.
role. The Computer and Communications Industry Association
cryptographic research and has been published in the open
says NSDD 145 runs counter to existing law and "gives the
literature. Although it was designed to be
used in routine government data transDECRYPTION
ENCRYPTION
SHIFT
SHIFT
missions, it has proliferated into the commercial world. And much to the NSA's
INPUT
BLOCK*
INPUT BLOCK'
chagrin, it has also been showing up in
some classified military systems.
BIT POSITION
BIT POSITION
One thing won't change: The DES mar64
64
ket is small change by the standards of
4—
MINUS
MINUS
BITS
BITS
K BITS
semiconductor makers. According to InK BITS
ternational Resources Development, NorKEY
KEY
walk, Conn., only 80,000 DES ICs were
VARIABLE
VARIABLE
ENCRYPTION
sold in the U. S. during 1984—"not near
the number you need to have a viable
FEEDBACK
commercial product," says company presiK BITS
OUTPUT BLOCK
OUTPUT BLOCK
dent Kenneth G. Bosomworth.
Determining whether ICs show promise
BIT POSITION
BIT POSITION
as commercial products depends on whom
SELECT DISCARD
SELECT
DISCARD
you talk to. "We did over $1 million last
year on our original n-MOS chip," says
64
64
Geoffrey Boyce, product manager for
MINUS
MINUS
K BITS
BITS
BITS
K BITS
Western Digital Corp., Irvine, Calif., and
first silicon is expected this month on the
first of two new CMOS chips that will add
CIPHER
cipher-block chaining and either 1- or 8-bit
LINK
TEXT
K BITS
cipher feedback to Western's DES chips.
Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. had less
luck with its offering. "We are no longer
PLAIN TEXT
PLAIN TEXT
K BITS
promoting our DES device. We never had
K BITS
any volume," says Dennis Kundsin, mar•INPUT BLOCK CONTAINS INITIALIZATION VECTOR
••14 CAN BE ANY INTEGER FROM 1TO 64
keting manager for Fairchild's Microcontroller Division in Mountain View, Calif.
3. CIPHER FEEDBACK. The self-synchronous features of the Data Encryption Standard's "It was killed roughly ayear ago."
AT&T Co., a big player in NSA's new
cipher feedback mode make it the favorite for transmitting data files. Errors propagate until the
chip-development effort, is convinced DES
bits in error are cleared from the input register.

volvement caused further concern on Capitol Hill.
Brooks—along with Rep. Dan Glickman (D., Kan.)—kept
the congressional spotlight on NSDD 145 in hearings on abill
that was initially meant to strengthen federal computer-security training but was later rewritten to restore the NBS as the
standards setter for encryption of unclassified government
communications and data traffic. The bill, H. R. 2889, remains
in committee, and its prospects look dim unless the computer
and communications industries press for its passage.

o
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still has ahealthy following and is starting to market achip
bit block of data. When a64-bit block of plain text is ciphered
that operates in all the standard's modes, says Lynn Ditty,
using a56-bit keying variable (the other 8bits are parity bits),
product manager for communications devices at AT&T Tech- DES yields ablock of ciphered text that maps to the original
nologies Inc., Allentown, Pa. The current 588-kb/s n-MOS ver- text and can be reversed using the same key. Because 2' 6
sion of the chip should speed up to 1.56 Mb/s in a planned combinations of the keying variable are possible—and these
CMOS version.
keying variables can be changed readily—the algorithm is
A representative of Advanced Micro Devices Inc. says that deemed highly secure.
demand for its offerings—three high-speed large-scale-inteThe DES algorithm has several implementations, called DES
gration chips—is satisfactory. But Charles McLear, technical modes of operation, and the simplest mode is called an elecmarketing manager for Motorola Inc.'s 8-bit microprocessor tronic code book (Fig. 1). Using this mode, a 64-bit block of
outfit in Austin, says that Motorola's version of the DES chip plain text is run against aspecific 64-bit keying variable. The
"has never been popular." Intel Corp. says that it is no longer ciphered output block is a nonlinear function of the input
offering its chips.
block. If the same keying variable is used each time, the same
The DES algorithm—a fixed-length block cipher—has been block of input plain text will always yield the same cipher
controversial since its adoption. The origitext, and any single-bit errors will propanal IBM cipher project, dubbed Lucifer,
gate through the entire block but will not
The DES algorithm
called for a128-bit key, longer than what
affect any other block. It is most comthe NBS incorporated into the DES. Crithas been controversial monly employed to cipher the keys used
ics claimed the shortened key size weakin key distribution systems.
since its adoption
ened the DES algorithm.
In the cipher-block-chaining mode, the
Controversy also surrounded the substi64 bit block of plain text is modulo-two
tution tables used to transpose the input bit pattern to anoth- added to an initial 64-bit pseudorandom block (called an initialer bit pattern of the same size. Because the NSA advised the ization vector) before being encrypted (Fig. 2). The cipher
NBS not to publish the substitution tables, critics wondered if output of the operation is transmitted and also chained back
they contained a"trap door"—a concealed weakness somehow into the circuit to become the next pseudorandom block added
inserted by the NSA in the algorithm to simplify decryption.
to the next block of plain text. Through the entire length of
A classified investigation mounted by the Senate Select the message, the previous ciphered output is added to each
Committee on Intelligence, aportion of which was declassified new block of plain text.
and released in 1979, absolved the NSA of tampering with the
To decrypt, the initial ciphered block is processed by the
algorithm. "The official position of IBM is that the DES is still DES device in decrypt mode and the output is modulo-two
strong and adequate," says Steven M. Matyas, a member of added with the same initialization vector used to initiate the
the IBM Crytography Competency Center in Kingston, N. Y.
encryption process. The second cipher block is then decrypted
On the other hand, an axiom of cryptography is that any by the DES device and added to the previous cipher block to
algorithm can be cracked with enough time and processing yield plain text, and the process continues until the message is
power. "If you have ahuge budget and the processing power,
complete.
you can break it," says Martin E. Hellman, the Stanford
Because the same string of plain text will not produce the
University professor well known for his work in public key
same cipher text each time, cipher-block chaining is safer to
cryptography, "but there are only a few agencies like the
use than an electronic code book. However, cipher-block
NSA—and its counterparts overseas—that could do it." An chaining does have error-extension characteristics that
early and vocal critic of the NBS implementation of the algo- propagate through any two blocks following any bit that is
rithm, Hellman now says he is convinced no trap doors have in error. Because of its error-propagation characteristics,
been left in the DES.
cipher-block chaining is not the best choice for noisy comThe DES is ablock cipher that operates on afixed-sized 64- munications lines, though it is the preferred method to au-

4. CRYPTO BOX. Racal-Milgo's Datacryptor 64-1027 won NSA approval for physical security. The encryption unit includes a tamper-proof
housing with dual locks, the automatic rezeroing of the cipher keys during an attempted break-in, and an external alarm.
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thenticate messages in such applications
as banking.
The DES's cipher feedback mode (Fig.
3) is frequently used to transmit data
files. Once an initialization vector is loaded into the DES chip, it generates apseudorandom bit stream that is modulo-two
added to plain text to produce a keystream. All or part of the keystream
block (from 1to 64 most-significant bits)
is added back into the input register with
the plain text block to produce a cipher
block of text. The cipher block is then
transmitted and also fed back into the
input register, becoming least-significant
bits. The register is then shifted by the
same number of least-significant bits.
In this mode, the decryption process requires that the DES chip be in an encrypt
mode so that it will generate at the receiver akeystream that is identical to the
keystream coming from the transmitter.
In cipher feedback mode, error propagation continues until the bits in error are
cleared from the input register.
Cipher feedback mode is slower than
the other modes because it does not use
all the bits available for feeding back into
the input register. But the system becomes self-synchronous if a 1-bit block is
fed back. This is because the receiver will
decrypt once it has received 64 continuous 5. OUTPUT FEEDBACK. This mode of the Data Encryption Standard is favored for noisy
error-free bits.
communications links because it does not have error-extension characteristics.
Racal-Milgo Inc., Sunrise, Fla., uses cipher feedback mode in its Datacryptor 64-1027, an NSA-ap- key," Stein says. "The master key is used to decrypt aworking
proved encryption device that provides speeds of up to 64 kb/
key that is changed periodically. Since the security of DES is
ssynchronous and 19.2 kb/s asynchronous (Fig. 4). The device only as good as the security of the keys, we've been approved
meets government standards for physical security of the de- by NSA to manage keys in the public switched offering."
vice, including a tamperproof housing with dual locks, the
The only government DES application the NSA is willing to
automatic rezeroing of the cipher keys during an attempted
see expanded is the Department of the Treasury's electronic
break-in, and an external alarm, according to Richard Abrus- funds-transfer systems. Banks have long been using the DES
cato, engineering manager for security products.
and asecret key to derive acryptographic checksum transmitThe output feedback mode also uses the DES chip as a ted with a message. When the checksum is decrypted, it
keystream generator, but in this mode the block of pseudoran- authenticates the integrity of the message and verifies the
dom data is added on abit-for-bit basis with each new block of sender to the receiver.
plain text (Fig. 5). After initialization, the DES generates a
"Authentication is ameans of developing an electronic sigpseudorandom block. The cipher output is added bit for bit nature that works like awritten signature," explains Martin
with plain text to produce cipher text, which is transmitted.
Ferris, manager of data-processing security in the Treasury
The output is also fed back into the DES chip's input register.
Department. "If an eavesdropper knows your payroll, and
when and where it will be transmitted, it would be easy for
BETTER WITH NOISE
the eavesdropper to capture your encrypted text and work
Because the cipher text is not put back into the input backward to plain text. Authentication assumes that your
register, the output feedback does not have error-extension data is publicly known but nevertheless ensures that the mescharacteristics and is preferred for noisy communications sage is not tampered with and that you have an audit trail."
channels—satellite links, for example.
The NSA says its new rules do not apply to the EFT sysSatellite Business Systems Inc., McLean, Va., has been us- tems because their messages have very short useful lives that
ing a variation on the DES output feedback mode in its 48- seldom have national-security implications. Though EFT will
Mb/s Bulk Encrypted Transmission Service for its private-line use the DES, it is unclear whether the banks, the Treasury
customers since 1984. Last month, encryption services (which
Department, or the NSA will set up the automated key-manhave NSA approval for protection of unclassified national- agement system for the EFT network.
security-related transmissions) were extended to SBS's public
Although DES ICs never became big-time commodity parts,
network with the introduction of the Traffic Protected Service the new chips the NSA is proposing should fare better. "Years
option to SBS's public-switched Skyline service.
ago, Itold many manufacturers selling cryptographic devices
SBS won the NSA's approval by taking the steps needed to they'd go broke, and many have," says Donn Parker, acomensure site security and the physical security of the encryp- puter-security authority with SRI International, Menlo Park,
tion device, according to Frank Stein, project coordinator for Calif. He now finds the situation changed dramatically. Crypcommunications protection. SBS is using adual-key implemen- tographic protection is becoming astandard business practice,
tation of output feedback and providing arigorous program he says. "It is acknowledged by business to be ayardstick of
for key management that got the OK from the the NSA.
'due care' that must be exercised in its operations. Without it,
"We use a set of two keys—a master key and a working you open yourself up to legal liability."
Electronics/February 3, 1986
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Hitachi's One-Time Programmable
CMOS Microcontroller
Arctic foxes are incredibly resourceful. They
have to be, to survive aharsh environment where
others, less clever, can perish.
In today's competitive design environment, you
too have to keep moving. The fast and clever win.
Hitachi makes winning possible with ZTAT"—an
8-bit CMOS microcontroller with abuilt-in userprogrammable ROM, in an economical package.
ZTAT—Zero Turn-Around Time—eliminates the
need to wait three to four months to receive your mask
ROM devices. Think what this means to your entire
design and marketing process.
The very day you finish development, ZTAT
gets you into production. No mask charges. No
minimum order quantities. No working sample
approvals. No waiting for mask ROM devices. Just
issue apurchase order. And, if you should decide to
modify your software, you're not stuck with auseless
inventory of programmed devices. That's because

ZTAT lets you make code changes quickly—even
during production.
High performance with unsurpassed versatility.
ZTAT is awhole family of CMOS 8-bit microcontrollers that are code compatible with Motorola's
6800 series. These devices contain virtually all the
subsystems on-chip that are necessary to design
sophisticated systems. They include 4K of one-time
user-programmable ROM, 192 bytes of RAM for data
storage, I/O ports, and aserial communications
interface. All of this comes in acost-effective plastic
package. The packaging is one of the reasons why
ZTAT only costs slightly more than mask ROM
microcontrollers, and is alot cheaper than ceramic
reprogrammable devices. Hitachi is the first to offer
you this total CMOS system.
The features of ZTAT are impressive. And they
will outperform the competition.

Clev
er.4011

ZTAT is part of atotal design package. ZTAT
is amember of Hitachi's 6301/6305 8-bit CMOS
microcontroller family, which includes ceramic
reprogrammable devices, ZTAT devices and plastic
packaged mask ROM devices. This means Hitachi
is the only company to offer you achoice of CMOS
microcontrollers that are right for every phase of your
product's life cycle: development, pilot production,
and large-scale production. The reprogrammable,
ZTAT, and mask ROM devices are all pin-for-pin
compatible, making it easy to shift from one phase
to another. Key members of the 6301 family are
second-sourced by Motorola.
And, if your marketing strategy focuses on niche
markets with smaller production volumes, ZTAT
saves you the expense of having to use ceramic devices
in production. The cost savings are substantial, even
in single lot quantities.

It's easy to be clever. ZTAT makes time work for
you, not against you—without your having to make
large commitments; while preserving your flexibility. To learn more, call your local Hitachi Sales
Representative or Distributor Sales Office today.
Fast Action: To obtain product literature
immediately, CALL TOLL FREE, 1-800-842-9000,
Ext. 6809. Ask for literature number R15.

Hitachi America, Ltd.
Semiconductor and IC Division
2210 O'Toole Avenue, San Jose, CA 95131
Telephone 1-408/942-1500

HITACHI
We make things possible

Circle 33 on reader service card

Flexibility
the new dimension in HDDR.
The SE9500 Formatter is another
significant advance in High Density
Digital Recording (HDDR) from THORN
EMI. It is unique in many ways and has
unprecedented flexibility.
This standardunit can be readily interfaced with any TRIG recorder and with
just four switches, can be reconfigured for
awide range of serial, parallel or word
serial applications.
Data transfer rates as high as144Mbps
can be obtained, with switchable fan-out
from 2to 32 tracks. Unique also is the
auto-ranging bit synchronization.
Previously, data rate changes required
manual adjustments of all data channels
and could take many hours. Today SE9500
does it automatically in about 2seconds.
The encoding scheme, 3PM Format B,
is an advanced development of the format

THORN EMI
Technology

pioneered byTHORN EMI. It incorporates
apowerful error detection/correction
system to guarantee virtual error-free
performance.
SE9500 is designed for today's 2MHz
wideband recorders as well as the latest
double-density and microgap systems.
Wrap it around our SE9000HD recorder
and you have atrue Data-on-Demand
facility with output controlled by an
external data clock.
Such an advanced specification would
normally require an expensive custombuilt package only able to work with one
particular recorder.
SE9500 is available off-the-shelf now,
at about afaird of the cost, to work with
any IRIG recorder. For further information,
please call us. We're always interested to
talk HDDR: it's our specialty.

SE9500 HDDR
FORMATTER

THORN EMI lbchnology Inc. Suite 301.8601 Dunwoody Place, Atlanta GA 30338.
Telephone: (404) 587-0017. TWX: 810-766-2267.
A THORN EMI Information Technology company.
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

HOW THE SIERRA MAINFRAME GOT
ITS NUMBER-CRUNCHING PUNCH
IBM 3090 NOW COMBINES PARALLEL, VECTOR, AND SCALAR PROCESSING

W

hen the computer that generates more revenue
than any other model—enough to affect the
U. S. gross national product—is improved, the
scientific and engineering community must
take notice. IBM Corp. has packed new number-crunching muscle into its 3090 mainframe family, known
as Sierra, by adding an integrated vector processor for each
central processing unit. The result is the most powerful computer IBM has ever built. The twin-processor model 200, which
IBM has been shipping since August, can have one or two
vector processors installed (Fig. 1). Its big brother, the model
400 with two twin-processor CPUs, can have up to four vector
processors. The model 400 will be ready for its first customers
in the fourth quarter.
It was not too hard to integrate the vector processor into
the 3090 CPU because the machine was developed with the
addition in mind. The 3090 system has 64-bit internal data
flows throughout to facilitate incorporation of a64-bit vector
processor. The vector processor is integrated into the 3090
CPU such that the pair operates as asingle image processor
(Fig. 2). That is, the vector processor operates directly on the
memory using the same data image that the scalar processor
uses. The two processors operate concurrently.
The Vector Facility has a register-based pipelined vectorprocessor architecture (Fig. 3) with eight 64-bit registers,
which can serve as 16 32-bit registers as needed. Each register contains 128 elements. The vector hardware uses the same
emitter-coupled-logic chips mounted on three-dimensional thermal-conduction modules as used in the 3090 CPU. The vector
processor's 18.5-ns cycle time matches that of the 3090 CPU.
A total of 171 new vector instructions has been added to the
3090 instruction set. These include control instructions and
memory-to-register, register-to-memory, and register-to-register operations. Compound operations can be done as single
operations. Once the pipeline is full, instructions flow at arate
of two floating-point operations every 18.5-ns machine cycle.

Though the execution units in the vector processor are pipelined, they still maintain interrupts precisely—instructions are
both interruptible and resumable.
Engineers at IBM's Kingston Laboratory designed and developed the vector capability as a natural extension of the
3090 machine. "We did not have to make any quantum leaps
to get vector processing," says Troy Wilson, manager of system management and performance at the New York laboratory. "It is well integrated into the standard mainframe architecture." Several goals were set for improving computationintensive work on the machine.
A main goal of the vector project was to realize it on a
familiar architecture—that of the IBM 370 family—rather
than build a new one. New versions of the two standard
operating systems, MVS and VM/SP, are ready to support the
Vector Facility. The new VS Fortran version 2, consisting of a
compiler, library, and an interactive debugger, provides vector
capabilities. The library contains mathematical routines with
improved accuracy and performance. Also added is an enhanced multitasking facility to allow a single application to
execute simultaneously on multiple vector processors.
IBM chose to base vector processing on a standard mainframe so that high-speed floating-point tasks could be mixed
easily with general-purpose computing. Blending general-purpose and floating-point tasks provides the user with maximum
flexibility in solving scientific and engineering problems.
Many problems have scalar, vector, and parallel parts. The
user of the vector-enhanced 3090 has both scalar and vector
computation units at his disposal. Users could even have multiples of each type of processing unit. The result is acombination of parallel architecture and vector processing with ascalar processor thrown in. IBM's rationale is that few computing
jobs exclusively require parallel or vector processing. Most
jobs contain scalar parts, and some lend themselves to a
combination of vector and parallel processing.
Another goal was to keep the price/performance ratio consistent with current industry standards.
IBM engineers accomplished this by using
the technology developed for the 3090 series and integrating the vector processor
into the CPU. The first add-on vector processor sells for $370,000, the second for
$230,000. This applies to the model 200
and to each of the model 400's CPUs—
putting four vector processors on amodel
400 therefore would cost $1.2 million. The
3090 systems themselves run from $5 million to $10 million. Adding one or two
vector processors to amodel 200 will deliver a three to five times performance

1. A BIGGY. The vector processor is housed in the cabinet that forms the right arm of the Tshaped processor (center) of IBM's most powerful computer, the 3090.
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covers significant technology, processes,
and developments incorporated in major new products.
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improvement to floating-point calculations for 10% or less of
the system's cost.
"We had to decide where to go as far as what vector- to
scalar-processing performance relationship was optimal" for
price/performance, says Wilson. "Should vector processing be
twice as fast as scalar or should it be 10 times as fast? Or
should it be more balanced?"
IBM engineers studied a large sample of independent computationally intensive code sets, or programs, and arrived at a
three- to fivefold improvement in speed as the best balance
point. This decision was supported by IBM customers, particularly the large number of engineers and scientists working in
industrial companies, where many problems are engineering
and physics oriented.
Because many of these client companies already have IBM's
large mainframes installed, IBM development engineers integrated the vector processor into the largest and newest 3090
computers at customer sites so they could be used easily by
the engineers and scientists.
Through customer-site testing, it was found that scientific and engineering programs tend to have high cachehit rates. IBM thus took an unusual approach to ensure
that data for both vector and scalar processors will be in
the cache when needed. Instructions are fed to the vector
processor through the CPU. The data for both vector
calculations to be done by the vector processor and scalar
calculations for the CPU are fed from the cache-memory
buffer associated with each CPU.
EASY TO USE
The vector processor is quite easy to use. Programs
written in Fortran can be compiled with VS Fortran version 2. This vectorizing compiler searches for Do loops,
iterative sequences of statements, and then converts the
commands within the Do loop into vector code using
industry-standard automatic vectorizing rules. The operating system recognizes when a program with vector
loops is first encountered and automatically sends that
program to aCPU with avector processor. Because vector processors calculate in parallel, the numeric processing sent to the vector processor is done much faster than
it would be done on the scalar CPU.
Users can take code optimization one step farther.
They can code critical programs or portions of programs
using the vector assembler language and achieve higher
performance.

clear engineering. These functions fall into six computational
categories:
im Linear algebra.
• Matrix operations.
al Simultaneous linear algebraic equations.
• Eigenvalue systems analysis.
• Signal processing.
• Random number generation.
The ESSL vector subroutines are coded in Assembler and
VS Fortran. To achieve high performance on the 3090 vector
processor, these subroutines use state-of-the-art algorithms
tailored to the machine's operational characteristics, such as
cache size, number of available vector registers, number of
elements in a vector register, and page size. Performance
gains using ESSL routines are especially high for matrix multiplications, matrix-vector linear algebra, fast Fourier transforms, simultaneous linear algebraic functions, and symmetric
eigenvalue systems.
Another programming and tuning aid is aload monitor that

EXPANDED MEMORY
CENTRAL MEMORY

I/O
CHANNELS

SYSTEM
CONTROLLER

4

CPU

CPU

CPU
CACHE

INSTRUCTION
ELEMENT

In addition to vectorizing versions of the Fortran and
Assembler languages, IBM offers more vector programming support. Included in the programming set is an
extended scientific subroutine library that provides a
VECTOR
quick and easy way to take advantage of the Vector
PROCESSOR
Facility. The ESSL is a set of 95 program modules that
serve as a basis for high-speed computational programming. The modules, which can be called from programs
written in Fortran and Assembler, are coded with ver
SCALAR
efficient algorithms designed to wring the most from the
PROCESSOR
machine's vector and parallel structure.
The development team did extensive work on the ESSI.
routines, which are avery important element in the Vector Facility package. One example of the ESSL's effect is
CONTROL
that a large vector multiplication using the vector multiSTORAGE
ply module will be executed on the vector processor well
over seven times faster than on the scalar processor.
Because the average peformance-improvement factor for
the vector processor is three to five times, the use of
ESSL significantly increases processing efficiency.
The ESSL provides a range of mathematical functions 2. UNITED. The vector processor in an IBM 3090 system is not only tightly
for different types of scientific and engineering applica- integrated into the central processing unit but is fabricated in the same circuit
tions, such as structural analysis, fluid dynamics, simula- and packaging technology as well. The vector processor gets its instructions
tions, seismic-data analysis, reservoir modeling, and nu- from the CPU's instruction element and its data from the shared cache.
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3. VECTOR PROCESSOR. The vector processor contains two pipe
lined computation units—one for addition and logical operations and
the other for multiplication and division. Both units are supported by 8K bytes of vector-register storage and avector mask register.

tells the programmer what percentage of the time ajob has
"vector affinity" and what percentage of the time the vector
processor is actually used. Vector affinity is a new software
function of the operating system. Upon recognizing the first
vector instruction in a program task, the operating system
assigns the task its affinity to a CPU with an integrated
vector processor. When the operating system determines that
a task with vector affinity has not used the vector processor

for a certain amount of time, it restores a less-restrictive
affinity to allow the program to run on any CPU.
Knowing when vector affinity is assigned and how much
vector-processor time a task uses guides the programmer in
deciding when and where it is advantageous to start tuning a
program for more-efficient operation. The user also can determine when to stop tuning aprogram—when the law of diminishing returns catches up with him.
Debugging programs is always difficult. Included with the
Vector Facility is an interactive full-screen debugger with
graphics assistance. This debugger, which knows about vector
processing, can time subroutine executions and count statement entries within subroutines for use both when debugging
or tuning parallel and vector programs. The debugger does
not have dependency analysis for parallelizing programs. Nor
are there any automatic parallelizing compilers for the 3090.
Wilson believes that automatic parallelization will evolve as
automatic vectorization did—slowly but surely.
But the good news for programmers is that they have
several options when writing new programs or converting old
programs to run on a machine with one or more vector processors. The optimizing compiler will flag and vectorize Do
loops. The programmer can stop there if performance is adequate. But because the compiler has flagged the vectorized
Do loops, the programmer can zero in on the tasks that
contain many and large vectorized loops, remove coding barriers, or insert calls to appropriate ESSL routines. Programs
require different levels of effort to optimize them. The team
that developed the 3090 Vector Facility found that some programs benefited considerably from extreme tuning and coderearrangement efforts. But they have no good rule of thumb
to guide users in the amount of tuning that is necessary.
The vector processors added to the 3090 systems form a
completely natural and logical extension to the machine. By
adding from one to four vector processors to a 3090 model
400, customers can have avery versatile and powerful scalar
and vector parallel computer that generally tops out at more
than 100 million instructions per second.

THE SAME TEAM THAT DESIGNED SIERRA ADDED THE VECTOR PROCESSOR
The best way to have a major computer

Scientific and Engineering Processor
Products organization.
Although the vector-processor project
grew out of the design and development
project for the main machine, the 3090
planning had been under way for about
two years before it was decided to redirect the planning to make the machine a
more effective scientific computer on its
own and also to design it to allow the
simple insertion of a vector processor
later. After the basic machine project
was finished, the complete Vector Facility project, which included both hardware and software development, took
about the same time.
Wilson's
responsibility
at
Kingston is to provide the analysis necessary to understand the
processing behavior of scientific
applications on large IBM systems. During the two years he
was assigned to the vector project, Wilson derived the performance analysis and studied the
migration of application proTOGETHER AGAIN. Former Sierra team members, grams to the 3090 with aVector
manager Les Garcia, (left), Troy Wilson (center) and Facility.
A graduate of the University
Hugh Walsh, created the IBM Vector Facility.

enhancement fit smoothly with the original design is to enlist the same engineers who designed the machine in the
first place. IBM Corp. did that for the
3090 Vector Facility. The task force at
the company's Kingston Laboratory,
headed by design manager Les C. Garcia, was essentially the same group that
tackled the 3090 mainframe project. The
design team was assisted by Hugh F.
Walsh, program manager of engineering and scientific analysis, and Troy L.
Wilson, manager of system management and performance in the Kingston
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of Arkansas, Wilson is also responsible
for supporting engineering projects to
achieve high performance and to guide
and encourage third-party software vendors in applications requirements.
From 1977 until taking over the Vector Facility project, Garcia was a manager of advanced processing for the
3090 structured-processor instruction element. He was the lead designer as well
as manager of the project. Garcia, who
holds an EE degree from the University
of Florida and a master's degree from
the Florida Institute of Technology,
joined IBM in 1965 and for the first five
years worked on the Saturn and Apollo
space programs. He is currently a senior engineer in future processor development at the company's Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., site.
Hugh Walsh is program manager for
engineering and scientific analysis for
the Kingston Laboratory. A 30-year veteran and apostle of scientific and engineering computation at IBM, Walsh has
spent most of his career in planning the
company's large systems, including the
System 360, System 370, and most recently the 3090.
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POSITIONS WANTED
Electronic Expert For Hire. I do Microprocessor hardware/software, assembly
language. Analog, digital design in my N.Y.
lab or worldwide. Project rates. Mr. Barry
Masel (718) 476-1516.

COMPUTER

DESIGN PROBLEMS?
CIRCUITS AND SOFTWARE
FOR
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS
focuses strictly
on design problems!

SOFTWARE

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

For Sale — Our prototypes ready for mass
production (home security system). Call
(514) 327-1962 4-6pm East.

8086 Software Development Tools
That Don't Pin You Down
IMIlcroSET"' Tools
•Compilers tor Pascal, C. FORTRAN. and PUM .
•Support for 61TOSI., ,VRTX'.. RMXC
•Assemblers
•Linkers, Locaters. Librarians
•MicroSCOPE'. -A UNIQUE HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGE
CROSS DEBUGGER
•Downloaders and Communications

Access stimulating, clever approaches that can speed your

Targets
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

MANIPULATING DIGITAL X RAYS
ENHANCES DIFFERENT FEATURES
PHILIPS SYSTEM HAS IMAGE PROCESSOR AND PARALLEL ARCHITECTURE

H

ere comes the harbinger of the digital future of sound, and digital-subtraction angiography.
radiography. A highly versatile system called PhilWith the addition of the PCR system to these imaging
ips Computerized Radiography (PCR) can produce techniques, X-ray pictures—which account for over 80% of
high-resolution digitized X-ray images to meet the
diagnostic imaging—can be manipulated on a high-resolution
needs of awide variety of radiologie imaging tech- 2,048-by-2,048-pixel monochrome cathode-ray tube and comniques. Developed by Philips Medical Systems Inc., PCR can pared with other imaging techniques to provide different diagemphasize anumber of different aspects of an X-ray image,
nostic perspectives. Also, aphysician can simultaneously view
thanks to a combination of advanced image processor and the various X-ray pictures that describe the time course of a
software with parallel computer architecture.
given treatment.
The image processor digitizes X-ray images produced by
Because Philips's aim is to make PCR as compatible as
conventional radiographic equipment and records them on an
possible with existing radiology equipment, only the processoptical disk for electronic viewing and storage (Fig. 1). Differ- ing and storage of the image represent a departure from
ent views of one picture can be printed out as hard copies or standard procedure. The X-ray camera and its use remain the
stored in peripheral memories. The system can also transmit same as with standard film X rays; no replacement of the
the pictures to other diagnostic centers or convert them to system's front end is needed.
film for viewing in aconventional X-ray station.
"Radiology is run by tradition. Film-based X-ray equipment
A key advantage is that X-ray pictures can be adjusted to is asecurity blanket and nothing will completely replace it,"
enhance the features required for a particular examination
says Anthony Lando, Philips's product manager of computed
through the use of aproprietary image-plate and reader com- radiography and imaging physics. "Even physicians who are
bination. For example, the image of acompound fracture can
already using CRTs for other diagnostic techniques and are
be optimized to show soft tissue damage
as well as bone fragments. Or one anterior/posterior chest X-ray can be processed
to emphasize the detail of acracked rib,
while another picture from the same Xray image emphasizes the soft tissue of
the heart.
The fact that the Philips system can
manipulate X-ray images after they have
been taken is asignificant benefit to both
the physician and the patient, according
to researchers at the North American
Philips Corp. subsidiary. The physician
can select the anatomical features most
relevant to the treatment, while the patient benefits because a poor image can
be enhanced by PCR, eliminating the need
to retake the X-ray and expose the patient to more radiation.
"The PCR can produce diagnostically
useful images over a range of X-ray exposures, from 1/10 to 10 times the usual
dose," says Frank Low, senior vice president of the Shelton, Conn., company. "It
makes it possible to render an accurate
diagnosis from fewer images than film
would allow, and its sensitivity permits
imaging at a much lower roentgen level
than film X rays require, which can be
vital when multiple exposures of children
are taken."
Philips Medical Systems is positioning
PCR as an integral part of awork station
capable of multiple imaging techniques.
With it, aphysician has electronic access
l tl IIIIIIIIIII
1111111
to a number of digital imaging methods
1111:111
IIIIIIIII1
that now figure prominently in diagnostic
technique—nuclear magnetic resonance, 1. MULTIPLE IMAGES. On abank of high-resolution CRT monitors, aradiologist can compare
computerized axial tomography, ultra- and contrast many views of agiven anatomical feature.
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ready to accept video X-ray pm
VMEbus to a Motorola 68000tures are reluctant to give up the
based recorder, which stores the
OPTICAL DISKS
film images that they were
image electronically after the optrained on."
tional film copy is made. An optiThe PCR system is a modular
INTELLIGÈNT
cal disk can provide permanent
DISK
system consisting of four main
electronic storage if desired.
CONTROLLER
elements:
an
image-receptor
If identical image plates are
plate with the same dimensions
stacked in the X-ray film carrier,
as a conventional X-ray screen;
several images can be obtained
an image reader, in which the
SYSTEM
during one exposure. Though the
CONTROLLER
image plate is read by exposure
images may not be identical,
BOARD
to alaser scanner; an image prothey are enough alike for the
cessor that digitizes the X-ray
68000-based parallel image propicture for electronic display;
cessors to simultaneously work
SYSTEM
and an image printer that generon optimizing different features
MEMORY BOARD 10---1
ates ahard copy, if desired. Key(GENERIC)
of the same image.
board terminals at the system's
Reading an image from the
front end are used to log in paTO
phosphor is a linear process beVIEWING
tient data. Conventional X-ray
cause the integral of the total
CONSOLE
VIDEO-OUTPUT
cameras need no modification to
stimulable luminescence energy is
CONTROLLER
work with the system.
BOARD
linearly proportional to the stored
PCR's physical underpinnings
charge concentration. Fuji gives
center on the principle of scanthe plate's spatial resolution as 8
ning-laser-stimulated
luminespixels/mm—the only performance
COMMUNICATIONS
cence [Electronics, Nov. 18, 1985,
figure published so far. Angus
INTERFACE
p. 30]. When an X-ray picture is
emphasizes, however, that subjectaken, the image is first stored on
tive tests by Philips Medical Sysa 1-mm-thick flexible plate comtems and its customers of the imposed of europium-activated bariaging system's pictures show
PER I/O BOARD
um-fluorohalide compounds in
them to be superior to convention(PCR SPECIFIC/
crystal form held in a carbonal X-ray pictures in contrast and
based organic binder. The plate
dynamic range as well as in spaVME
IMAG
can be placed in a standard film
BUS
tial resolution.
BUS
TO
TO
IMAGE
carrier so it can fit without modiHARD
The company believes the imREADER
COPY
fication into an X-ray camera's
age processor represents its most
film slot.
important technical advances in
But instead of being composed 2. IN PARALLEL. A dual-bus architecture in the Philips system developing PCR. The processor is
of silver halide—as in standard supports parallel operations. Distributed intelligence supports subdivided into modules to meet
photographic processes—the crys- simultaneous processing of medical image data.
the requirements that the diversitals on the PCR's plate are made
ty of medical images impose.
up of photostimulable phosphors that act as energy traps
Thus the image-processing functions are clearly separated
when the plates are exposed to ionizing radiation. After being
from the functions that control the operation of the system:
exposed, the plates give off light similar to that from any
coordination of PCR's four elements, data-base management,
intensifying screen.
and resolution of multiuser contention. Those functions are
It is not possible in a clinical setting to deposit a photohandled by aversion of AT&T Bell Laboratories' Unix operatconductor between the phosphor and the plate's substrate,
ing system that is compatible with Digital Equipment, Intel,
however: the current per pixel is small and handling it
or Motorola hardware in an approach similar to that used by
would require a sophisticated narrowband amplifier with a business or industry.
very long scan time. Half the X-ray energy remains trapped
The image processor, on the other hand, has no control
in the plates, however, and is released when scanned point
functions, but is dedicated to image manipulation and transby point with a high-power laser.
fer. Its hardware has been designed so that agiven module of
the processor can be modified for a given diagnostic applicaIMAGE RETENTION
tion or upgraded as imaging technology improves.
The plates—which have the same resistance to mechanical
MULTILAYERED STRUCTURE
stress, dust, and scratching as conventional intensifying
screens—can retain an image for "at least acouple of hours"
In PCR's present version, the image-processing software
at room temperature, says Dr. William Angus, senior viee
has amultilayered structure similar to the hierarchical archipresident at Philips Medical Systems. "But it only takes about tecture used in industrial-automation networks [Electronics,
90 seconds to read out an image and store it in a buffer
Sept. 9, 1985, p. 26]. At the top is alayer for handling the data
memory, from which it can be accessed as often as necespertaining to apatient's condition; this is entered by keyboard
sary," he says.
at the front end of the system. In the middle layer, software
A plate's imaging lifetime is about 5,000 exposures. Fuji
primitives can be designed that emphasize the features associPhoto Film Co., Tokyo, which holds the patents for the PCR's
ated with aparticular type of image such as chest X rays. At
plates, has announced that it expects to improve on this figthe bottom, hardware modules digitize the X-ray picture acure. Reproducibility is usually better at the start of aplate's
cording to the instructions from the upper levels.
life cycle and grows progressively worse with the inevitable
The most common site for the Philips system—which sells
damage caused by successive X-ray exposures.
for $500,000—will be in the radiology departments of large
PCR uses a conventional Fuji 90-second wet-film processor
hospitals, so it often will be used to make repeated images of
attached to a conveyor that moves and stacks the film for
a given part of the body on a wide variety of patients. Belater retrieval. The film processor is also connected through a cause no two patients' bodies are identical, any pattern-recog40
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nition algorithms would have to be much more tolerant of rate of 30 frames/s (the rate set for NTSC TV), while asecond
user observes a single 2,500-by-2,000-by-12-bit radiograph on
variance than those used in industrial or even agricultural
an adjacent high-definition monitor.
inspection. Such algorithms are not available for PCR.
"Artificial intelligence in the form of pattern recognition is
A software designer can get around the problem, hownot an integral part of PCR software, but alimited amount of
ever, by knowing in advance the protocol and format of the
AI resides within its image-processing hardware," explains
directive calls that are necessary to generate an application
Lando. In essence, the AI composes aluminance histogram by
program. By relegating the hardware-dependent control of
arranging 1,024 contrast levels—versus 256 contrast levels for
image manipulation, enhancement, and transmission to the
the most sophisticated industrial machine-vision equipment—
lowest chip-driver level, the higher software levels can be
on the stimulable plate. The user defines areas of interest
programmed independently of any changes in hardware
according to pathology or body region, and thus an ordinary
that might be implemented later. Or, if new image-processchest X ray can be processed in a number of different ways
ing functions are added that can be implemented with existdepending on the instructions that are entered into the keying hardware, only the application and control layers need
board terminal.
be affected.
The image processor recognizes the selected images by
For use as part of an integrated imaging system—both
their location on the histogram, which
within a hospital and in connection with
varies according to the body part being
other medical facilities—PCR uses adualThe system works
imaged. For example, the massive soft
bus architecture (Fig. 2). A VMEbus and
tissue of the lung contrasts in a predictwithout m edification
aPhilips-designed image-bus system hanway with the hard tissue of the ribs.
dle the image-transfer requirements—
to existing X-ray gear able
But the contrast relationship of the liver
with the rate of transfer being limited
with the spine has different characterisonly by the state of the art in packaging
tics and can be plotted on the histogram accordingly.
technology.
"The PCR has to know in advance what it's looking for,"
In the Philips system, all data and control lines reside on
says Angus. "There's no AI that will simply pick out the right
four 96-pin Euro connectors, which handle the eight inde[image] density level and feature enhancements. The keypendent parallel 16-bit buses that make up the image-bus
board operator must enter those instructions before the picsystem. A pixel clock governs the transfer of 9 million
ture is taken." In that sense, PCR is programmed in amanner
pixels per second (or 144 megabytes/s). The backplane and
similar to any modern X-ray imager.
processor modules are designed so that every module has
The development of multiple imaging techniques for diagaccess to all eight image buses as well as to the VMEbus.
nosis and the need to exchange images quickly, however, is
Gate and multiplexer arrays effect logical and data-transfer
driving the market for digitized X-ray systems and the comconnections between module functions and the bus system.
munications equipment needed to move medical images
Parallel-processing operations are asynchronous because
from one site to another. The PCR system's ability to manipthe image processor can accommodate awide range of simululate an image after it has been taken as well as connect
taneous operating conditions without changing the clock rate.
with up to eight examination terminals will make it a key
In practice, one user of such amultimodality diagnostic work
station can review digitized film, where 512-by-512-by-16-bit part of the electronic diagnostic stations of the future, Animages stored on an optical disk are retrieved and viewed at a gus believes.

PHYSICIAN DIRECTS DESIGN OF COMPUTERIZED RADIOGRAPHY SYSTEM
"Engineers and radiologists used to be

to a company such as Philips Medical

able to talk to one another," says Dr.
William Angus, a physician who joined
Philips Medical Systems Inc. in 1959 after a residency in radiology.
"Back in the days when the technology was simpler, a radiologist
had the time to learn how the
equipment was designed, and he
and the engineer spoke the same
language."
This is no longer true, he says,
because medical imaging has
grown infinitely more complex.
Today, the radiologist has to be
conversant with a variety of imaging techniques—from X rays to
digital-subtraction angiography—
and the engineer is charged with
developing much more complicated equipment. Their training has
diverged so much that the rare
person with experience in both
medical practice and equipment
design becomes a valuable asset

Systems.
Angus, aChicago native, sees himself
bridging the gap between the two disci-

LIAISON. William

Angus

reconciles

the needs of physicians with the design constraints of engineers.
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plines. "I was more interested in radiological science than in the practice of
radiology. When Ifinished my residency, I could see that the technological
base of that branch of medicine
was expanding enormously, and
that Icould do my best work developing the equipment that radiologists use."
Angus's role in developing PCR
has been to listen to the wish lists
of radiologists in the field and supervise the Philips team that designed them into PCR. Certain
PCR features, such as a film
backup and an ability to work
with existing equipment, are two
items from those lists.
Though there is still some resistance to digitized X rays, Angus
expects the radiological community eventually to take them for
granted. "They'll become part and
parcel of medical information handling. And as image enhancements grow more sophisticated to
show more anatomical detail, physicians will increasingly depend on
them," he says.
41
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THE SUPERCHIPS ARE HERE,
BUT HOW TO TEST THEM?
DOD DECIDES A NEW GENERATION OF ATE NEEDS TO BE DEVELOPED
by Jerry Lyman

B

N. Y., center got the assignment because it has had considery all accounts, the Defense Department's Very
able experience with high-speed, very large-scale-integration
High Speed Integrated Circuits program has been
and LS! testers. It put together such in-house equipment as a
a tremendous success. Phase 1 has sired whole
14-pin 40-MHz tester in 1968, a 64-pin 20-MHz tester in 1974,
families of chips in 1.25-pm n-MOS, CMOS, and
and a 64-pin 20-MHz tester in 1980.
bipolar technologies, custom ceramic packages, and
The staff at Rome has embarked on a two-part program
advanced lithography systems of all types. But VHSIC's rapid
whose ultimate goal is nothing less than a new architecture
advances have left automatic test equipment in the dust: presfor the next generation of ATE. The first step is to give the
ent-generation ATE is only marginally acceptable for testing
military the ability to meet the test requirements of Phase 1
these complex devices.
parts. But the program's overall aim is to
Phase 1ICs average 120 pins—in most
develop atester that can handle all Phase
cases exceeding the pin-count capacity,
Severa /large
1and most Phase 2chips.
data rates, and timing accuracy of today's
Rome engineers started by establishing
makers refuse to bid
ATE for VLSI circuits. Tomorrow's Phase
a current state-of-the-art ATE system as
2parts will only widen the gap. They can
on ne w ATE
a baseline instrument. They then enexceed 500 pins, a figure beyond the cahanced this unit so that it could effectivepacity of any ATE now available. That's
rest both Phase 1 and Phase 2 devices. The engineers
not all: they are also very fast. Phase 2chips will have aclock
developed aset of specifications and analyzed commercial test
rate of 100 MHz. Available ATE systems can generate clock
gear to see which most closely matched the specifications.
rates up to around only 50 MHz—and many reach that speed
Their conclusion was that existing systems were at least an
by multiplexing two pins.
order of magnitude less accurate than was required. RealistiThe VHSIC program's managers are eager to remedy this
cally considering both expected ATE capability and essential
critical situation. They have assigned to Rome Air Developtest requirements, a set of values was established (Table 1).
ment Center's Reliability Physics Section at Griffiss Air Force
Then, last spring, GenRad Inc.'s GR-18 was selected as the
Base the task of developing ATE and techniques to meet
VHSIC baseline tester, beating out other VLSI instruments
present and future microcircuit test requirements. The Rome,
TESTER AND OBJECT. GenRad's GR -18 is the baseline system in the Rome Air Development Center's search for aVHSIC chip tester.
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from Tektronix Inc. and Sentry Test Systems. The GR-18,
voted to government electronics. There, Robert G. Hillman, an
GenRad's entry in the VLSI tester arena, competes not only
engineer in Rome's microcircuit test group, stated that prewith those machines but with units from Teradyne, Megatest,
sent-day ATE has reached the point where costly modificaand Trillium Test Systems in the U. S. and Takeda Riken and
tions to the pin electronics produce only minor improvements
Ando Electric in Japan.
in performance. Because these improvements are clearly inadThe standard GR-18, already installed at Rome, provides the
equate to properly test next-generation devices, he said, it is
DOD with a 16-clock phase system that can test 288-pin chips
necessary to understand the fundamental limitations in the
at 40 MHz. This standard system—seven have already been
architectures used in ATE today.
delivered to customers worldwide—will also include off-line
LAYING THE GROUNDWORK
test-program development and data analysis using a Digital
Equipment Corp. VAX-11/750 and an integrated color graphThe Rome center awarded Harris Corp.'s Government
ics capability for enhanced timing and data analysis.
Support Systems Division a contract to study the problem.
An enhanced GR-18, scheduled for delivery in December,
The Syosset, N. Y., division's task is to examine and quantiwill have a576-pin capacity, 100-MHz clock rate, and 80-MHz
fy current architectural limitations, study promising new
data rate. Some key goals are to reduce test-head capacitance
technological developments, perform a theoretical analysis
to 50 pF, improve the timing accuracy to ±500 ps, and boost
of a general ATE architecture using these developments,
the comparator response to 1ns (Table 2). A thermal chuck
and finally design an architecture for a high-speed, highwill enable full testing of 288-pin wafers over -10°C to
pin-count VLSI tester in sufficient detail to facilitate the
+125°C. For packaged devices, an advanced environmental
start of full-scale development. The rough performance
unit will be linked to the enhanced test head to allow for the
goals for this new system are a 250-MHz data rate, more
full range of military testing.
than 512 pins, and ±200-ps accuracy (Table 3). The study's
Three major improvements will make the existing tester
results are to be delivered in June.
meet the enhanced specifications, says Eugene P. Roth, marSome of the new developments to be examined in the Harris
keting manager for GenRad's Semiconductor Test Division in
study are supercomputer architecture and designs (those of
Milpitas, Calif. The changes will
Cray, ETA Systems, and others),
TABLE 1: ADVANCED ATE ARCHITECTURE GOALS
require some enhancements in the
per-pin tester schemes (that of
tester's mainframe as well as a
Megatest),
liquid-cooled
test
250 MHz
Data rate
new test head and faster pin elecheads, and wafer-scale technol512 (expandable)
Device-under-test pins
tronics with lower capacitance.
ogy. Rome officials hope to land a
With so much activity in VHSIC
follow-up program aimed at pro1Mb
Memory depth
phases 1 and 2, insertion of
ducing a brassboard of the adVHSIC chips in equipment, and
vanced tester. Using the brassAccuracy
±200 ps
similar programs at IC makers
board and computer simulations,
[Electronics, Dec. 16, 1985, p. 33],
atheoretical analyis of ageneralPower range
0 to 3.3 V
it seems certain the enhanced
ized ATE architecture could be
SOURCE ROME AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
VHSIC tester will find a ready
done to study such factors as
market. But several large ATE
overall timing accuracy, massTABLE 2: COMPARISON OF ATE CAPABILITY
manufacturers, who wish to restorage bandwidth requirements,
main unidentified, refused to bid
throughput, device-under-test inStandard
Enhancements
on the tester program. As one
terfacing,
and
test-head
Test-head capacitance
93 pF
> 50 pF
claimed, "VHSIC is too limited an
capacitance.
ATE market to expend research
Fredrick G. Hall, an engineer at
Power range
—12 V, +12 V —2.25 V, +8 V
and development money on."
Rome who monitors the project,
Comparator transient
Roth disagrees. "We don't view
says his agency is particularly
response
3 ns
1ns
VHSIC as being entirely military.
concerned with having the means
Clock phases
16
32
We feel that our future developto test the gallium arsenide cirment programs were aimed at
cuits that should be developed
Overall timing accuracy ±1 ns
±500 ps
testing chips close to VHSIC capawithin the next few years.
Precision parametric
bilities anyhow."
Two other programs at the
units
1
16
Then there is the matter of reRome center are tackling VHSIC
Gang-level programming
no
yes
tained value. As in other VHSIC
probing. The problem is that the
equipment programs, GenRad reprobes used to check parasitic caDriver-level tracking
no
yes
tains rights to all the designs and
pacitance can cause erroneous
SOURCE ROME AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
will be allowed to sell its entest results. The University of
Rochester, Rochester, N. Y., is inhanced
version
commercially.
TABLE 3: VHSIC REQUIREMENTS
Such was the case with Perkinvestigating contactless probing
Elmer Corp.'s advanced directusing a laser and an electro-optiPhase 1
Phase 2
write
electron-beam
system,
cal sampler. Stanford University's
100,000
Gate count
50,000
which also was developed on a
effort aims at building electro-opVHSIC award.
tical pin electronics to eliminate
Bipolar, MOS
Technology
Bipolar, MOS
At the same time that it is exthe capacitance in the probe's test
100 MHz
Clock rates
50 MHz
perimenting with existing testers,
interface.
Finally, the Rome center is
the Rome center is pursuing the
50 MHz
Data rates
25 MHz
looking at the problem of testsecond step of its program: designing test systems for tomorsoftware generation for VHSIC
Pin count
200
200 to 500
row's VHSIC circuits. The main
with the Tester Independent Soft< 500 ps
Timing accuracy
1ns
ware System, a VHSIC program
difficulty was outlined succinctly
awarded to the center to develop
last November at the Government
2 mV/100 pA
Analog accuracy
5 mV/100 pA
an automated test-program generMicrocircuit Applications ConferSOURCE
ROME AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
ation and specification system. D
ence in Orlando, Fla., which is deElectronics! February 3, 1986
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PROBING THE NEWS
IT'S ALL-OUT WAR IN JAPAN
AS IBM COMES OUT FIGHTING
TOUGH TACTICS BEGIN TO PAY OFF IN ITS DRIVE TO REGAIN NO.1 SPOT
by Michael Berger
TOKYO

,T

,he battle for supremacy in the
world's second largest computer market is getting brutal.
IBM Corp. has come out fighting to regain supremacy in Japan, the only major national market in
which it can't say, "We're No. 1."
"There is no doubt that there has
been adramatic change in IBM marketing tactics," says Yuji Ogino, a longtime industry observer who publishes
EDP Japan Report, a Tokyo newsletter. Ogino says he has yet to see actual
numbers, but industry sources predict
IBM-Japan's 1985 fourth-quarter sales
were 20% to 25% above the same 1984
period.
The outlook for IBM in Japan is much
brighter than it was a year ago thanks
to acombination of factors: new troops
brought in from the U. S., much tougher
marketing tactics, IBM's continuing legal pressure on Japanese makers of
IBM-compatible machines, such as Fujitsu Ltd. and Hitachi Ltd.,
and an uncertain attempt
by Fujitsu to get out from
under Big Blue's technological thumb (see "For Fujitsu, being No. 1brings big
problems").
Six years ago, Fujitsu
displaced IBM as the overall leader in unit shipments
in Japan. IBM still leads in
mainframes, both in shipments and in revenue—but
it is, at best, second in other market sectors (table).
Until last year, IBM's position in Japan was eroding
almost across the board—a
major reason why it reorganized its Far Eastern effort
early last year and sent
over more than 300 employees to bolster operations in
Tokyo. For several months,
there were few signs of
change. IBM-Japan's chronic problems, especially inflexibility on prices, spotty
44

service, and unimpressive Japanese-language programs, remained.
Now things are changing fast. IBM
group executive George Conrades has
overseen a radical turnabout in tactics.
For one, he indicated soon after he arrived in Japan last year that he is willing to deal on prices. "Those IBM guys
are out there cutting and slashing, just
like everyone else," says an industry executive who asks not to be identified.
IBM refuses to comment on its activities. But a variety of industry sources
familiar with its operations in Japan say
the creation of the Asia/Pacific Group
and the arrival of Conrades have ended
many of IBM's most serious internal
problems. These sources claim that Conrades has learned to accept more fully
the Japanese-style marketing tactics. "If
you don't wheel-and-deal in this market,
you don't rack up alot of sales, even if
you're IBM," according to another industry executive.
The latest example of IBM dealing is

its win at the University of Kyoto, which
needed a replacement for its Fujitsu
mainframe. Even though the university
had been one of Fujitsu's first mainframe customers, back in 19'76, it is going with IBM-Japan, which offered a reported 90% discount. "They didn't make
any money on that deal, but it must have
been satisfying," says the executive.
Japanese universities are noted for
their lack of funds for computer equipment, so such enormous discounts are
limited to academia. But in the general
market, substantial price-cutting of everything from mainframes to personal
computers goes on every day. IBM-Japan cut its prices on all its computer
products an average of 16% last year.
Now it's making large off-price deals
one by one, building the kind of relationships and reputation that it hopes will
lead to greater volume in the future.
NASTY BUSINESS. As the price-cutting
goes on, so does the bad-mouthing. Japanese companies rarely mention rivals'
names in advertising, but
behind closed doors there
are no rules. "IBM is saying very nasty things about
us," complains a Fujitsu
employee.
"They
are
spreading false rumors every day, criticizing our
products, and warning customers that our software
infringes on their copyrights." Market observers
say IBM-Japan sales representatives simply are now
doing what everyone else
does.
The new IBM strategy,
which involves a major
drive to sell the company's
Systems Network Architecture as a way to tie networks together, is apowerful long-range marketing
tool, believes market-watcher Ogino. IBM's recent
tieup with Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Corp.
for value-added networks
Electronics /February 3, 1986

[Electronics, Dec. 23, 1985, p. 1'7] is furIn any event, the marketing turnsoftware development could drag out
ther evidence of the new directions the
about in Japan is just half of what is
the process so much that it becomes excalled the "IBM double punch." Last
U. S. company is taking.
cessively expensive.
With the role of distributed systems
fall, IBM said it was preparing possible
But whatever happens, Big Blue is
growing in Japan, IBM's approach
new legal action because of its dissatisnot going to rush the Japanese off their
seems certain to build sales and regain
faction with Fujitsu's response to a1983
feet on their home ground. Hitachi,
market share, says analyst Bruce Johnpact on alleged infringements of IBM
which is strongest in mainframes and
son of James Capel & Co.'s Tokyo ofoperating-system software.
large business computers, claims more
fice. "Now that minicomputers are used
Now Fujitsu will offer a variant of
than 40 orders and 10 shipments so far
as controllers, tying together groups of
AT&T Co.'s Unix for its new M-780
for its M-680 mainframe series intromainframe series. There is general
personal computers, the winners of the
duced last spring. The company expects
future here and elsewhere are going to
agreement that the continuing legal
mainframe growth of around 20% this
be the ones who put together the best
problems posed by IBM make this shift
year and similar growth in its 1.2-Gb
networks and integrated systems, and
essential not only for Fujitsu but also
disk-drive series.
IBM is clearly headed in the right direcfor Hitachi. Even though it is not named
NEC Corp., with its non-IBM-compatition," he maintains.
in the latest IBM action, Hitachi must
ble operating system, has astrong posiANOTHER CHANGE. IBM-Japan also has
still pay damages and submit software
tion in Japan's personal computer marchanged its practice of using dealers as
data to IBM in accordance with the 1983
ket and overall is second only to Fujitsu
settlement.
service representatives. Some of its
in terms of installed units. It is expected
more than 100 dealers nationwide did
The latest Fujitsu M-780 series is the
to report computer sales of close to $900
their work well, but others drove cusfirst step in its strategy of "getting out
million, mostly in Japan, for the fiscal
from under" its IBM compatibility, says
tomers to distraction-or to other venyear ending next March 31.
dors. Industry watchers say Conrades
analyst Ogino. He adds that Fujitsu's
"NEC may not be doing too much
tried at first to stick to home-office poli- goal is to complete the transition by the
overseas, but it can go toe to toe with
cy by making dealers exclusively reearly 1990s, but he and analyst Peter G.
IBM in Japan in the low- to midsection
Wolff of Prudential Bache (Far East)
sponsible for service. But he changed
of the market," says analyst Wolff. He
his mind last fall, approving a policy of
Ltd.'s Tokyo office both note that the
adds quickly that NEC "knows that its
direct IBM-Japan service support to
well-known Japanese weaknesses in
real threat is not Fujitsu, but IBM."
dealers.
AS COMPUTERS GROW,SO DOES IBM
Other important reorganiMPhum 2
Company
zations last fall changed sale
Small'
Maundrame'
Large 3
and marketing operations into
Units (%)4 110pre (%) Units
(%) Units (%) $ share
departments oriented by geo' 47.1
Fujitsu
46.9
32.4
31.4
24.1
22.5
29.5
24.2
graphic area and industry,
IBM-Japan
6.9
7.3
14.1
19.5
20.8
20.9
30.8
35.2
rather than by products, in
Hitachi
12.4
10.0
15.3
11.5
25.0
22.1
24.5
24.2
order to offer more integratNEC
24.5
27.0
17.9
18.4
15.5
16.6
3.0
2.4
ed service and support. The
Nippon Univac
0.5
0.4
8.5
6.7
10.6
9.0
6.7
11.0
move also is said to have
Burroughs
eased interdepartmental bick7.2
6.8
5.9
3.9
6.0
2.8
5.5
3.0
ering that hurt IBM's marketMitsubishi
4.3
2.1
3.5
1.9
ing in the past.
NCR
1.4
1.6
1.6
1.2
1.4
2.6
IBM's
Japanese-language
software problems remain.
Japanese makers
84.0
83.9
63.9
64.8
65.1
64.7
57.0
50.8
However, many of the new
staff members brought in
Foreign makers
16.0
16.1
30.1
35.2
34.9
35.3
43.0
49.2
from overseas were assigned
'
Small =$13,000 to $43,000
3Large =$213.000 to $4.2 mdlion
to build improved and expand2Medium =$43.000 to $213,000
MaInframe =$4.2 mdlion and over
SOURCE NIKKEI COMPUTER
ed programs.
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FOR FUJITSU, BEING NO. 1 BRINGS BIG PROBLEMS
In the tough, all-out fight for
the Japanese computer market, leading the pack does
not guarantee peace of mind.
Fujitsu Ltd., which displaced
IBM-Japan Ltd. as the top
unit seller of computers in
Japan six years ago, is definitely not feeling all that
comfortable. IBM is making
sure of that.
Fujitsu is being forced to
spend agreat deal of energy
and money trying to build its
own operating system-"to
find a way to escape from
being IBM compatible," as
one Japanese executive puts
it. This comes after Fujitsu's
Electronics! February 3, 1986

successful move from a telecommunications company into the computer market. In
fact, it has doubled its computer sales since it started
shipping its first M series
machines at the end of 19'75.
The company is also spending an enormous amount on
legal fees for alarge team of
Japanese and U. S. attorneys
that is handling the latest
IBM challenge: its claim that
Fujitsu's operating software
continues to infringe on IBM
copyrights. The disclosure
last fall that IBM believes
Fujitsu has not fully complied with a software agree-

ment the companies reached
in 1983 prompted at least one
investment company to recommend that its clients sell
their Fujitsu holdings.
There have been reports
that Fujitsu faces indemnity
payments that could reach
$100 million. "IBM compatibility is inherently risky, but
even if that problem didn't
exist, there's the question of
systems integration," says
analyst David Keller of
James Capel & Co.'s Tokyo
office. "Fujitsu doesn't yet
have a real network to talk
about."
Fujitsu board director Mut-

suro Umezu disagrees. "Of
course, our final goal is to
build systems that can be
linked to form multitask networks. But this is anew era.
You can't just look at office
uses. You must consider
home uses, too."
For Fujitsu, other alternatives are further codeveloping Unix-based systems with
its U. S. partner, Amdahl
Corp., as well as participating in a government-supported program to produce anew
type of Unix-based operating
system intended as a standard in Japan and perhaps in
other markets.
-M. B.
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PROBING THE NEWS

HARD CARDS ROAR ALONG
DESPITE NAGGING QUESTIONS

W

DOUBTS ABOUT MARKET SIZE CLOUD EARLY SUCCESS

LOS ANGELES

hat could be the fastestgrowing product in the
short and mercurial history of the personal computer add-on business is
still raising basic questions as it steamrolls along. The highly popular product—a hard-disk drive mounted on asingle plug-in card—has been on the market for six months. Yet manufacturers
still haven't figured out how to price it,
what features to add, or what the ultimate market will amount to.
There is no question though that the
new peripheral has caught the fancy of
manufacturers, retailers, and users in a
big way. In the six months since Plus
Development Corp. announced the first
plug-in card, more than a half dozen
suppliers have jumped aboard the bandwagon. And sales are ramping up dramatically even though the price-featuredemand equation still has its fundamental parts missing. That is considered remarkable even for the undisciplined
personal computer peripherals business,
which has been swept by so many product trends since 1981.
Plus Development, the subsidiary of
disk-drive maker Quantum Corp., both
of Milpitas, Calif., got the idea of building a card-mounted Winchester drive
that any user could easily insert into the
back slot of an IBM Corp. Personal
Computer or PC/XT. It announced its
10-megabyte $1,095 Hardcard in the
middle of last year and began shipping
in October to meet an avalanche of orders. These cards and rival products are
also compatible with Compaq Computer
Corp.'s Portable and Plus computers,
along with AT&T Co.'s PC 6300.
Perhaps never before have so many
manufacturers entered amarket for an
add-on product so quickly. By the November Comdex show, more than ahalf
dozen competitors appeared, and the total continues to mount. One reason for
the fast response is the simplicity of the

by Larry Waller

cards, most of which use proven off-theshelf components, although some use
custom chips to cram more function into
a tight space. "It's merely a repackaging job of existing stuff," admits amarketing official at one competitor.
Second off the mark, in November,
was tiny Mountain Computer Inc., which
sells its DriveCard in a20-megabyte version for $1,195 and a10-megabyte model
for $100 less. As far as can be determined, the Scotts Valley, Calif., company held a solid second place in shipments behind Plus Development's estimated 15,000 units by year end.
Nevertheless, peripherals experts say
that Western Digital Corp. and Tandon
Corp. have the best shot at overtaking
Plus Development. They both have the
advantage, like Plus Development, of leveraging from established, sizable related businesses—disk controllers in West-

em Digital's case, drives in Tandon's.
Western Digital, in Irvine, Calif., has
set up an Enhanced Peripherals Division
at considerable expense to handle its 10megabyte FileCard, along with other
products aimed at retail sales. Like the
other cards, the FileCard costs $1,095.
Tandon, a Los Angeles company recognized as aleader in low-priced drives, is
intimating that it will continue the tradition with its 21-megabyte Diskard. It
has not yet set a suggested price for
dealers or distributors.
Solid market data remains tough to
come by. Market analysts say it's still
too early in the hard-disk-card game—
product pipelines have just started filling—and most estimate that no more
than 25,000 units were shipped by the
end of 1985. Computer market consultant Future Computing Inc., for one, is
only beginning to track the cards in its

PLUG-INS. Hardcard 10-megabyte drive (top
right) was industry's first hard-disk card.
Mountain Computer's DriveCard (right)
comes in 10- and 20-megabyte versions.
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retail market surveys and will not have
product to exploit it. "It's a great conprime design goal, explains marketing
initial figures until mid-February. But
cept and getting a response from dealmanager Hank Chesbrough. "Only 14
chairman Egil Juliussen sees good prosers, too." But, he cautions, "once the
board failures have come back from the
pects for the cards: "I think they'll do
pipeline is filled, only aminority will pay
field, of many thousands," he notes.
quite well—it's such a neat product."
$1,095."
Only 1 in. thick, the Hardcard is the
Still, the basic question is the potenPricing is a subject that marketing
thinnest board, which means it needs
tial market. Before decisions are made
executives at the four leaders would
only a single slot. Thicker competing
about pricing and additional features for
prefer not to discuss—at least, until
drives edge over into an adjacent slot.
the products, that question must be anmarket forces make it paramount. But
The company reportedly spent in the
swered. The target market is the IBM
other players seeking to make inroads
multimillions of dollars to design and
PC and its compatibles. Chester A.
have no such inhibitions. "Let's face it—
engineer its product, which includes cusBrown, vice president of Western Digiprice is the most important thing, given
tom very large-scale-integration control
tal's Enhanced Peripherals Division,
reliability and functionality of the prodcircuitry, and came up with a product
says that there are nearly 4million comuct," says Allen G. Taylor, director of
that even competitors admire.
marketing at CMS Inc. The privately
puters in the target group worldwide.
MORE CAPACITY. But rivals are taking
He breaks that figure down into 2.5 milheld Santa Ana, Calif., company, with
aim at the Plus Development capacity,
lion IBM PCs, 800,000 PC/XTs with flopannual sales in excess of $45 million,
which cannot be scaled up without arepy disks, and the remainder compatibles
manufactures expansion subsystems
design, they say. "No 10-megabyte drive
without hard-disk drives. Furthermore,
and boards for IBM PCs (see "Getting
is cost effective," maintains Tandon's
the IBM PC aftermarket keeps growing,
Abraham, who is touting a21-megabyte
with only about one third of the computdrive. Accordingly, all major players are
Only a third of
ers being shipped leaving the factory
either selling or preparing to build a20new PCs have
with Winchester drives, according to Fumegabyte card that will sell for only a
ture Computing.
little more than their 10-megabyte modbuilt-in
hard
disks
The consensus among sales execuels. Meanwhile, Chesbrough steadfastly
tives is that the potential market for
insists his 10-megabyte card will satisfy
plug-in hard-disk drives amounts to
into a market in three days").
most needs.
some 10% of that installed base of 4
Taylor points out that the realities of
There are differences other than camillion per year, or a total of some
the IBM PC add-on market have proven
pacity. For example, Western Digital's
400,000 hard-disk cards. But the most
that manufacturers' suggested retail
card requires 5 W, compared with 8 W
optimistic think that 80% of IBM PC usprices "are fictitious numbers that don't
and more for others. Limited power supers now limited to floppy-disk storage
hold up." Tandon's planning manager
plies on IBM PCs make this aspect imcould be live prospects. Falling between
for disk drives, Robert Abraham,
portant, says Western Digital's Brown.
those two extremes is Mountain Comagrees. He explains that computer
Tandon's edge is the fact that it is turnputer sales manager Donald Cochrane,
equipment dealers and distributors
ing out 20,000 31
4 -in. drives amonth as a
/
who predicts 1986 industry sales of at
know better than manufacturers what
separate peripheral, Abraham believes,
least 300,000 units, and believes the first
gear has to cost to be successful. In the
which will quickly bring economies of
flush of excitement could push totals as
case of Tandon's Diskard 21, a price of
scale to bear on the market. And CMS
high as a half million. "That's a pretty
around $1,000 would offer good profit
has three 20-megabyte models, including
good market—it won't disappear next
margins—most dealers like the 30%
a high-performance version with the
year," adds Western Digital's Brown.
range, Abraham notes.
Small Computer Systems Interface,
But disk-drive market expert James
With the holiday season over, the
which is fast catching on for peripherals.
Porter warns that competitive realities
next few weeks should see marketing
Enthusiastic board suppliers who excould shatter those rosy expectations
intensify. Plus Development already is
pect to enjoy a boom in the next few
when prospective buyers are asked to
stressing reliability, which was the
months also might recognize some
pay $1,095. A consultant who
warning signs about pitfalls
closely follows the drive busiGETTING INTO A MARKET IN 3 DAYS farther down the road. First
ness for clients and his own
is the matter of price declines
Disk/Trend report, Porter
If there are any doubts that
computer dealers for 31
4 -in.
/
among all hard disks, says
cautions that card makers
one must move fast in the
Joseph Jaworksi of controller
hard cards on the Tuesday
are ignoring an important
market for IBM Corp. Perbefore the Comdex computer
consultant Peripheral Confact: external 51
/-in. drives.
4
sonal Computer peripherals,
show in late November at
cepts Inc., Irvine. "They're
They can be attached easily
consider the way one engiLas Vegas. He promptly
dropping so quickly that
when extra space is not a neering director spent a boarded a plane, went back
OEMs will include them in
problem, and prices for 10week last fall.
to work at his plant, and had
most PCs."
megabyte models have fallen
Director of engineering
a working model at Comdex
Disk/Trend's Porter gets
as low as $500 WOO more for James Dien of CMS Inc., a by Friday. This prototype bemore specific: "Another vari20 megabytes), including conSanta Ana, Calif., add-on
came the basis for CMS's
able is IBM itself, which will
troller. Computer dealers
maker, heard requests from
Drive Plus family .
-L. W.
add 20-megabyte drives to
moved about 200,000 units in
the XT. That will reduce the
1985.
[board] opportunity consider"That's the real competiably." Even Tandon's Abration. At $1,095, sales will not
ham concedes, "I wouldn't be
hit 300,000 this year even
surprised to see [the drivethough the hard card is a
hoard
business]
saturate
more elegant solution," he
quickly as early entrants lock
advises. Porter, in fact, adup the dealer shelf space."
mires Plus Development's
l'or a price leader, this hapcoup of defining the market
pening presumably would not
and coming up with a solid
be unwelcome.
Electronics/February 3, 1986
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COMPANIES

RICOH MOVES TO COPY
ITS PAST SUCCESSES
ITS GOAL IS TO LEVERAGE COPIER AND FAX TECHNOLOGIES
INTO NEW MARKETS, SUCH AS IMAGE PROCESSING

poning marketing until next year, perhaps to maximize the benefits of the
strong current demand from small and
medium-size businesses, which are satisfied with the speed of G-3 machines.
The paper copier that shifted Ricoh's
emphasis from cameras to business
equipment 20 years ago still dominates
the company's revenue, which will total
almost $2.6 billion when fiscal 1986 ends
on March 31. Although copiers and copier supplies accounted for about 68% of
sales just three years ago, their percentage of total sales has fallen to about
57% now. Hamada, who started work at
Ricoh as a copier salesman, hopes by
1990 to strike a 50-50 balance between
copier sales and the company's other
major sectors, which include fax, data
processing, image processing, cameras,
and electronic components.
Ricoh's continuing reliance on copier
sales is seen by some market sources as
a weakness, but analyst Michael Connors of Jardine Fleming (Securities)
Ltd.'s Tokyo office disagrees. "Ricoh's
strength in faxes and laser printers
stems from its copier know-how. This is
a perfect example of how an enabling
technology converges with other technologies to make new products viable."
CLOSER WITH AT&T. That convergence
of technologies led Hamada and Ricoh
to a growing relationship with AT&T.
The January 1984 OEM deal was followed by an agreement last spring under which Ricoh is marketing AT&T's
32-bit 3B2 minicomputer and 5620 terminal in Japan. Then, last September, the
firms announced ajoint venture—called
AT&T Ricoh Co.—to make and market
modified versions of small-size AT&T
telephone systems. Ricoh is also negotiating with AT&T to market in Japan a
smaller version of the U. S. company's
System 75 private branch exchange.
AT&T Ricoh vice president John J.
Keating III, who estimates the 1986 Japanese telephone market at $700 million,
says his company's goal is to gain the

Another major growth market
that Ricoh has targeted is Japanese
telecommunications. It is offering
telephones through ajoint venture
with AT&T Co. And if protectionism gains ground in either Europe
or the U. S., Ricoh stands ready to
boost production in those areas.
Ricoh first made a name for itself in the U. S. as amanufacturer
of plain-paper copiers that were
sold under private label by American companies, and then as a vendor of its own brand of machines.
In the future, though, Ricoh will
depend more on sales of its fax machines, especially in the U. S. That
market will grow 40% this year to
210,000 units, say industry analysts, for a value of almost $400
million at current exchange rates.
In the Japanese fax market, RiRICOH'S HAMADA: Reducing dependence on copiers. coh is running neck and neck with
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.,
TOKYO
Osaka, and its 60%-owned unit, MatsuA n aggressive product-development shita Graphic Communication Systems
Paphilosophy helped Ricoh Co. grow
Inc. In the U. S., Ricoh has a32% share,
20% annually for the past three years.
well ahead of the other major players—
That's only the start. Now Ricoh wants
NEC Corp., with 18%, and Matsushita's
to step outside its mainstream busi- Panafax brand, with 17%,
ness—plain-paper copiers and related
Ricoh's U. S. sales efforts have been
supplies—and boost its presence in oth- helped by a three-year original-equiper office-automation niches.
ment-manufacturer contract with AT&T,
The Tokyo company plans to ride the
valued at an estimated $125 million,
crest of asales boom in facsimile prod- which runs through 1986. The desktop
ucts [Electronics, Dec. 9, 1985, p. 19] fax models that Ricoh makes for the
while still relying heavily on copier sales
U. S. giant also serve to parry rival
for the bulk of its future revenue. Its
Canon Inc.'s aggressive marketing efgoal by 1990 is to leverage copier and
forts in the lower end of the market.
fax technology in the emerging market
The completion last year of a new,
for image-processing systems, products
highly automated fax proRICOH BROADENS
that include computer-controlled infor- duction plant at Gotemba
mation-retrieval systems, microcomput- coupled with the converer-controlled offset printers, and image- sion of copier lines at its
filing systems based on optical disks.
Atsugi plant give Ricoh
"Even the biggest names, like IBM,
the flexibility to build its
NEC, Fujitsu, and Hitachi, are still defax sales base if the
veloping their image-processing technolstrong U. S. demand conogy," says Ricoh president Hiroshi Ha- tinues. The added capacity
mada. "I believe ours is of the top rank.
will be important when
That is the level at which we intend to the market switches to
compete."
the new G-4 fax standard,
But Ricoh's image-processing busi- which will cut the time
ness has yet to pay off. Sales in this
needed to transmit apage
division actually dropped 5% last year,
of text to 4seconds from
to $52 million, because of sluggish off- about 9seconds for aG-3
set-printer sales. But Hamada optimistimachine. Japanese makers
cally predicts that the market for imagehave been testing G-4 maprocessing systems will come into its chines for industrywide
own by the end of the 1980s.
compatibility but are post48
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lack of total system integration and the
No. 3market spot within five years. By
then, the market will be worth close to
so-so reputation of the AT&T 3B2
$890 million. Nippon Telegraph & Teleminicomputers.
Yet another OEM deal is helping Riphone Corp. leads key telephone supplicoh's laser-printer business. Its contract
ers in Japan with 2e of the market,
with Digital Equipment Corp. calls for
followed by Iwatsu Electric Co., with
delivery of 1,000 laser printers amonth.
22%, and Matsushita, with 18%. Rieoh is
Ricoh's fiscal 1986 laser-printer sales
now planning its strategy for introducing
larger-scale telephone systems and other • should total about $85 million, with unit
products into the home market.
production up more than';405 over 1985.
Still, it's not all good news at Ricoh.
AT&T, which has a 51% share in the
For one thing, prices of fax machines
venture, selected Ricoh as its partner,
Keating says, "because they have the
are falling. "Our unit growth looks impressive, but the value growth isn't
strong marketing and service network,
keeping pace," Hamada says. There also
which is crucial to success in Japan."
are pressures to boost overseas producWith Ricoh's manufacturing capability,
tion because of Japan's trade surpluses
he adds, the venture can produce key
with the U. S. and Europe, and the retelephones "at very competitive prices."
cent appreciation of the yen versus the
"The AT&T link is Ricoh's foot in the
dollar has forced Ricoh to lower its profdoor of the telecommunications marit forecase.Wnlike many of its rivals,
ket," says analyst Darrel E. Whitten of
though, Rigth has a relatively low exPrudential-Bache Far East's Tokyo ofport exposure. About 40% of its sales
fice. "And at current exchange rates,
come from exports, and of this amount,
with an oversupply of equipment in the
about 4e are in dollars.
U. S., it's areal opportunity for them to
EC COMPLAINT. The most immediate
maximize profits."
problem facing Ricoh and its competiBut questions remain, among them
tors is adumping complaint filed by Euwhether AT&T Ricoh can overcome its
ropean suppliers with the European
RICOH SALES KEEP GROWING
Communities against all Japanese copier
makers. A decision is expected shortly,
and industry sources think the ruling
will go against the Japanese. Such an
outcome would lead to the imposition of
import duties.
Hamada's expanded production strategy in Europe seems clearly linked to
that decision. Ricoh UK Products Ltd.,
Telford, began producing copier toner
and sensitive drums last year, and Hamada indicates that amore full-scale operation probably would follow an EC decision against the Japanese makers.
In the U. S.—where Ricoh's sales grew
to $592 million, in fiscal 1985 and
liould exceed $700 million this year—the
company has a research and development center in San Jose, Calif., and a
copier and toner production plant in IrAND EARNINGS KEEP PACE
vine, Calif. As sales in the U. S. grow
and as pressure from the U. S. government increases over the trade imbalance,
Ricoh production facilities there will
surely increase, Hamada says, though he
can't say when this will occur.
Hamada, of course, isn't the only office-automation
company
executive
who's trying to position his company in
new markets. Canon, which forged into
the U. S. copier market ahead of Ricoh
and still leads it in sales, also is aggressively winning market share at the lower end of the fax market and seems
headed for the same markets as Ricoh.
Hamada seems undaunted by the
challenge. "Our goal is not to compete
984
1985
1986
1987
head to head," he says, "but to develop
our image-processing systems so that
FISCAL YEAR ENDS MARCN 31
235 Y $1
they are used by everyone, including
SOURCE
RICOH CO ,INDUST RY SOURCES
IBM."
-Michael Beiyer
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BOTTOM LINES

PERSONAL COMPUTER
SALES TO GROW A BIT
Don't expect the personal computer
business to change much this year.
Worldwide sales of the machines in 1985
were up just 3.6% in units and 31.6% in
dollars—versus 46% in units and 73% in
dollars in 1984—and the outlook for this
year "is not significantly better," says
Dataquest Inc., the San Jose, Calif.,
market researcher. Dataquest sees unit
sales rising 5.4% in 1986, while growth
in the market's dollar value "will decline
sharply to only 7.8% due to cutthroat
price competition among survivors and
fire-sale prices from desperate and/or
dying companies." The market "as a
whole is still holding up well and perhaps even better than could be expected." Only a few companies went out of
business last year, "while a few dozen
actually entered the market," it says.

SUMMATION OBTAINS
THIRD FINANCING
Summation Inc. has completed a$4 million third round of venture financing.
The Woodinville, Wash., company says
has raised $10.34 million since its
founding in 1984. Summation makes and
markets the personal-computer-based
SigmaSeries testing system, which includes both analog and digital testing
capabilities.

CYBER DIGITAL CLOSES
FINANCING AGREEMENT
Cyber Digital Inc. has completed anew
$7.25 million financing agreement. The
Bohemia, N. Y., company received a $1
million loan from the Regional Development Corp. of New York and a $2 million line of credit from Empire of America Federal Savings Bank, Buffalo,
N. Y., for working capital. It also received $4.25 million in loans from Empire of America to finance machinery
and equipment. Cyber Digital markets
the MSX digital switching system, which
integrates data and voice communications over twisted-pair wiring.

SUN MICROSYSTEMS
FILES TO GO PUBLIC
Engineering work-station maker Sun
Microsystems Inc. plans to go public
within the next two months. The Mountain View, Calità, company has registered .*it:11 the Acurities and Exchange
Commission for an initial public offering
of 4.6 million shares, to sell for $16 to
$18 a share. After the offering, Sun
says it will have a market value of
about $450 million.
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developed and installed the company's
first programming measurement system. He also spent five years as assistant to the director of the applied physics laboratory at Johns Hopkins University, after 21 years in the Air Force.
All that experience won't hurt in dealPITTSBURGH
ing with the problems at SEI, which can
be summarized in three words—backhe Software Engineering Institute's
log, money, and reliability. One imporfirst year saw it begin all ambitious
assault upon some of the most challeng- tant achievement to date, according to
ing software engineering problems.
Manley, is the development of amethodology to evaluate Ada environments,
"Our focus is on making things happen," says John Manley, the former Air such as the Ada Language System deForce officer, professor, and ITT execu- veloped by Softech Inc., Waltham,
tive who took the helm last August.
Mass., for the U. S. Army. And the instiThe Defense Department established
tute is beginning work with the Nationthe Pittsburgh-based institute with a al Aeronautics and Space Administration on evaluating Ada for use in flight
five-year budget of $103 million to grappie with the oft-discussed crisis in soft- software on the upcoming space station
ware engineering [Electronics Week,
program.
Feb. 4, 1985, p. 27]. "SEI is supposed to
"Part of SEI's charter is to help rebe a catalyst," Manley explains. "If lieve the shortage of software profeswe're successful, we can have atremen- sionals," says Manley. To that end, the
dous impact."
institute is developing curricula for a
Manley is well qualified to handle that specialized professional degree in softrole. His background includes two years
ware engineering. Working with major
as vice president for engineering and
publishers, SEL will issue aseries of curtechnology at Nastec Corp., Baltimore,
riculum "building blocks," or course
which creates computer-aided-design
guidelines that universities can use to
software. For three years before that,
establish their own programs.
"In the immediate near-term, we have
he was ITT Corp.'s corporate director of
programming applied technology and
to take advantage of off-the-shelf tech-

MANLEY SEEKS SOFT WARE
SOLUTIONS AT SEI
T

,•.„
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JOHN MANLEY: Coping with software crisis
at the DOD's Software Engineering Institute,

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE
DONALD P. AIKEN

D Rexnord Inc.'s new subsidiary, Rexnord Automation,
will have Donald P. Aiken as
its executive vice president.
He will also serve as president of the subsidiary's In
dustrial Automation Group,
which will provide systems
and support services. Previously, Aiken was president of
the Controls Division of Electronic Modules Corp., Timonium, Md., which was acquired
by Rexnord in 1985 and is
now part of Rexnord Automation, whose headquarters
are in Hunt Valley, Md.
ROLAND PAMPEL

D Apollo Computer Inc., the
Chelmsford, Mass., engineering work-station pioneer that
faces increasingly stiff cornpetition and has recently suffered several key personnel
defections, has named Roland
Pampel to the new position
of senior vice president of
technology and marketing.
Pampel comes to Apollo from
AT&T Co., where he was vice
president of systems market50

ing and development for the
computer group. Earlier, he
was vice president of research and development at
Prime Computer Inc. Apollo
hopes the new job will help
bridge the engineering and
marketing departments.
CHARLES T. MASTERS

D Ram tek
Corp.,
Santa
Clara, Calif., has appointed
Charles T. Masters senior
vice president in charge of
new-product
development
worldwide.
Masters
cofounded De Anza Systems
in 1976; when it was later
acquired by Gould Inc., he
stayed on as vice president
of product development.
Previously, he did astint at
Ramtek as vice president of
marketing and product development and also worked
for IBM Corp.

tions controllers for the Digital Equipment Corp. computer market. Grace will be responsible for product and
new technology planning and
development, potential joint
ventures, and corporate acquisition. He comes to Dilog
from Applied Information
Memories in Austin, Texas,
where he managed an engineering
team
developing
Small Computer System and
Extended Storage Device interfaces for disk drives. He
earlier worked for DEC's
Storage Systems Development Group.

HOMER L. HUDDLESTON

D Leaving Honeywell Inc. as
vice president and general
manager of the Communications Networks Division in
Dallas, Homer L. Huddleston
has been named general
manager of Ericsson Inc.'s
Information Systems Division. He is also being nominated to the board of directors for election to vice president of the Richardson, Texas, subsidiary of Sweden's
LM Ericsson.
Previously,
Huddleston was president of
Action Communications Systerns Inc., Dallas, which was
acquired by Honeywell.

PAUL B. SILVERMAN

0 Telecommunications veteran Paul B. Silverman has
been named president and
chief executive officer of a
new group aimed at funding
new ventures in domestic
telecommunications. SilverWILLIAM A. GRACE
man, 41, brings 17 years of
C Joining Distributed Logic
experience to the Venture
Corp. as director of product America Telecom Group, adiand technology planning is
vision of Venture America,
William A. Grace. This is a Oakton, Va. He had been
new position for the Anageneral manager of internaheim, Calif., manufacturer of tional services for Satellite
peripheral and communicaBusiness Systems Inc.

BRIAN MANLEY

12 AT&T Co. and Philips Telecommunications BV have appointed Brian Manley chairman and chief executive officer of AT&T and Philips Telecommunications (UK) Ltd.
The joint venture has its
headquarters in Malmesbury.
Manley will continue as adirector of Philips Electronics
and Associated Industries
Ltd., the UK holding company of the international Philips group.
Electronics/February 3, 1986

niques for efficiency and quality improvement," says Manley, who has allocated 10% of SEI's budget to this effort.
"We're exploring anything and everything that has promise." At the same
time, SEI has embarked on a massive
technology identification and assessment project. The goal is to collect a
comprehensive data base on the state of
the software arts.
Still in temporary quarters—the move
to a permanent facility near CarnegieMellon University is slated for next
year—SET has turned itself into a

testbed for new technologies by way of
its showcase engineering project. Whenever an important new work station,
computer, or program hits the market,
Manley has one hooked into SEI's system. Every staff member, from engineer to secretary, uses acomputer.
SE! has 89 employees, but expects to
have more than 500 within five years. A
staff of 1,000 would be a critical mass,
given the size of the software engineering problem, according to Manley. "I
think we will make a very significant
dent in the problem." -Alexander Wolfe

CUSTOM AND
SEMICUSTOM VLSI:
Survival Strategies
For The New Era

PEOPLE

RODGERS STAYS CLOSE
TO THE CUSTOMERS
SANTA MONICA, CALIF.

mr lie popular view is that the defense
business has little to teach the commercial side of the industry. But Barry
Rodgers of Lear Siegler Inc. believes
otherwise. He bases this on his recent
experiences in both markets. For nearly
a year, he had headed the company's
Electronics/Materials Handling Group.
And before that, he was president of
the highly diversified company's Astronics Division, which sells aerospace and
other military gear.
"Planning skills and a really honed
planning system are good things on the
military side," he says. "And being really focused on customer needs—that's
central to survival."
Rodgers is determined to get his six
commercial electronic divisions to do as
good ajob in product planning as their
military counterparts do. He says that
the military does agood job of conceptualizing, identifying its market, and devising products to satisfy that market.
The military environment does not
change as rapidly as commercial market. But even so, he says, the commercial sector doesn't do as good ajob as
the military does in staying close to the
customer. He believes that is the essence to product planning and drills his
staff in the absolute need, learned from
the military, to define concept, development, delivery, and follow-up.
RIGHT PLACE, RIGHT TIME. For example,
the telecommunications divisions, which
build analog and digital plug-in repeaters and other gear, sell mostly to the
big telephone companies, which buy new
products only every several years. "You
have to be there with the right product,
or else," he notes.
Switching the 47-year-old Rodgers
into a commercial operation is not an
unusual move for Lear Siegler, acompany that values fresh approaches. Although such transitions are tough chalElectronics/February 3, 1986

The semiconductor industry is
changing. Are you equipped to meet
the challenges of this ever-changing industry? Crucial decisions are
at hand. Electronics Magazine and
Gnostic Concepts Inc. sponsored
this prestigious seminar and the
transcript is now being made available to those who understand the
challenge of these changes.
Apanel of industry experts presents
up-to-date, significant information
that probes major technological
concerns such as:
•Company benefits by custom
design
•Economical appropriateness for
tackling custom
•Evaluation of gate arrays and

BARRY RODGERS: Applying

military planning skills to the commercial side.

lenges to executives, they may also signal that even higher responsibilities lie
ahead. Rodgers rose through the engineering ranks and holds two advanced
degrees—an MS from the College of
Aeronautics, Cranfield, England, and an
ME degree from the University of California at Los Angeles.
Rodgers' divisions, which have total
annual sales of more than $125 million,
represent varied segments of the industry, including hearing aids, sound paging systems for schools, terminals, pollution sensors, and telecommunications.
But Rodgers intends to push the innovation and productivity improvements
that are necessary to face ever-tougher
foreign competitors. One way is more
offshore production, and a decision has
already been made to move the Data
Products Division's terminal manufacturing into Mexico.
-Larry Waller

standard cells
•Alternate processes to explore
•Suitability of CAD systems to
your particular company
The questions raised are ones of
survival. And OPPORTUNITY
Put this exclusive resource in your
hands to help you make the right
decisions.
Don't hesitate—Order your
copy today!
Send $150 or your company purchase
order to:

Electronics Books

P O. Box 541
Hightstown, N.J. 08520
(Tel.) 609/426-5070

Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
Money-back guarantee.
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The Electronics Index, a seasonally adjusted measure of the U.S.
electronics industry's health, is a weighted average of various
indicators. Different indicators will appear from week to week.

U. S. ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT
November 1985

October 1985

November 1984

Production workers tthousands)
Office and computing machines

172.8

173.7

206.7

Communications equipment

286.4

288.4

291.3

58.3

58.2

63.1

349.1

353.0

413.6

November 1985

December 1984

Radio and TV receiving equipment
Components

U. S. GENERAL ECONOMIC INDICATORS
December 1985
Average prime rate 1%)

9.50

9.50

11.06

Retail sales ($ billions)

117.862

115.620

110.519

6.8

6.9

7.1

Unemployment rate 1%)

E

ven though U. S. unemployment is still edging down, the
continuing slump in the computer industry has forced U. S.
electronics companies to keep trimming their payrolls and
other production costs. The 0.8% drop in electronics -industry employment in November, the latest month for which
statistics are available, nudged the Electronics Index down
another notch in the latest week and brought industry employment down to 11% below its level of a year ago.
Declines in production-worker ranks have hit almost every
sector of the electronics industry. Manufacturers of communications equipment fared the best last year, but now even
they have been forced to trim their payrolls as demand for
their products lessens. November's 0.7% decline in communications-industry employment brought labor ranks in this
Electronics/February 3, 1986

industry to 1.7% below levels of a year ago-and 3.6%
below the industry's peak employment for the year, reached
last March.
On an annual basis, labor cuts in the office- and computer-equipment sector have begun to exceed the employment
drops at components manufacturers. Though employment at
computer companies fell 0.5% in November, less than the
1.1% falloff for components makers, their payrolls are off
16.4% from year-ago levels, while components-worker ranks
fell 15.6%. The only part of the electronics industry that
added workers in November was the TV- and radio-equipment segment, though the increase was less than 1%. But
employment in this industry was still down almost 8% from
levels of a year ago.
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NEW PRODUCTS
NOW ANALOG CIRCUITS
CAN BE DESIGNED ON PCs
WITH LOW-COST SOFTWARE, IBM PC AT CAN DO MODELING, SIMULATION
increasingly are
eludes Spice Plus, the company's own
r" filling the needs of digital-circuit de- enhancement of the Spice 3 software,
signers who cannot justify the expense
McGregor maintains that Spice is reof
dedicated
computer-aided-design
stricted to time-domain analysis. Workwork stations. Now asoftware package bench, by contrast, provides sophisticatcalled PC Workbench gives analog-cir- ed analyses such as worst-ease simulacuit designers the same option.
tion, extreme-performance modeling,
PC Workbench retains nearly all the
random variance of component values,
capabilities of Analog Workbench, a software package already on the market for work
stations from Sun Microsystems,
Apollo Computer, and HewlettPackard. Both products come
from Analog Design Tools,
which concentrates solely on analog CAD [Electronics, Nov. 11,
1985, p. 52].
The IBM PC version has "virtually all the features of the
original product," says Michael
Carroll, vice president of marketing. Both products enable the
analog engineer to construct circuits from the schematic phase
all the way through breadboarding, testing, and performance
analysis. The software duplicates work situations and lets ON THE WAY. PC Workbench runs slower than the workthe designer test a design by station version but costs thousands of dollars less.
connecting it to simulated in
struments and analyze its performance and parametric plotting, which enables
under simulated operation.
designers to look at both threshold senThe basic platform is an IBM Corp.
sitivities and trade-off values.
Personal Computer AT equipped with
Another problem with Spice is its ob512-K bytes of random-access memory,
scurity, which requires "significant efIBM's Enhanced Graphics Adaptor card,
fort on the engineer's part to learn,"
an IBM color monitor, a 20-megabyte
McGregor says. Workbench's interfaces
hard-disk drive, and aplug-in board with
are intuitive—organized to follow a dea32-bit microprocessor. A mouse is used
signer's workflow. Therefore, he adds,
to select menu items and move circuit they require only half-day training perielements. The upgrade board carries a ods to learn, and many engineers begin
32032 microprocessor and 4 megabytes
designing after only acouple of hours.
of memory. The IBM PC's own proces- STILL FAST. Workbench runs only alittle
sor is turned into acoprocessor for sub- more slowly on aPC AT than on awork
sidiary tasks.
station. "We worked hard to get the
Software developers paid particular switching capability near the time of the
attention to modeling and simulation,
work-station-based product," McGregor
since modeling analog circuits is harder says. The main functional difference is
than modeling digital ones. PC Work- that PC Workbench does not support
bench's capabilities go far beyond those
the multiple-windowing feature of the
of other personal-computer-based model- dedicated work-station product.
ing programs such as Spice, says
But the lack of windows gives the
James McGregor, vice president of engi- customer asignificant savings. A typical
neering. Though Analog's product in- configuration of the work-station-based
54

Workbench costs $40,000; fully configured, Analog Workbench can cost as
much as 0,000, including the work station. But PC Workbench—excluding the
computer—sells for $12,500. That covers
seven basic software modules: acircuit
editor, Spice Plus, asimulated de multimeter, time- and frequency-domain test
setups, aspectrum analyzer, and parameter-entry capability.
Options include modules for parametric plotting and statistical analysis, and
device libraries ranging from abasic 50member group to the 500-member general device library. These can add $2,500
to $12,000 to the price of the system.
Analog has already provided for compatibility between the two Workbench
products: a $500 package makes file
transfer possible over an RS-232-C interface or an Ethernet.
Future plans include support of IBM
PC graphics adapter cards and monitors
from other vendors, and the inclusion of
asoftware-simulated noise-measurement
instrument for design testing. Because
Analog already has a marketing arrangement with Hewlett-Packard Co.
for Analog Workbench, a PC Workbench adaptation for HP's IBM PC-compatible Vectra seems natural.
PC Workbench is in beta-test sites and
will be ready for shipment by the end of
this month.
-Eve Bennett
Analog Design Tools Inc., 66 Willow Place,
Menlo Park, Calif. 94025. Phone (415) 3280780

[Circle reader service number 338]

CHECKING SOLDER
DOTS VISUALLY
Vision Systems is adding a
Synthetic
new wrinkle to surface-mounting
automation by heading off paste-application problems at an early stage. Whereas other inspection systems check
boards after surface mounting, its SPI3500 optically inspects the placement of
solder or epoxy paste dots on a hybrid
or printed-circuit board before devices
are applied, says Dixon T. Jarvis, chief
Electronics! February 3, 1986
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INSPECTION SYSTEMS D IC EQUIPMENT

SPOT CHECKER. In addition to distinguishing bad solder spots (left) from good spots (right),
Synthetic Vision Systems' SPI -3500 reports the total number of flaws according to type.

executive officer of the company.
The company plans to ship the first
SPI-3500 to Ford Motor Co. within the
next 60 days. "We won't have any hard
data until the Ford system goes operational," says Jarvis. But he notes that
the system is expected to boost product
quality and yields in high-volume surface-mount production.
Designed as a turnkey system, the
SPI-3500 includes a circuit-image acquisition station that uses a standard 512by-480 pixel camera and a multiple-pipeline image-acquisition processor that
runs at peak speeds of 80 million pixel
operations/s in its largest configuration.
It also has a 13-in, color monitor for
operator feedback, a 68000-based host
system with keyboard and terminal, and
20 megabytes of hard-disk storage. Software includes statistical-analysis and report-generation packages as well as a
menu-driven interface designed for easy
use by shop-floor personnel.
FIXED OR MOVING. The SPI-3500 imageacquisition station scans substrates up
to 6 by 8 in. It not only detects the
presence or absence of paste dots but
also determines to the nearest mil the
exact location and the amount of area
covered by the paste. The station is
available with either a fixed overhead
camera and a moving fixture for positioning the circuit or with a moving
camera and a fixed stage.
The SPI-3500 can be used in an offline mode for qualitative sampling, but
is also fast enough to operate in a
closed-loop system at production-line
rates, the company says. System speed
will vary according to the number of
solder or epoxy dots on asubstrate. A
circuit that contains 144 dots, for instance, could be inspected in 8 to 13
seconds, depending on the number of
stages that are employed in the image
processor.
Each stage in the processor is based
Electronics/ February 3, 1986

on a proprietary CPU built on a 2,500gate high-speed CMOS array, and the
system's speed increases linearly as
more stages—up to eight—are added.
Software supplied with the system
can perform avariety of control, analysis, and report-generation functions. The
SPI-3500 can compute the percentage of
good or bad circuits in arun, for example, and can also produce aquantitative-

defect report—a total of flaws detected
according to type.
To give feedback to line operators
during the production process, an accumulative histogram can be plotted and
displayed on the system's monitor showing the size of the solder dots being
placed. Likewise, a plot showing the
amount of offset from the actual versus
desired paste-dot locations can be displayed. This lets the operator tell at a
glance if the paste application is slipping
out of tolerance.
The SPI-3500 can be linked with the
application system so that it stops the
process when it detects apaste flaw. It
then displays an image of the bad circuit, with acircle around the flaw and a
description of the problem.
Pricing varies according to the number of stages. A system equipped with a
single-stage processor sells for $100,000
and a system with the maximum eightstage configuration sells for $125,000.
The SPI-3500 is available 90 days after
ordering.
-Wesley R. Iversen
Synthetic Vision Systems Inc., 3744 Plaza
Drive, P.O. Box 1910, Ann Arbor, Mich.
48106. Phone (313) 665-1850 [Circle 339]

REACTOR GROWS EPI
LAYERS AT HIGH SPEED
fast new contender for epitaxial
Awork
in semiconductor research laboratories has hit the market Crystal
Specialties' metal-organic chemical-vapor-deposition system. The model 425
can grow epitaxial layers much faster
and at much less cost than the molecu-

lar-beam-epitaxy systems that now dominate research on high-electron-mobility
transistors, solid-state lasers, and heterojunction bipolar transistors.
Unlike previous MOCVD machines,
Crystal Specialties' new unit can ap
proach MBE systems in growing the ex

VARIETY. Crystal Specialties' epitaxial reactor grows precise films of avariety of semiconductor materials for arange of applications from LEDs to HEMTs.
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tremely thin layers, and junctions needed for advanced semiconductor devices.
Also, the new system's repeatability and
uniformity have been improved over
other MOCVD systems.
MBE systems, whose prices start at
$500,000, can handle only one wafer at a
time; the model 425 MOCVD reactor,
which works with group III-V and II-VI
compounds, accommodates two 2-in, wafers or one 3-in, wafer per run. In a
single cycle, the system can grow precisely dimensioned films of gallium arsenide, indium phosphide, cadmium telluride, and other materials, as well as various multilayer films for applications
ranging from LEDs and FETs to lasers
and HEMTs.
The reactor grows 50- to 100-À-thick
epitaxial layers with 10- to 25-À junction
transition thicknesses. The system's
heart is aradial manifold, which switches rapidly among process gases. The
manifold has multiple ports, which eliminate dead space, and its hydrogen flush
lines establish constant flow into the reaction chamber, contributing to precision in growing the layers.
Users can fit up to 12 valves on the
manifold, all at equally short distances
from the reaction site. Such a large
number of valves facilitates balanced injection of multiple process gases and
dopants for quaternary (four-element alloy) and more complex materials.
Shaping the flow channel in the radiofrequency-heated process tube as afunnel, rather than as acylinder, keeps the
reaction area as small as possible and
promotes laminar flow over the wafer

carrier, whose aerodynamic design promotes uniform heating.
The model 425's vacuum system is
also designed to ensure predictable, repeatable results. Two closed-loop control
subsystems stabilize reactor pressure—
one sets processing pressure, the other
works with the manifold to keep pressure exact during a growth run.
The standard model comes with ahorizontal,
85-mm-diameter
ultrapure
quartz process tube; an eight-loop gashandling system with three metal-organic sources; alow-impedance exhaust system; and aprogrammable sequencer for
process development and execution.
Several options are available for the
425, including additional gas lines, metal-organic gas bubblers, and facilities
for reduced-pressure processing. Another option is automated control by an
IBM Corp. Personal Computer or a
Hewlett-Packard Co. HP 9836 computer.
Typical growth specifications for
GaAs on GaAs are a sheet resistance
uniformity of ±5% across a6-cm 2 area;
an n-type doping range of 10 1° to
3x10' 8 atoms/cm 3; a p-type doping
range of 10 1°to 102°atoms/cm 2;adoping and thickness uniformity of ±5%
across a 3-in, wafer; and a 0.1-µm/min
growth rate.
The model 425 sells for $159,000; delivery takes five months. A version that
can hold 12 wafers should be available in
the last quarter of 1986. -Jerry Lyman

cute these blocks and repeat loops of
subroutines in the correct order. "It is
important to preserve the order in which
test plans are structured, since the system is performing a functional test,"
says Wade.
The package is menu driven and contains on-line help files. It also has debugging parameters as well as utilities
to compact and decompact lines of code.
And although the PSP*PAK program is
aimed at test plans running on portable
GenRad 2225 systems, Wade says, the
embedded pattern-recognition algorithm
could be applied to compacting code for
other programming languages, such as
Ada, Fortran, and Pascal.
PSP*PAK can be licensed for $9,500
per site and is available for delivery
now.
-J. Robert Lineback
Texas Programming Services, P. O.
7539, Dallas, Texas 75209.
Phone (214) 526-9706

Box

[Circle 341]

BUBBLE MEMORY FITS
ON VMEBUS BOARD
The VMH-1 Bubbl-Board, a magneticbubble mass-storage system for VMEbus microcomputers, uses plug-in cartridges to hold 512-K bytes of nonvolatile data storage. It consumes much less

Crystal Specialties Inc., Systems Division,
10160 S. W. Nimbus Ave., Portland, Ore.
97223. Phone (503) 684-0470 [Circle 340]

PROGRAM EXTENDS LIFE OF
GENRAD TEST SYSTEM
compaction package
Atest-software
that uses apattern-recognition algorithm aims at extending the useful life
of an aging but widely used portable
diagnostic system: GenRad Inc.'s 2225
Portable Service Processor.
Texas Programming Services' package, called PSP*PAK, is targeted at reducing the memory size required to execute board-test programs on the 2225,
which contains only 40-K bytes of memory. The portable 2225, which is still
widely used in the military, is running
out of memory for today's test programs, notes Elise Wade, president of
the five-year-old software house, and
functional test programs continue to get
larger as pc boards that contain very
large-scale integrated circuits get ever
more complex.
The company has seen PSP Basic soft58

ware, the programming language used
by the 2225, automatically reduced as
much as 13: 1. The largest reduction
was atest plan that originally required
650-K bytes. It fit into the memory of
the 2225 system, adds Wade.
"As boards have gotten more complex, engineers have started using simulators in the design and development of
test plans," she says. "The simulators
often produce wordy programs."
The PSP*FAK software, which runs
on Digital Equipment Corp.'s VAX line
with a megabyte of memory, will go
through atest plan and look for repeated sequences. The software will place
groups of repeated sequences into subroutine blocks located at the end of the
program.
Using subroutine commands such as
Gosub or For/Next, the tester will exe-

power than adisk drive, its manufactur
er says. The unit, which can withstand
shock and vibration in industrial environments, is also unaffected by dust
and smoke.
The VMH-1 consists of three fixed 1Mb bubble-memory chips with the associated circuitry, housing, and connectors
for the mass-storage cartridges. Its controller operates as either a master or
slave on the VMEbus and has abuilt-in
Electronics/February 3, 1986
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testing capability. Typical access time is
21 ms. A simple command set, the Universal Bubble Interface, executes data
transfers.
Units will be delivered in 30 days. The
512-K-byte version of the VMH-1, with a
single Bubbl-Pac, sells for $2,899; additional Bubbl-Pacs are $135 each.
Bubbl-Tec, 6800 Sierra Ct., Dublin, Calif.
94568. Phone (415) 829-8700 [Circle 354]

MICROVAX II GETS
8-MEGABYTE CARD
The NS638 quad-wide memory card adds
8 megabytes of RAM to Digital Equipment Corp.'s MicroVAX II computer.
The card is equipped with an on-line/offline switch with an LED indicator that
permits the memory to be electrically
removed from the system without physically removing it from the backplane.
The memory card will be delivered in
the first quarter of the year. Prices are
unavailable.
National Semiconductor Corp., 2900 Semiconductor Dr., P. O. Box 58090, Santa
Clara, Calif. 95052. Phone (800) 538-8510;
in California, (800) 345-4006 [Circle 355]

COMPUTER HAS 16
ANALOG INPUT PADS
An industrial single-board computer,
the IND-68041, combines a16/32-bit computer with a large I/O capability. To its
40 digital bidirectional I/O points, the
IND-68041 adds 16 analog input pads,
two analog output pads, two optical-encoder input pads, and two counter-timers.
The analog inputs feature 12-bit resolution, software-programmable gain,
and athroughput of 25 kHz. The encod-

MEMORIES El PERIPHERALS

er inputs are optically isolated and contain 32-bit up-down counters for position
feedback.
The Motorola 68010 CPU, which operates at clock rates of 8, 10, or 12.5 MHz,
works with up to 128-K bytes of onboard memory. Other features include
interrupt-handling logic and a real-time
clock. The board sells for $1,774 in quantities of 100, and delivery takes two
weeks.
Indocomp Inc., 5409 Perry Dr., P. O. Box
157, Drayton Plains, Mich. 48020.
Phone (313) 674-2294
[Circle 357]

512-K CMOS EPROM
RUNS AT 150 TO 250 ns
For high-performance microprocessorbased
applications,
three
CMOS
EPROMs—in 64-, 128-, and 512-K versions—have access times of 150 to 250
ns. Automatic power-down, controlled by
the chip-enable input, saves substantial
power at the systems level. The output
enable eliminates bus contention.
All three EPROMs come in 28-pin ceramic DIPs and are fully TTL-compatible. In quantities of 5,000, the models
VT27C64, VT27C128, and VT27C512 sell
for $4.50, $7.81, and $15.28 each.
The 64- and 128-K parts are available
now in volume; samples of the 512-K
EPROM are available now; production
quantities will be available later this
month.
VLSI Technology Inc.,

1109 McKay Dr.,

San Jose, Calif. 95131.
Phone (408) 942-1810

[Circle 363]

256-K EEPROM
SELLS FOR $120
The X28256 256-K EEPROM boasts a
high density that gives it possible applications in military, automotive, telecommunications, and computer markets, the
manufacturer says. Samples of the part
sell for $120.
Engineers using the company's
X2864A 64-K EEPROM can easily upgrade to the new memory. Samples of
the X28256 are available now. Production quantities are scheduled to follow
in mid-1986.
Xicor Inc., 851 Buckeye Ct., Milpitas, Calif.
95035. Phone (408) 946-6920 [Circle 364]

DRIVE STORES AND
TRANSFERS PC DATA
Easi-Disk is a storage and transfer system that moves floppy-disk data between IBM Corp. Personal Computers
and non-IBM equipment over an RS-232C interface. Its varied applications include field-data logging, software distribution, and off-line printing.
60

The flip of aswitch changes the baud
rate from 110 baud to 19.2 kilobaud, and
data verification occurs automatically.
For more data protection, Easi-Disk is
shielded against power failures.
System I, for original-equipment manufacturers, comes without the case, power supply, and manual controls. Various
disk formats are available. The end-user
System II includes a floppy-disk drive,
controller, RS-232-C card, case, power
supply, and manual controls. It features
a4-K-byte addressable RAM buffer.
Unit prices for the System Istart at
$935 and drop to
09 for orders of 50
or more; for the System II, they start at
$1,095. Evaluation samples are shipped
within one month.
Analog & Digital Peripherals Inc., 815 Diana Dr., Troy, Ohio 45373.
Phone (513) 339-2241
[Circle 372]

STORAGE UNIT WORKS
WITH MICROVAX II
The model 41 advanced data-storage
subsystem operates with any Digital
Equipment Corp. MicroVAX II to create
aVAX-like system at low cost, the manufacturer says.
Combining up to 280 megabytes of

hard-disk storage with floppy-disk and
tape-drive options, the model 41 is said
to move data two to three times faster
than DEC systems. Its 51
4 -in. Winches/
ter drives offer a transfer rate of 625
kb/s and an average access time of 27
ms.
Its foundation module integrates the
mass-storage-device controller, all backplane circuitry, and asense monitor on a
single board without using a backplane
slot.
The sense monitor contains resident
firmware and hardware used for sysElectronics/February 3, 1986
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tern-status analysis, system utilities, and
diagnostics. Its user interface can be
customized for the user's ability.
A single model 41 costs $18,000; lots
of 50 or more cost $6,000 each. Production quantities are available now, and
delivery takes 30 days.
Scientific Micro Systems Inc., 339 N. Bernardo Ave., Mountain View, Calif. 94043.
Phone (415) 964-5700
[Circle 373]

CALCULATOR DISPLAYS
GRAPHS ON LCD PANEL
The FX-7000G pocket scientific calculator displays equations in graph form on
an LCD panel that contains 96 by 64
dots and measures 2.17 by 1.5 in.
As the user enters changes in the numeric values, the display changes to reflect this input. Two or more function
equations can be displayed simultaneously as agraph, and the intersection
and approach of different functions can

frequency and microwave-spectrum analyzers for troubleshooting at the design
stage.
To eliminate errors due to stray capacitive coupling, the HP 11940A uses a
dual-loop configuration and a balun,
which provide common-mode rejection of
electrical-field components. Calibration
is accurate to ±2 dB for a 377-11 field
impedance.
The price of the close-field probe is
$500, with delivery in 12 weeks.
Hewlett-Packard Co., Inquiries Manager,
1820 Embarcadero Rd., Palo Alto, Calif.
94303
[Circle 370]

CHART RECORDERS
COME WITH 10 PENS
The PrimeLine R-50 series of flatbed
strip-chart recorders comes with 2to 10
pens. Each pen is driven by its own de
servo motor, with accuracy better than
±0.25% and sensitivity better than
±0.1% of full scale. The user can select
chart-drive speeds from 2 cm/h to 120
cm/min and either Z-fold or roll-chart
paper.
Standard features of the R-50 series
include 32 switch-selected calibrated
ranges from 0.5 mV and avernier scale
that can extend each range up to 250%
for continuous-range adjustment between each calibrated step.
The price of the midrange model R-54
with four pens is $4,495, and delivery is
from stock.
Soltec Distribution, P. O. Box 818, Sun Valley, Calif. 91353.
Phone (818) 764-5400
[Circle 371]

be displayed at a keystroke.
Retailing for $69.95, the calculator is
available now.
Casio Inc., 15 Gardner Rd., Fairfield, N. J.
07006. Phone (201) 575-7400 [Circle 369]

PROBE FINDS
EMI HOT SPOTS
The HP 11940A close-field probe is a
magnetic-field sensor that locates electromagnetic-interference sources and
makes highly repeatable relative measurements from 30 MHz to 1GHz. The
handheld instrument works with radio-

SOLIDS MODELER
TURNS 2-D INTO 3-D
AC/Solids takes either a surface model
or atwo-dimensional outline and creates
a true three-dimensional solid model. It
also shows the model from any position—with hidden lines displayed or suppressed—during the design process and
lets the user incorporate doubly curved
surfaces. Engineering calculations such
as mass and surface area can be carried
out at any time, and interference checking is also performed.
AC/Solids is available for Digital
Equipment Corp.'s VAX and MicroVAX
and Apollo Computer Inc.'s Domain
computers and is an option to AC/Diad,
the company's 2-d drafting and design
system. The per-user license price for
VAX or Apollo systems is $9,000; for a
MicroVAX system, the package is
$18,000. An evaluation kit is available

SOFTWARE CLEANS
MAILING LISTS
To clean mailing lists of duplicates and
near-duplicates, CleanMail performs
very fast character-string comparisons-400,000 characters/s—and calculates the degree of similarity between
each record and all others. Similar records are then presented to the database administrator for comparison and
elimination of duplicates.
CleanMail is compatible with most
data-base software packages, and the
company says it is far more accurate
than other available merge-purge methods. It consists of a plug-in circuit card
and software for the IBM Corp. Personal Computer. The package sells for $995
and is available now.
Proximity Technology Inc., 3511 N. E. 22nd
Ave., Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33308.
Phone (305) 566-3511
[Circle 359]

COMPACT COMPUTER
MIMICS MICRO PDP-11
The Q-bus-based Qube computer is compatible with Digital Equipment Corp.'s
Micro PDP-11/73 and supports all DEC
operating systems. The 25-lb computer,
which comes in either a floor-standing
or desktop configuration, measures only
14 by 14 by 6in. Prices for the system
start at $6,500.
A complete Qube consists of a Q-bus
backplane with eight dual slots, two
floppy-disk drives, a hard-disk drive
with 22- or 44-megabyte formatted capacity, and a controller for the disks.
Users have a choice of CPUs, main
memory ranging from 256-K bytes to 4
megabytes, and serial interfaces for
four or eight terminals.
Additional hard-disk or tape-cartridge
storage can be substituted for the floppy disk. Delivery is from stock.
Unbound Inc., 15239 Springdale St., Huntington Beach, Calif. 92649.
Phone (800) 862-6863; in California, (714)
895-6205

[Circle 366]

now.
American Channels

Inc.,

1050

Waltham

St., Lexington, Mass. 02173.
Phone (617) 862-4441
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[Circle 358]
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NEW EDITION

NEW LITERATURE

All standards
are new, revised,
or reaffirmed
since the
previous edition

For estimating the die size of cellbased designs, International Microelectronics Products offers afree slide rule.
The slide rule takes design parameters
into account and includes an IC yield
estimator. Write on letterhead to IMP
Marketing Department, 70 E. Daggett
Dr., San Jose, Calif. 95134. [Circle 425]
DICE.

A catalog of publications
on how to market high technology
comes from the creators of "Mainly
Marketing," a 12-page monthly report
that publishes industry surveys and
"how-to" articles. Books listed in the
catalog include The Handbook on Marketing for High Technology's Top Managements and Forecasting Electronic
Business. Published by Schoonmaker
Associates, P. O. Drawer M, Coram,
N. Y. 11727, the catalog is free; asample copy of "Mainly Marketing" sells
for 50c. Phone (516) 473-8741.
[Circle 426]
MARKETING.

"Radiation Effects on CMOS" describes the use of
rad-hard semiconductors in commercial,
industrial, and defense applications. Besides defining the term "rad-hard," it
covers types of radiation and the major
problem of CMOS—ionization radiation.
The brochure also details the level to
which major tactical-weaponry systems
can be protected and from what types
of radiation. Requests for free copies
should be on letterhead. Write to Harris
Semiconductor, P. O. Box 883, M/S 53035, Melbourne, Fla. 32902. [Circle reader service number 421]
RADIATION HARDENING.

pages
illustrated
Edited by Harold C. Folts
1,923

DATA
COMMUNICATIONS
STANDARDS
All 123 interface protocol standards set by:
•CCITT •ISO •ECMA
•ANSI •EIA
•U.S. Government

F. W. Bell details its PI series
of current-watt sensors in new literature. In addition to specifications, the
illustrated literature discusses measurement theory and how to measure ac and
de power. Requests should be sent to
the company at 6120 Hanging Moss Rd.,
Orlando, Fla. 32807. Phone (305) 6786900.
[Circle 4221
SENSORS.

Special feature for instant
access to the applicable
standards:
Cross-reference tables of the
similar and interfacing
standards of each standards
organization.

E Electronic« Magazine Book/.
P.O. Box 541
!lightstown. NJ 08520
609/426-5070

,

itiU

Please send
copies
of R100-McGraw-Hill's Compilation of
Data Communications Standard Edition
li ai 8295 each.

Name
Title
Company
Address
City/state/ zip
U.S. customers please add local sales tax.
McGraw-Hill pays regular shipping and
handling on prepaid orders.
DCT
_J
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"Circuit Ideas for Linear
ICs" offers 102 circuits using RCA linear ICs and MOS FETs—all for industrial and consumer applications. Included
are sections on timing, measurement,
data conversion, and communications. A
full schematic is illustrated for each circuit idea along with a brief description
of its function. For afree copy, write to
RCA Solid State, P. O. Box 2900, Somerville, N. J. 08876
[Circle 423]
LINEAR ICs.

Augat/Pylon describes its
test fixtures for GenRad 2272 test systems with the Speed Plus option, including a modular design interface panel
and an alignment method to guarantee
proper test-head/receiver interfacing.
The company makes a series of VacTuated test heads for the GenRad 2272.
For copies of Bulletin GR2272-SP, write
to Augat/Pylon, P. O. Box 2510, 452
John Dietseh Blvd., Attleboro Falls,
Mass. 02763, or call (617) 699-7646.
[Circle 427]
TEST HEADS.

"PLCC: Plastic Leaded Chip Carriers" covers thermal characteristics of the plastic leaded chip carrier, device availability, and device pinouts. Types of devices in the overview
include PROMs (diagnostic and registered), Programmable Array Logic devices, first-in first-out devices, and Double-Density-Plus interfaces. For a free
copy, write to Monolithic Memories Inc.,
2175 Mission College Blvd., Santa Clara,
Calif. 95050, or call (408) 970-9700.
[Circle 424]

SURFACE MOUNT.

A full-color 12-page
brochure introduces Icon/1000, adistributed, microprocessor-based control sysDIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTER. An aptem that features computer-aided proplication note describes how to connect cess-engineering software. CAPE permits acomplex process application to be
adual 12-bit digital-to-analog converter,
model AD7549, to microcomputers in the configured by means of graphics icons
MCS-48 and MCS-51 families. The three- rather than using one of the programpage note concentrates on solutions that ming languages. The hardware is based
require little external hardware and a on the IBM Corp. 7531/2 industrial perminimum number of components. Re- sonal computer and a68000-based plant.
floor controller. Write to Data Acquisiquests for the free literature should go
to Analog Devices Inc. Literature Cen- tion Systems Inc., 349 Congress St.,
Boston, Mass. 02210, or call (617) 423ter, 70 Shawmut Rd., Canton, Mass.
[Circle 429]
02021.
[Circle 428] 7691 for afree copy.
PROCESS CONTROL
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JAPAN TELECOM
PRODUCTION SAGS
Japanese
telecommunications production last year
registered one of its slowest
rates of increase ever. For
the 12-month period ending
November 1985, production
was up only 1.9%. The Communications Industry Association of Japan says the slowdown was directly related to
the rise in the value of the
yen against the dollar. Japanese exports of telecommunications equipment dropped
5% during the month of November, and imports decreased by 17.3%. Production
for the month was valued at
$654 million. Big losers were
push-button phones, down
20.2%; exchanges, down 5.3%;
and wireless communications
gear, down 8.5%. Leading the
product increase for November were dial phones, up
48.4%, and facsimile machines, up 22.3%.
U. S. SALES OFF 2%
IN 3RD QUARTER
U.S. electronics companies
sold more than $168 billion of
domestically produced goods
and services during the first
nine months of 1985, up 2.3%
from the same period ayear
ago, the American Electronics Association reports. But
third-quarter sales, which totaled an estimated $55 billion,
declined 2% from the $56.1
billion reported for the same
quarter a year earlier. Electronics sales in September
were $20.6 billion, down 1.9%
from September 1984.
RCA WINS JAPAN
SATELLITE JOB
RCA Corp.'s Astro-Electronics Division in East Windsor,
N. J., will design and manufacture major subsystems for
the BS-3 spacecraft communications bus, as part of Japan's third-generation directbroadcast satellite. Japan's
National Space Development
Agency, which will launch
two satellites in 1990 and
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1991 on a native-designed
rocket, awarded NEC Corp.
of Tokyo the prime contract
based on adesign created by
NEC and RCA.
FRENCH BUY
INTO SETPOINT
Moving to expand into the
U. S. market, CGEE Alsthom,
an electrical and instrumentation contractor and subsidiary of France's nationalized
Compagnie Générale d'Electricité, has taken a35% interest in Setpoint Inc. The
Houston company supplies
process computer control
software, engineering services, and technology that is
applied to the oil-refining,
petrochemical, and chemical
industries. The aim is to take
6% of the world industrialcontrol market by the end of
this decade.
WYSE TO BUY
MONITOR MAKER
Amdek Corp. of Chicago has
agreed to abuyout by videodisplay maker Wyse Technology for an estimated 650,000
shares of Wyse. The San
Jose, Calif., company might
repay Amdek's bank debt as
well. Still awaiting shareholder approval, the buyout
would provide Amdek with
the resources to help maintain its position in the market
for industry-standard mona
chrome and color monitors.
Wyse has also filed aregistration statement for a sale
of about 3.3 million shares of
its stock—including sale of
all 2.7 million shares held by
Altos Computer Systems
Inc., San Jose.
IBM PICKS INI
FOR MAP WORK
In a surprise announcement
at the MAP Users Group
meeting in Toronto, Canada,
John Klein, general manager
of IBM Manufacturing Systems Products, said IBM
Corp.
and
Industrial
Networking Inc. will jointly
develop Manufacturing Auto-

mation Protocol products.
INI, Santa Clara, Calif., is a
joint venture of UngermannBass Inc. and General Electric Co. Although he refused
to give details, INI president
and chief executive officer
Joseph P. Schoendorf said
initial development efforts
will focus on the IBM industrial computer family.

PACBELL TO TEST
PUBLIC ISDN

Pacific Bell plans its first
major test of a public integrated-services digital network this fall when it will interconnect different switches
in three Northern California
cities—San Francisco, San
Ramon, and one to be chosen
in Silicon Valley. An analogto-digital subsystem, manuFIRST ROCKWELL
factured by Japan's NEC
GaAs CHIPS READY
Corp., will make the hookup
between the digital network
The first fully functional
and the various switches at
chips,
1-K random-access
the local level. Those switchmemories, last week rolled
off a new gallium arsenide es will include the common
analog switch No. 1 AESS,
pilot production line Rockwell
International Corp. built for and digital switches DMS100
the Defense Advanced Re- and the No. 5 ESS. Spokesmen expect trial customers
search Projects Agency. The
$19 million facility at New- on the network by spring of
1987. However, they say the
bury Park, Calif., is afoundry at which Defense Depart- commercial viability of such
anetwork will depend on dement contractors can have
veloping a tie-in of ISDN to
GaAs chips fabricated to
their own designs. The pilot Pacific Bell's existing packet
line can handle up to 250 3- switching capability and to a
Signaling System Seven proin.-wafer starts per week,
cess. The Signaling System
with minimum feature sizes
Seven technology gives the
down to 1 p.m, Rockwell
ability to separate out adatasays. The line will fabricate
control signal from a transmore-complex 4-K RAM parts
mission on the same teleduring the process evaluation
phone line.
phase, and eventually will
produce 16-K RAMs and 6-K
gate arrays.
XEROX SEES GAIN
WANG WINS
USAF CONTRACT
The Air Force has awarded
Wang Laboratories Inc. a
$480 million contract for
management information systems at bases around the
world. Under the agreement,
Wang will supply about 1,600
computers over the next five
years for the Air Force's
Minicomputer Multiuser System program. The equipment
will come from the full range
of Wang's computer line,
with a concentration in VS
100 minicomputers. Wang,
which has headquarters in
Lowell, Mass., will also provide maintenance and support for up to eight years.
The entire Air Force procurement will be off-the-shelf
equipment, Wang says.

IN DATA SYSTEMS
Xerox Corp. aims to have
half its revenue coming from
its information-systems business in the 1990s and will
take astride toward the goal
this year with a gain of better than 15% in the sector,
chairman David Kearns told
security analysts in New
York last week. For 1985, he
reported, better than expected business in the high end
of the copier and duplicator
market and a strong performance in information-systems operations helped Xerox
boost its revenue by 4% to
$8.7 billion and its operating
income by 8% to $351 million.
Industry analysts estimate
that
information-systems
sales accounted for about
25% of Xerox's revenue last
year.
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It's not just that someone buys
aCOMPAQ Computer every 62 seconds
of every business day...
It's why
For three years now, COMPAQ°
Personal Computers have sold at
the rate of nearly one per minute
of each business day. That's made
COMPAQ the fastest growing
computer company in the world.
Because when people take the
time to learn about computers,
they learn that COMPAQ Computers simply work better.
Our portable computers are
built with innovations that surpass most desktop computers. Our
rugged COMPAQ PORTABLE
286TM runs software 30% faster
than the IBM' PC-AT" And can
come with an internal tape backup system to protect your data—
an exclusive in our portable
computer.
Our desktop computers are
packed with more advances.
Our COMPAQ DESKPRO' Series
runs faster than the IBM PC or
IBM PC/XT". The COMPAQ
DESKPRO 286TM is even faster
than the IBM PC-AT
Our desktops store more. Add
up to four internal storage devices,
including atape back-up.
In fact, all COMPAQ Computers
are expandable and compatible. No
compromises. That's why, of the
nation's 1000 leading companies,
more of them use COMPAQ Computers than any other brand, except one. And we're closing the gap.
For afree brochure or the location of your nearest
Authorized Dealer, call toll-free 1-800-231-0900
Canada 416 4498741) and ask for Operator 10.
01985 COMPAQ' Computer corporation. All rights
reserved. IBM PC-Arn,and IBM PC/XTrm are
trademarks, and IBM' is aregistered trademark of
International Business Machines Corporation.

COMPAile
It simply works better.

CAE Software
Electronic Circuit Design &Analysis

I-6 SPICE
The most widely used program of its
type in the world. Already serving most
major aerospace & electronic firms.
The Interactive-Graphics SPICE can handle all your circuit and
chip design & analysis needs: Analog, digital & hybrid, low
& high frequency, solid-state discrete & IC, low & high power.
One program does it all! A complete, self contained, standalone package or may be integrated into awork station. User
friendly. Easy to learn. Excellent documentation & support.
ANALYSIS

UNIQUE FEATURES

•DC •AC •Transient
•Noise •Sensitivity
•Temperature Sweep
•Transmission Lines
•Fourier •Distortion
•Transfer Impedances

•Equations & tabular functions •Multi-plots •User defined
FORTRAN sub-programs for complete modeling flexibility •
All digital blocks & functions built-in •Defined parameters
•Discrete & IC model libraries •Automatic reruns •Worstcase •Monte-Carlo •Optimization •All these features only
available on I-G SPICE •COMPARE!

Ppider

FET

— SCR

Sotch

re et+

CALL OR WRITE TODAY

I.1141.3

Jedte.

• NIIKIS

JOS,

AB Associates,

for a detailed brochure to see
why I-G SPICE is No. I, and
what it can do for your company.
Now available on the CRAY,
CDC & IBM mainframes and
the DEC/VAX, PRIME &
APOLLO minicomputers.

Inc. •P.O. Box 82215 •Tampa, FL 33682 «(813) 932-9853
Circle 902 on reader service card

